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Bill Kalar

From: Jan Nermoe <nermoej@arvig.net>
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 10:42 AM ^fec*
To: Bill Kalar ^Sfi
Subject: RE: Homestead at Ottertail

^'^
On Tuesday 05/02/2013 at 8:29 am, Bill Kalar wrote:

Hi Wayne,

One correction to your E-Mail regarding the EAW process should be made and that is, all
public comments should be submitted to our Office and not the EQB.

Bill Kalar

Land and Resource Mgt.
Gov't Services Center

540 West Fir

Fergus Falls, Mn. 56537
218-998-8095

—Original Message
From: Wayne Johnson [mailto:waynei@loretel.netl
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2013 11:47 PM
To: 'Jan Nermoe'

Cc: Bill Kalar

Subject: RE: Homestead at Ottertail

Jan, thank you for your email. I believe there is some confusion on the structure of Otter Tail
county boards. The planning commission you refer to is a separate board from the County
Commission (of which I am a member), basically the planning commission sorts through a lot
of information and

then makes recommendation to (us) the County Commission. I was not at the
planning board meeting in September and so am unaware of any promises made about the
flow of information. What I do know is that the EAW was presented to us (the county
commission) on January 22nd. I have attached a copy of the EAW.
The county commission will consider this matter after public comment has been received by
the EQB (Environmental Quality Board) there website ise:
http://www.eqb.state.mn.us/EnvRevGuidanceDocuments.htm. At that website you will be
able to make written comments as to the environmental impacts of the proposed campground
and to voice your concerns. Those comments will then become part of the record and be
considered when making a decision about the proposed campground, At the end of the day, it
is the county commission (me included) who will say yes or no to this proposal, but only after
all of the recommendations, public comment, and environmental studies are in; so that we
can make an informed decision.

I have copied Bill Kalar, Land and Resource director, on this email. He is far more
i
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knowledgeable on the process involved with an EAW and can make sure that you stay
informed on this project.

Again, thank you for your email and let me know if I can be of further assistance.

Respectfully,
Wayne Johnson
Otter Tail County Commissioner

—Original Message
From: Jan Nermoe |"mailto:nermoej(o)arviq.net]
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2013 9:08 AM
To: waynei@loretel.net
Subject: Homestead at Ottertail

Dear Wayne and fellow OTC Planning Commissioners:

John and I are year-round residents of Ottertail Lake. We attended
a meeting of the planning commission in September of 2011 to voice our
reasons for opposing what was then called Homestead on Ottertail. We were
told at the end of that meeting we would be notified by mail when the EAW
was completed and before you would further discuss this matter. Now we have
read in the FOCUS article that you have sent the proposal on to the county
commission. Is that correct?

When we bought our lot and built our home in 2008, the Swanberg land across
from us was zoned agricultural. Has that been changed without
input of the people who would be neighbors to the development? We
who are neighbors strongly oppose a change. How can you recommend for this
to go forward knowing our many reasons against this?

That this is coming up at this time of year when some of us are on winter
vacation, makes the input for both sides of the issue to be unfair. We have
to count on you to be looking out for our welfare as well as the
applicants'. Please read our letters from 2011 and let us know what is
going on with this issue. You have our addresses. We want to be informed.
You certainly would not want to only take into consideration one side of the
"story". You do represent all the people in the county. We cannot be
reached by mail at this time, but neighbors will let us know when and if
they receive notifications.

We are out of town right now, but can be reached by email at
nermoei(a)arviq.net. Cell phone number is 701-238-2173. Please let us know
what is actually going on with this issue. We do not want to just accept an
article's account of your action.



Thank you.

John and Janet Nermoe

29715 Wavefont Drive

Battle Lake, MN 56515

***Do not respond by mall. Please use email or telephone.
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Bill Kalar

From: Baldwinjerry <Jerry.Baldwin@sanfordhealth.org>
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 11:00 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: homestead project

Mr. Kalar: I have grave concerns re this proposed project.

Many years ago I was a first responder to a fatal accident with muliple fatalities just south of the intersection of county 5
and 78—this was long before the marked increase in traffic primarily due to the access to 1-94. It is very readily
apparent this is a VERY dangerous part of highway 78. It is almost blind ie very hilly and unfortunately the traffic laws
are not obeyed. I can speak from experience to this as I own property about one mile north of this intersection. Quite
frankly if one were to plan the worst possible location along the highway, this would be the location. I urge you and all
of the commissioners to visit this in person and I cannot imagine how you could come to any other conclusion.

There is no lake access and the 500 or so individuals at the park will obviously want to be on the lake—so there is the
public park which was not designed for a priviate business and the public boat launch site at Pelican bay. The boat
launch area is already overcrowded and on the weekends cars are parked all over even on the side of the road which is
illegal.

I find it rather inconsistent that one is not permitted to have a guest house on the their property on the lake front for
occasional usage but yet it is okay to allow approximately 500 more individuals to occupy a small area just across the
road. And if this "scaled down" version is permitted to be built it will only be time before it is expanded, compounding
all of the above issues.

Please consider the ramifications of a decision to go forward on this project. It is not in the long-term best interests of
one of the finest lakes in the state. We do not need overpopulation which never is good from an ecological standpoint.

Thank you for your consideration.

Jerry Baldwin

30685 highway 78 ^£x

x*
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments,
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
privileged and confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use,
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy
all copies of the original message.



Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

February 20, 2013

Mr. Kalar:

Dietz, Jo ann <jo_dietz@ipsd.org>
Wednesday, February 20, 2013 11:56 AM
Bill Kalar

Homestead on Ottertail project ?>
°Wo

*"£&'00,'tee

We have long dreamed of owning a home on Ottertail Lake. When the opportunity arose, we were delighted
to see that dream come true. Our permanent home will be ready for occupancy in summer 2013. Although we
needed to jump through many hoops to get our home started, we realized that they were in place to insure
the health of the lake. We realize that living at the lake is all about protecting the health of the lake.

We fear that the health of the Ottertail Lake may be in danger. The threat of invasive species is real. With the
building of a RV Park with 185 (or even 70) sites that threat becomes an even more likely outcome.

We are not against sharing the lake with Minnesota residents or visitors; it is a great place to spend time. We
are against saturating the area with transient water vehicles.

Our home is located on Highway 78 not far from the proposed building site. We are also concerned about the
amount of traffic that will be added to that road during the busy summer months.

We are very disappointed that those in charge of protecting our waterways may actually allow Homestead on
Ottertail to move forward . We would suggest that any decision to be made wait until mid-summer when
more lake residents may have input.

Thank you.

Jeffrey and Jo Ann Dietz

30177 Four Winds Drive

Battle Lake, MN 56515

30W110GreenbrookCt

Warrenville, IL60555



Bill Kalar

From: Jan Nermoe <nermoej@arvig.net>
Sent: Thursday, February 21, 2013 12:21 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Comments

Bill Kalar and County Commission:

Another issue with allowing Homestead at Ottertail to proceedt is air pollution from all the campfires. Anyone with
smoke allergies will definitely be affected. This would take away their quality of life.

I have very severe asthma. Being at the lake helps me due to all the clean air here. Homestead at Ottertail would take
away my ability to be outdoors or have our windows open every evening when campfires would be burning. The
development is within 300 feet of our front door.

Please help all the people with these allergies by not goingforward with Homestead at Ottertail.

Jan Nermoe

%G'%-$>
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Bill Kalar

From: Dan Arnold <danamoldfarm@hotmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 8:42 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Comment on eaw
Attachments: Otter Tail Township Board.docx

Bill, attached is a copy of the letter Isent to the Otter Tail Township Board, Iwould like it to be included as a
comment on the EAW as the Township Letter stating their intent to costshare dust control is part of the
EAW. Daniel Arnold

X*

%*



Otter Tail Township Board, -" m

I am Daniel Arnold and I am writing this to express my opposition to the proposed campground

"'Homestead at Ottertail" We own a lake home at 29691 Wavefront Drive on HWY 78 across.the

road from the proposed development. As stated in the EAW for the proposal the town board

has gone on record as stating they will cost share in dust control with the Swanbergs on 295th

St. I am very much opposed to this, that the township would be paying to help facilitate a

proposal that is not wanted nor is compatible with the surrounding farms and lakeshore

residents. The Swanbergs 2012 twp taxes were $98.37 and ours were $602.84. The other

lakeshore residents pay like amounts to the twp. Although I cannot vote in the twp because I

am a resident of Swift County,MN I feel I can express my opinion of how the revenue I provide

to the twp is used. We pay $200 to Swift county to have chloride applied on 400 feet of swift co

56 for dust control, I am not sure if this is the actual cost, I think it is subsidized by the county.

To control the dust on 295th St for a whole summer could cost several thousand dollars. There

are many concerns about traffic, trespassing to the lake ,noise, runoff, light pollution,

overcrowding of lake accesses. The liability to the twp and county to deal with the potential

problems of bringing an additional 750 people into a campground that is not compatible with its

neighbors and has the potential to change the character of the area is far too great to let it

proceed. I urge the township to oppose this proposal. I would hope you appreciate the revenue

that the lakeshore residents provide the twp and stand behind us in our opposition to this

proposal. Not all townships are so lucky to have such a windfall of revenue from seasonal

vacation homes and I hope you would like to see the area remain as it is. The property is

currently zoned as it is to help maintain the beauty and character of the area.

Thanks for your consideration,

Daniel Arnold

1425 10th st sw

Holloway, MN 56249



February 19, 2013

To: OTC CountyAdministrator: Larry Krohn
OTC County Commissioners: Doug Huebsch, Wayne Johnson, John Lindquist, Roger Fremming, Lee Rogness

KOTC Land and Resource: Bill Kalar USND «& RESOURrc
Ottertail Township Board: Dennis Martin, Bruce Spanswick, Donald Dreyer, Dale Rastedt, Bradley Childs,
Timothy Lueders

MN DOT District Engineer: Jody Martinson

Re: Homestead at Ottertail Proposed Cluster Development

Thank you for continuing to listen to Ottertail County residents regarding the Homestead at Ottertail cluster
development conditional use request.

The County's review process has revealed both the magnitude and significance ofthis project; the impact it would have
on nearby landowners; and last, Minnesotans who have come to enjoy traveling to Ottertail Lake as theirchosen
recreation destination over the years. It is clear from your review that thefollowing concerns make it difficult, if not
impossible, for County residents to embraceand support this proposed project:

Incompatible Development: Like many other landowners in thearea, we invested in ourOttertail County
property following a due-diligence process that involved reviewing thezoning for surrounding property. The
zoning for this area is agriculture/single-family, and the petitioners knew this when they acquired the land. To
maintain the perceived integrity ofboth current and future investments in Ottertail County land, zoning changes
administered through the conditional use permit process should only be considered if supported by nearby
property owners, or improve the overall quality of life forthe majority of residents. This cluster development is
the equivalent of adding 185 lake lots to the shoreline of Ottertail.

Increased Highway Traffic: The entrance into the development at 295th Street is a little-used gravel road which
passes through the Names Dairy Farm between their house and the restoftheir property. It is currently used
mainly for walking, jogging, and occasional bike riders. It has a turn-off from Hwy. 78 on one end and off County
Road 5 at the other. The thought ofturning this into a main road for the regular use of185 cars is concerning,
and again, significantly impacts the qualityof life that current residents and visitors in this area are accustomed
to. The back-up oftraffic at the Hwy. 78/295th Street junction is also ofconcern. (The developer has indicated
370 parking spaces.)

Pedestrian Safety: Semis, trucks and cars rely heavily on Hwy. 78 since it provides arterial access to 1-94.
Subsequently, the 50 mph speed limit is rarely followed. The petitioner's EAW states they plan to use the
wayside reston Hwy. 78 for lake access (one mile north and across Hwy. 78from the proposed development).
With certainty, this will create pedestrian traffic in conflict with motor traffic. Homestead at Ottertail also plans
to have othercommercial operations, such as renting their facilities forweddings, dances, family reunions, and
other large social gatherings. This will create a demand for parking along the highway, in front of homes, etc.

BoatTraffic: Number 15 inthe petitioner's EAW states the development will not affect the number of
watercraft on any body ofwater; however, they have also stated they plan to offer space on their property for
campers to park boats and personal watercraft. The nearest public landing along Hwy. 78 is already at capacity
with trucks and cars sometimes parked along the road and in ditches.

Taxpayer Support: Following development, Ithink you would find the need to go to taxpayers for an additional
investment of tax dollars to support/band aid this incompatible use, including:

• Improvementof the Hwy. 78 landing, and addition of staff, to accommodate significantly increased use;



• Additional law enforcement for noise and nuisance complaints resulting from music and partying at the

large pavilion; and

• Additional law enforcement for traffic enforcement and pedestrian safety.

The public resources required to reduce the impact of this development on the lake, nearby residents, and

existing visitors, far outweighs any benefit it offers to the County's tax base and the quality of life we've all

grown accustomed to on Ottertail Lake.

Four generations of our family have come to appreciate and enjoy both the environment and amenities offered by

Ottertail Lake. This proposed development feels significantly incongruent with the rich legacy of this area, and prospect

for continuing the unique experiences it has offered to so many.

John and Janet Nermoe (LAif£> (M^L (M^ jlOU)^^
29715 Wavefront Drive WW***' Jf V_
Battle Lake, MN 56515 '
218-367-3246

701-238-2173



February 19, 2013 /}>£-

To: OTC County Administrator: Larry Krohn K/ *+0
OTC County Commissioners: Doug Huebsch, Wayne Johnson, John Lindquist, Roger Fremming, Lee Rogness
OTC Land and Resource: Bill Kalar <$/}£.
Ottertail Township Board: Dennis Martin, Bruce Spanswick, Donald Dreyer, Dale Rastedt, Bradley Chilcft&to-
Timothy Lueders

MN DOT District Engineer: Jody Martinson

Re: Homestead at Ottertail Proposed Cluster Development

Thank you for continuing to listen to Ottertail County residents regarding the Homestead at Ottertail cluster
development conditional use request.

TheCounty's review process has revealed both the magnitude and significance of this project; the impact it would have
on nearby landowners; and last, Minnesotans who have come to enjoy traveling to Ottertail Lake as their chosen
recreation destination over the years. It is clear from your review that the following concerns make it difficult, if not

impossible, for County residents to embrace and support this proposed project:

Incompatible Development: Like many other landowners in the area, we invested in our Ottertail County
propertyfollowing a due-diligence process that involved reviewing the zoning for surrounding property.The
zoning for this area isagriculture/single-family, and the petitioners knew this when they acquired the land.To
maintainthe perceived integrityof both current and future investments in Ottertail County land, zoningchanges
administered through the conditional use permitprocess should only be considered ifsupported bynearby
property owners, or improvethe overall qualityof life for the majorityof residents. This cluster development is
the equivalent of adding 185 lake lots to the shoreline of Ottertail.

Increased Highway Traffic: The entrance into the development at 295th Street is a little-used gravel road which
passes through the Names Dairy Farm between their house and the rest of their property. It is currently used
mainly forwalking, jogging, and occasional bike riders. Ithasa turn-off from Hwy. 78on one end and offCounty
Road 5 at the other. The thought of turningthis intoa main road for the regular use of 185 cars isconcerning,
and again, significantly impacts the quality of life that current residents and visitors in this area are accustomed

to.The back-up oftraffic at the Hwy. 78/295th Street junction is also ofconcern. (The developer has indicated
370 parking spaces.)

Pedestrian Safety: Semis, trucks and cars rely heavily on Hwy. 78 since it provides arterial access to 1-94.

Subsequently, the 50 mph speed limit is rarelyfollowed. The petitioner's EAW states they plan to use the
wayside rest on Hwy. 78 for lakeaccess (one mile north and across Hwy. 78 from the proposed development).
With certainty, this will create pedestrian traffic in conflict with motor traffic. Homestead at Ottertail also plans
to have other commercial operations, such as rentingtheir facilities for weddings, dances, family reunions, and
other largesocial gatherings. This will create a demand for parking along the highway, in front of homes, etc.

Boat Traffic: Number 15 in the petitioner's EAW states the development will not affect the number of

watercraft on any body ofwater; however, they have also stated they plan to offer space on their property for
campersto park boats and personal watercraft. The nearest public landing along Hwy. 78 isalready at capacity
with trucks and cars sometimes parked along the road and in ditches.

Taxpayer Support: Following development, Ithinkyou would find the need to go to taxpayers for an additional
investment of tax dollars to support/band aid this incompatible use, including:

• Improvementof the Hwy. 78 landing, and additionof staff, to accommodate significantly increased use;



• Additional lawenforcement for noise and nuisance complaints resulting from music and partying at the
large pavilion; and

• Additional law enforcement for traffic enforcement and pedestrian safety.

The public resources required to reduce the impact of this development on the lake, nearby residents, and
existing visitors, far outweighs any benefit it offers to the County'stax base and the quality of life we've all
grown accustomed to on Ottertail Lake.

Fourgenerations of our family have come to appreciate and enjoy both the environment and amenities offered by
Ottertail Lake. This proposed developmentfeels significantly incongruent with the rich legacy of this area, and prospect
for continuing the unique experiences it has offered to so many.

John and Janet Nermoe QMJttrt. ftM/L QfrfisYl) ikhJ^^
29715 Wavefront Drive

Battle Lake, MN 56515

218-367-3246

701-238-2173

W:^^^%
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February 19,2013

To: OTC County Administrator: Larry Krohn ^J
OTC County Commissioners: Doug Huebsch, Wayne Johnson, John Lindquist, Roger Fremming, Lee Rogness
OTC Land and Resource: Bill Kalar

Ottertail Township Board: Dennis Martin, Bruce Spanswick, Donald Dreyer, Dale Rastedt, Bradley Childs,
Timothy Lueders

MN DOTDistrict Engineer: Jody Martinson

Re: Homestead at Ottertail Proposed Cluster Development

Thank youfor continuing to listen to Ottertail Countyresidents regardingthe Homestead at Ottertail cluster
development conditional use request.

The County's review process has revealed both the magnitude and significance of this project; the impact it would have
on nearby landowners; and last, Minnesotans who have come to enjoy traveling to Ottertail Lake as their chosen
recreation destinationover the years. It is clear from your review that the following concerns make it difficult, if not

impossible, for County residents to embrace and support this proposed project:

Incompatible Development: Like many other landowners in the area, we invested in our Ottertail County
property following a due-diligence process that involved reviewing the zoningfor surrounding property. The
zoningfor this area is agriculture/single-family, and the petitioners knew this when they acquired the land. To
maintain the perceived integrity of both current and future investments in Ottertail County land, zoningchanges
administered through the conditional use permit processshouldonlybe considered ifsupported by nearby
property owners, or improve the overall quality of lifefor the majority of residents. This cluster development is

the equivalent of adding 185 lake lots to the shoreline of Ottertail.

Increased Highway Traffic: The entrance into the development at 295th Street isa little-used gravel road which
passes through the Names Dairy Farm between their house and the rest of their property. It is currently used
mainly for walking, jogging, and occasional bikeriders. It has a turn-off from Hwy. 78 on one end and off County

Road 5 at the other. The thought of turning this into a main road for the regular use of 185 cars is concerning,
and again, significantly impacts the quality of life that current residents and visitors in this area are accustomed

to. The back-up oftraffic at the Hwy. 787295th Street junction is also ofconcern. (The developer has indicated
370 parking spaces.)

Pedestrian Safety: Semis, trucks and cars rely heavily on Hwy. 78 since it provides arterial access to 1-94.

Subsequently, the 50 mph speed limit is rarely followed. The petitioner's EAW states they plan to use the

wayside rest on Hwy. 78 for lake access (one mile north and across Hwy. 78 from the proposed development).

Withcertainty, this will create pedestrian traffic in conflict with motor traffic. Homestead at Ottertail also plans
to have other commercialoperations, such as renting their facilities for weddings, dances, family reunions, and
other large social gatherings. Thiswill create a demand for parkingalong the highway, in front of homes, etc.

Boat Traffic: Number 15 in the petitioner's EAW states the development will not affect the number of

watercraft on any bodyof water; however, they havealsostated they plan to offer space on their property for
campers to park boats and personal watercraft. The nearest publiclandingalong Hwy. 78 is already at capacity
with trucks and cars sometimes parked along the road and in ditches.

Taxpayer Support: Following development, Ithink you would find the need to go to taxpayers for an additional
investment of tax dollars to support/band aid this incompatible use, including:

• Improvementof the Hwy. 78 landing, and additionof staff, to accommodate significantly increased use;



• Additional law enforcement for noise and nuisance complaints resulting from music and partying at the
large pavilion; and

• Additional law enforcement for traffic enforcement and pedestrian safety.

The public resources required to reduce the impact of this development on the lake, nearby residents, and
existing visitors, far outweighs any benefit it offers to the County's tax base and the qualityof life we've all
grown accustomed to on Ottertail Lake.

Four generations of our family have come to appreciate and enjoy both the environment and amenities offered by
Ottertail Lake. This proposed development feels significantly incongruent with the rich legacy ofthis area,and prospect
for continuing the unique experiences it has offered to so many.

John and Janet Nermoe (L,^ (U^ Q^/yJ %XWH-~
29715 Wavefront Drive WW*^ (J L
Rattlp Iako MM Rfi^ic; IBattle Lake, MN 56515

218-367-3246

701-238-2173



February 19,2013

To: OTC County Administrator: Larry Krohn
OTC County Commissioners: Doug Huebsch, Wayne Johnson, John Lindquist, Roger FYemming, Lee Rogness
OTC Land and Resource: Bill Kalar

Ottertail Township Board: Dennis Martin, Bruce Spanswick, Donald Dreyer, Dale Rastedt, Bradley Childs,
Timothy Lueders
MN DOTDistrict Engineer: Jody Martinson

Re: Homestead at Ottertail Proposed Cluster Development

Thank youfor continuing to listen to Ottertail County residents regardingthe Homestead at Ottertail cluster
development conditional use request.

The County's review process has revealed both the magnitude andsignificance of this project; the impact it would have
on nearby landowners;and last, Minnesotans who havecome to enjoy travelingto Ottertail Lake as their chosen
recreation destination over the years. It is clear from your review that the followingconcerns make it difficult, if not
impossible, for County residents to embrace and support this proposed project:

Incompatible Development: Like manyother landowners in the area, we invested in our Ottertail County
property following a due-diligence processthat involved reviewing the zoning for surroundingproperty. The
zoning for this area isagriculture/single-family, and the petitioners knewthis when they acquired the land.To
maintain the perceived integrityof both current and future investments in Ottertail County land, zoning changes
administered through the conditional use permit process shouldonlybe considered ifsupported by nearby
property owners, or improve the overall qualityof life for the majority of residents. This cluster development is
the equivalent of adding 185 lake lots to the shoreline of Ottertail.

Increased Highway Traffic: The entrance into the development at 295th Street isa little-used gravel road which
passes through the Names Dairy Farm between their house and the rest of their property. It is currently used
mainly for walking, jogging, and occasional bike riders. It has a turn-offfrom Hwy. 78 on one end and off County
Road 5 at the other. The thought of turning this into a main road for the regular use of 185 cars isconcerning,
and again, significantly impacts the quality of life that current residents and visitors in this area are accustomed

to.The back-up oftraffic at the Hwy. 78/295* Street junction is also ofconcern. (The developer has indicated
370 parking spaces.)

Pedestrian Safety: Semis, trucks and cars rely heavilyon Hwy. 78 since it provides arterial access to 1-94.

Subsequently,the 50 mph speed limitis rarelyfollowed. The petitioner's EAW states they plan to use the
wayside rest on Hwy. 78 for lake access (one milenorth and across Hwy. 78 from the proposed development).
With certainty,this will create pedestrian traffic in conflict with motor traffic. Homesteadat Ottertail also plans
to have other commercial operations, such as rentingtheir facilities for weddings, dances, family reunions, and
other largesocial gatherings.This will create a demand for parking along the highway, in front of homes, etc.

Boat Traffic: Number 15 in the petitioner's EAW states the development will not affect the number of

watercraft on any body of water; however, they have also stated they plan to offerspaceon their propertyfor
campers to park boats and personal watercraft. The nearest public landing along Hwy. 78 isalready at capacity
with trucks and cars sometimes parked along the road and in ditches.

Taxpayer Support: Following development, Ithinkyouwould find the need to go to taxpayersfor an additional
investment of tax dollars to support/band aid this incompatible use, including:

• Improvement of the Hwy. 78 landing, and addition of staff, to accommodate significantly increased use;



• Additional law enforcement for noise and nuisance complaints resulting from musicand partying at the
large pavilion; and

• Additional law enforcement for traffic enforcement and pedestrian safety.

The public resources required to reduce the impact of this development on the lake, nearby residents, and
existing visitors, far outweighs any benefit it offers to the County's tax base and the quality of life we've all

grown accustomed to on Ottertail Lake.

Fourgenerations of our family have come to appreciate and enjoy both the environment and amenities offered by
Ottertail Lake. This proposed development feels significantly incongruentwith the rich legacy of this area, and prospect
for continuing the unique experiences it has offered to so many.

John and Janet Nermoe (L^£ (jy^ Q(A/)l)
29715 Wavefront Drive W^vu^ ^ J
Battle Lake, MN 56515

218-367-3246

701-238-2173
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February 21, 2013

Mr. Bill Kalar

Otter Tail Co Land and Resource

Government Services Office

540 Fir Ave w.

Fergus falls , Minnesota 56537

?
RECEIVED

LAND &RESOURCE

Dear Mr Kalar,

I am opposing the Homestead Development for the following reasons:

1. The entire project is not compatible with the residential and farming area. The
project is within the 1000 foot zone of Otter Tail lake, putting it within 250 feet of
residential property in the area. Who wants to live next to the activity an RV Park brings
to the neighborhood. Being just a few hundred feet, away from the homes in the area-
voices, motorcycles, daytime parties and Music will all be heard by local residents.

2. Hwy 78 is not designed to handle the traffic this Park brings. Although there seems to
be a turning lane planned on Hwy 5 and 78 , it will not handle the additional traffic
activity. In fact, traffic from the south will actually not use the 5/78 turn lane, as they will
turn on 295*1 and go through Names farm to the park entrance. It is onlyhuman nature to
take the shorter route that has less gravel and that is where their GPS will tell them to
turn. There are no accommodations planned ie turn lanes to handle that intersection
traffic. Also on the intersection of cty 5 and hwy 78 , there are no plans to install a left
turn by-pass lane. Traffic making a left turn needs to yield to on coming traffic as well as
vehicles in the proposed right hand turn lane. In approx. 2005 there was a fatality in
that area as a result of increased traffic due on lookers of storm damage that year.

3. Increased air pollution for the residential area from prevailing southerly summer
winds do to 185 camp site fires . Remember, this sites are within a few hundred feet of
these residents and no one wants smoke coming there way causing them to close
windows or suffer from allergies.

4.Increased walker traffic on Hwy 78,county 5 and 295th street. It isdangerous for current
walkers in the are and adding to the volume only increases the potential of a tragic
accident

5. Increased density to the area that is already over crowded with high density projects.
Close by we have the Greenwood Resort condos, Lakeland condos, and Recreational
camping grounds all within a quarter mile of the proposed project. To much density
within the 1000 foot zone of Otter Tail Lake.

6. Increased invasive species to local lakes. Campers will bring boats, jet skis and other
water related vehicles from infested areas increasing the likely hood of transmission of
such species. The increase likelihood of infested wood from other areas for camp fires



could bring the Ash borer or Pine Beetle into our area. The camp ground should be
required to provide local certified wood and reject any wood hauled to the RV
Campground.
7. Township road 295th street has not been evaluated by experts tosee if it in fact can
handle the traffic for this project. I understand the local town board, at a high level, gave
its opinion that it SHOULD. If it doesn't, who foots the bill? the County or the township
taxpayers?? Having used this road regularly and during rainy times, there is no way the
road will handle the estimated 68 cars an hr during peek travel.

8. Economic impact vs risk. The economic impact for the area is overstated at best. We
must keep in mind campers shop and bring food, supplies and Alcohol from their favorite
discount store in the area they come from. They will not pay the local higher prices that
exist ie $20 case of beer vs $15 at Sams club. Gas and emergency supplies will be there
only needs. They will consume our local and county lake, law enforcement and road
resources at a greater pace than economic dollars they bring to our community.

Finally, I would encourage the county board to end this project now. When taxpayer
confidence in elected officials is at an all time low, do something that the community
and your voter base is against and listen to them - vote the project down. It is the right
thing to do and not spend any more tax payer money that does not bring any benefits to
our area, only to the owners of the RV Park.

Dean Greenwaldt

29435 state hwy 78
Battle lake, Minn 56515

Cc Roger Froemming



February 21, 2013

Mr. Bill Kalar ^C£y,
Otter Tail Co Land and Resource ^Sj)
Government Services Office

540 Fir Ave w. ^0$
Fergus falls , Minnesota 56537 ' ^&0//&

Dear Mr Kalar,

I am opposing the Homestead Development for the following reasons:

1. The entire project is not compatible with the residential and farming area. The
project is within the 1000 foot zone of Otter Tail lake, putting it within 250 feet of
residential property in the area. Who wants to live next to the activity an RV Park brings
to the neighborhood. Being just a few hundred feet, away from the homes in the area-
voices, motorcycles, daytime parties and Music will all be heard by local residents.

2. Hwy 78 is not designed to handle the traffic this Park brings. Although there seems to
be a turning lane planned on Hwy 5 and 78 , it will not handle the additional traffic
activity. In fact, traffic from the south will actually not use the 5/78 turn lane, as they will
turn on 295n and go through Names farm to the park entrance. It is only human nature to
take the shorter route that has less gravel and that is where their GPS will tell them to
turn. There are no accommodations planned ie turn lanes to handle that intersection
traffic. Also on the intersection of cty 5 and hwy 78 , there are no plans to install a left
turn by-pass lane. Traffic making a left turn needs to yield to on coming traffic as well as
vehicles in the proposed right hand turn lane. In approx. 2005 there was a fatality in
that area as a result of increased traffic due on lookers of storm damage that year.

3. Increased air pollution for the residential area from prevailing southerly summer
winds do to 185 camp site fires . Remember, this sites are within a few hundred feet of
these residents and no one wants smoke coming there way causing them to close
windows or suffer from allergies.

4.1ncreased walker traffic on Hwy 78,county 5 and 295th street. It isdangerous for current
walkers in the are and adding to the volume only increases the potential of a tragic
accident

5. Increased density to the area that is already over crowded with high density projects.
Close by we have the Greenwood Resort condos. Lakeland condos, and Recreational
camping grounds all within a quarter mile of the proposed project. To much density
within the 1000 foot zone of Otter Tail Lake.

6. Increased invasive species to local lakes. Campers will bring boats, jet skis and other
water related vehicles from infested areas increasing the likely hood of transmission of
such species. The increase likelihood of infested wood from other areas for camp fires
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could bringthe Ash boreror Pine Beetle into our area. The camp groundshould be
required to provide local certified wood and reject any wood hauled to the RV
Campground.
7. Township road 295th street has not been evaluated by experts to see if it in fact can
handle the traffic for this project. I understand the local townboard, ata highlevel, gave
its opinion thatit SHOULD. If it doesn't, who foots the bill? the Countyor the township
taxpayers?? Having used this road regularly andduring rainytimes, thereis no way the
roadwill handle the estimated 68 cars an hr during peek travel.

8. Economic impact vs risk. The economic impact for the area is overstated at best. We
must keep in mind campers shop and bring food, supplies and Alcohol from their favorite
discount store in the area they come from. They will not pay the local higher prices that
exist ie $20 caseofbeer vs $15 at Sams club. Gas andemergency supplies will be there
only needs. They will consume our local and county lake, law enforcement and road
resources at a greaterpace than economic dollars they bring to our community.

Finally, I would encourage the county boardto end this project now. When taxpayer
confidence in elected officials is at an all time low, do something that the community
and your voter base is against and listen to them - vote the project down. It is the right
thing to do and not spend any more tax payer money that does not bring any benefits to
our area, only to the owners ofthe RV Park.

Dean Greenwaldt

29435 state hwy 78
Battle lake, Minn 56515

Cc Roger Froemming
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Bill Kalar

From: sharon fleischauer <frenchfry48@arvig.net> ^SfrV*
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 10:29 AM ^fcf\
To: Bill Kalar * ~®
Subject: Homestead RV park &resort ^0 «

Dear Mr Kalar,

My husband Keith Fleischauer and I have owned our Ottertail lake property at 301 S Hwy 78, adjoining the
boat landing, since 1978.
We also own acreage across co rd 5 from the potential rv park.

We originally bought our lake property as a summer cottage when our children were small as a family fun
opportunity. We have since made this our year round home for 20 years. We feel blessed to have had the
opportunity to swim, fish, ski, kayak and generally enjoy the beautiful lake area with our friends and family.

About 15 years ago, we bought our first "camper" and have enjoyed visiting other areas of Minnesota
nature. We have visited many state parks and municipal campgrounds and some private campgrounds. Our
experience has been that we find primarily youngfamilies out to do the same things we did - fish, swim, bike
and enjoy the outdoors. There are also a lot of seniors, like us, doing the same thing we are - traveling for
enjoyment. Often, the families are together, 3 generations. We bring our grandsons, they are enjoying time
together as well.

We have never, in fifteen years found campers to be bad citizens or neighbors. They and we, do contribute to
the local economy buying food, gas, and shopping in local businesses. I think if someone asked the cities of
TwoHarbors and Grand Marais, where we often go, how the city campgrounds impact their local economy, that
would answer many questions people may have.

Living on Hwy 78 all these years, I think I have experience to address traffic issues. Potato trucks are probably
my biggest fear. And then there are drunkdrivers. I don't thinkwe can stop the potato harvest - And we haven't
been able to stop drunk drivers. Fishing tournaments are the biggest drain I see on theboat access and lake
traffic - not individual boats goingout. I doubtanyone will stop that activity for many reasons. ThumperPond
has been in business, housing and employing a lot of people. They must go by my house to get there. I can't
sayI have beenable to notice a difference in traffic attributable to that business - a large business. Sometimes,
we just have to share even though it may not be just the thing we want.

There are fewer resorts for families to go. Not everyone can be lucky enough to own property on the lake - or
anywhere. I understand property owners wanting to protect their space, because I too want to protect my
space. I just do not think, this potential campground is a bad thing. I think anyone who is willingto make the
investment and do the work to start such a business is risking their own property and investment and they will
do a respectful job of making it appealing to good people. Why on earth would anyone do this with the intent
of making problems. Business is not getting easier these days. They have had to apply for permits and follow
manyrules. I have not talked to them personally myself, but I just can't imagine why they would be a
problem neighbor.

thank you for your time, sincerely, Sharon and Keith Fleischauer



Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:

Betty Freese <freeses@q.com>
Monday, February 25, 2013 3:29 PM
Bill Kalar

mermoej@arvig.net
Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort

Dear Mr. Kalar,

We would like to express our concern and let you know we are against any development such as the one proposed by
Homestead on Otter Tail Lake. I can not believe that this size development is even being considered. We have a cabin
on Clearmont Road and we have been told, and we appreciate the restriction, that we can not have an extra bedroom
and, as I understand it, we can not have people stay over night and camp at our cabin. NOT EVEN OUR FAMILY!

We also considered the fact that there would be increased highway traffic on Hwy. 78, probably increased boat traffic and
the threat of invasive species would surely be increased.

Please deny this proposal and keep our lake clean and healthy for a long time.

Thank you.

Betty and Don Freese
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Bill Kalar

From: Elden <eheuer@mchsi.com>

Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 11:43 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Ottertail rv park and resort development

Iam very much opposed to any sort of cluster developments on Ottertail Lake. I and my family have owned
property on the Lake for over 60

years, and now two of my sons have bought property on the Lake and we would like to keep it family oriented.
The risk for invasive species
into the Lake would be at least doubled. Elden Heuer, 28602 Co. Hwy. 145, Battle Lake, MN 56515
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Bill Kalar

From: Gladys Erlandson <gladyserlandson@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 10:19 PM
To: d.carlisle@pemlaw.com; cadean5@prtel.com; Stan Fetters; lynnm@arvig.net;

mwing@prtel.com; kmwjmw@gmail.com; psteeves@arvig.net; whip56520@yahoo.com;
roses@cmgate.com; stillstandingjim@yahoo.com; beckykemling@msn.com;
gwharing@arvig.net; DougAnnHawk@yahoo.com; ladybug@arvig.net; Bill Kalar

Subject: "Homestead"

Thank you for posting the Homestead EAW on the OTLPOA website. My impression of a first read of the document is
that it is anything but complete. It is a document that I would expect to have prepare for an eight unit townhome unit
on the property, not a 185 unit trailer park with 370 parking spaces.

It is stated that the development will not change the number of watercraft on any water body. (Question 15) Idid not
read in their proposed "RV Park & Resort Policies" that their residents would be prohibited from bringing watercraft for
launching at the Ottertail Public Accesses.

They state that they do not currently have or request access to any lake or river - but they fail to disclose that there is a
387 feet by 387 feet lakefront property for sale directly across Highway 78. (Owned by Jon Saetre of Perham, MN since
12/1/2004) Doesanyone else think that perhaps this property may be acquired by the Homestead investors if this
projected receives County approval?

In Question 25, the State Wayside Rest area is mentioned. What is not stated is that there is no walkway along Highway
78 - merely the narrow shoulder and a white stripe separating 50 MPH traffic from pedestrians and bicycles.

This EAW does not address safety issues. Where is a statement from the Sheriff addressing such concerns? It does not
address water quality of Ottertail Lake from additional boats and trailers using the public accesses of the lake. It does
not address the water quality of Ottertail Lake in the immediate vicinity of the proposed project. If I recall, the water
depth in that area of the lake is shallow and sediment would be churned up by watercraft operation.

This EAW does not address the environmental impact of the project and its residents on its neighbors. Idid not see
where a bubble was to be constructed over the project to contain or limit the project's effects on neighbors.

This Worksheet should be rejected as incomplete. It's definition of "environment" is much too narrow for any serious
consideration.

Gladys Erlandson
36403 Segar Road



Bill Kalar

From: Dan Carlisle <D.Carlisle@pemlaw.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 8:03 AM
To: 'Gladys Erlandson'; cadean5@prtel.com; Stan Fetters; lynnm@arvig.net;

mwing@prtel.com; kmwjmw@gmail.com; psteeves@arvig.net; whip56520@yahoo.com;
roses@cmgate.com; stillstandingjim@yahoo.com; beckykemling@msn.com;
gwharing@arvig.net; DougAnnHawk@yahoo.com; ladybug@arvig.net; Bill Kalar

Subject: RE: "Homestead"

Thank you for sharing your thoughts Gladys. I wanted to send a reminder/clarification to all that the Environmental
Assessment Worksheet has been posted to the Association's website as a courtesy to our members. Ifyou wish for any
formal comments to be considered by the County in this process, then those comments do need to be directed to the
County. Our Association has no decision making authority in this matter. I hope that you find all of the information on
our website to be informative and helpful. Thanks again.

PE&BERTON
SORLIE RUFER KERSHNERra-

*****Attomey Client Privileged Document***** ^ty/\

Daniel T. Carlisle, Attorney
Pemberton, Sorlie, Rufer & Kershner, PLLP
7 Colfax Avenue Southwest, PO Box 406
Wadena, MN 56482
218.631.1400

d.carlisle(a>pemlaw.com

Your agreement to accept e-mail communications constitutes your consent to the use ofelectronic
communications and the risks thereof. This e-mail andany attachments are confidential and are intended solely
for the individual or entity to which they are addressed. Ifyou receive this e-mail in error, destroy it
immediately.

From: Gladys Erlandson ["mailto:qladvserlandson@qmail.coml
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 10:19 PM
To: Dan Carlisle; cadean5@prtel.com; Stan Fetters; lynnm@arviq.net; mwinq@prtel.com; kmwimw@qmail.com;
psteeves@arviq.net; whip56520@yahoo.com; roses@cmqate.com: stillstandinqiim@vahoo.com; beckvkemlinq@msn.com;
qwharinq@arviq.net; DouqAnnHawk@vahoo.com; ladvbuq@arviq.net; bkalar@co.ottertail.mn.us

Subject: "Homestead"

Thank you for posting the Homestead EAW on the OTLPOA website. My impression ofa first read of the
document is that it is anything but complete. It is a document that I would expect to have prepare for an eight
unit townhome unit on the property, not a 185 unit trailer park with 370 parking spaces.



It is stated that thedevelopment will notchange the number of watercraft on any water body. (Question 15) I
didnot read in theirproposed "RV Park& Resort Policies" thattheir residents would be prohibited from
bringing watercraft for launching at the Ottertail Public Accesses.

They state that theydo not currently haveor request access to anylake or river- but theyfail to disclose that
there is a 387 feet by 387feet lakefront property for sale directly across Highway 78. (Owned by Jon Saetre of
Perham, MN since 12/1/2004) Does anyone elsethink that perhaps thisproperty maybe acquired by the
Homestead investorsif this projected receives County approval?

In Question 25, the StateWayside Rest area is mentioned. What is not statedis that there is no walkway along
Highway 78 - merely the narrowshoulderand a white stripe separating 50 MPH traffic from pedestrians and
bicycles.

This EAW does not address safety issues. Where is a statement from the Sheriff addressing such concerns? It
does not address water quality ofOttertail Lake from additionalboats and trailers using the public accesses of
the lake. It does not address the water quality of Ottertail Lake in the immediate vicinity of the proposed
project. If I recall, the water depth in that area of the lake is shallow and sediment would be churned up by
watercraft operation.

This EAW does not address the environmental impact of the project and its residents on its neighbors. I did not
see where a bubble was to be constructed over the project to contain or limit the project's effects on neighbors.

This Worksheet should be rejected as incomplete. It's definition of "environment" is much too narrow for any
serious consideration.

Gladys Erlandson
36403 Segar Road
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Bill Kalar

From: Brian Fiskum <bfiskum@gogsf.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 2:04 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: 185 Unit Cluster Development Otter Tail please vote NO

As a Otter Tail Lake home owner on highway 78 I would like voice my concern that our family is against the
185 Unit Cluster development. If you need more details on why we are asking you to vote against this measure
please let me know. Thank you in advance for your consideration.

Brian Fiskum /v
""rail

Battle Lake, MN 56537
'^v

Brian Fiskum ^Cfr
11180 Zealand Avenue North

Champlin, MN 55316

Phone 763-201-8200

Fax 763-201-8201

Toll-Free 866-817-7613

NMLS #157308

http://Qoasf.com/brianfiskum/

Oh, By The Way....If you know of someone who is looking to refinance, purchase, orsell a home, please call me
with their name and number and I will be happy to help them.

Equal Housing Lender. Figures deemed reliable, but errors may occur. Rates and terms subject to change
without notice. This is not an offer to make a loan or to make a loan on any particular terms. All loan
applicants must qualify under the underwriting requirements and satisfy all contingencies of loan approval.
This is not an offer to enter into an interest rate lock-in agreement under Minnesota law.
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Bill Kalar

From: Boll Realty <boll@arvig.net>
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 3:56 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Ottertail Lake

Dear Bill, I am an Ottertail lake resident and have no problem with the proposed cluster developement near Ottertail Lake.
We need this type of camping and tourism in this area.

John Carlson

135 River view road

Ottertail, MN

56571 DECEIVED

^^sou**



Bill Kalar

From: reeck@cox.net

Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 4:13 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead

Iwish to express opposition to the proposed 185-unit cluster development.

Surely a housing development of the size planned will result in the use of some
nearby private lake property as easy, "public" access to the lake by the new property
owners.

This has been experienced elsewhere on the lake resulting in a great
increase in lake traffic, cross road traffic,as well as noise, confusion and aggravation of
neighbors.

This increased access to the lake via private property should not occur and

should not be fostered or encouraged by the approval of the proposed new
housing development.

Robert E. Ecklund, M. D.

Ecklund TST

30579 Highway 78

Ottertail, MN
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Bill Kalar

From: Fran Cook <maryfrancinecook@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 3:56 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Ottertail RV park and resort

Jim and I want to express our concerns for this proposed development. We can't even believe it is being considered. As
strict as Land Management is with present landowners why would you allow this? I know that more people want the
lake experience but there are many other lakes they can go to. Ottertail Lake is one of the cleanest, most beautiful lakes
in Minnesota. We pay high taxes to live on it. This development would cheapen the lake and create all sorts of
problems we don't need or want. We are totally against it and Nothing will change our minds.

Sincerely,

Jim and Fran Cook

Sent from my iPad

*>
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Bill Kalar

From: Douglas Landers <adlanders@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 4:34 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead at Otter Tail RV park and resort

I am contacting you to express my strong objection to the proposed cluster development across from Otter Tail Lake. We
have been long time property owners on Otter Tail lake just south of the proposed development site and believe that such
a development would severely degrade the quality of the experience on Otter Tail lake and surroundings which makes the
area so attractive in the first place. Our concerns include traffic and pedestrian/bicyclist safety issues on the already
heavily travelled Hwy 78. We are concerned about the impact of adding 185 more potential users to our already
frequently over utilized boat landings, increased boat traffic on the lake with attendant pollution and noise issues,and with
increased risk of invasive species introduction. Eagle lake outside of Frazee is an example of a beautiful lake degraded
by an RV development. We ask that you reject the application. Thank you for your careful consideration. Doug Landers



Bill Kalar

From: Kirk and Jill DuLac <dulac5@comcast.net>

Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 7:54 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead at OTL RV Park and Resort

1$

Dear Bill,

I am writing to you to share my concerns regarding the proposed Homestead RV Park and Resort. After reviewing the
submitted proposal, I believe this RV Park will bring several negative impacts to the area and therefore I urge you to
strongly consider rejecting this proposal as it is submitted. I believe it will lead to increased highway congestion,
increased deterioration of roads, motor and pedestrian conflicts, as well as significant risks to Otter Tail Lake from
increased boat traffic, overtaxed boat landings and elevated risk for invasive species. I do see that this would be a family
owned and operated business and that other businesses would benefit from this project, however, I am most strongly
opposed to the shear size (185 units) of the project but may consider a much smaller (50 units or less) project to be
more acceptable. Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

Kirk DuLac and Family

218-495-2723

36012 Augustana Rd ^$1]/
Amor Township
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Bill Kalar

From: Leigh Abrahamson <abrahamson.leigh@slpschools.org>
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 6:26 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort

Dear B. Kalar,

I am emailing you to let you know that I am completely opposed to a proposed 185 unit cluster development at the
junction of State Hwy. 78 and CR 5. Ottertail Lake is already one of the busiest lakes in the county increasing its risk for
the introduction of invasive species. Currently, there is not nearly enough monitoring of public access sites by the DNR
or the County Sheriff and adding 185 unit would significantly increase boat traffic on the lake and overtax public
landings. Furthermore, this presents an unbalanced use of Ottertail Lake as a natural resource.
Turning the residential neighborhoods into commercial use for large gatherings with significant usage turnover and most
likely no commitment to the community does not feel like a responsible use of such limited resources. I urge you to
oppose this plan.

Sincerlely,

Leigh Abrahamson
Ottertail Lake Homeowner /f

%,
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Bill Kalar

From: Curtis A Braun <deeremack@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 7:54 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead proposal

Being a Ottertail Lakeshore owner, I feel adding the Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort would bring along too
many dangers including: 1. The traffic is far to congested in the area already, accident danger will increase. 2. The boat
landings are very busy already. 3. The Lake will be put in greater danger of invasive species. 4.1 believe it will lower
property values around site.

Again, Iwould like to say I am AGAINST this project going forward. Thank you.

Curtis A Braun

Sent from my iPad

**c>.
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Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Butch Mac Arthur <bmac@cableone.net>

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 8:20 PM
Bill Kalar

homestead at otter tail rv park and resort

«*/

Attn: Mr. Kalar

We are owners of a lake cabin on ottertail lake and we are less than a quarter of a mile from this proposed rv
park and resort. I am not in favor of taking a 40 acre cow pasture and making a gigantic rv park across from a
beautiful lake as ottertail. Not to mention how busy hi 78 is now with lake traffic and commutor traffic for work
people commuting to fergus falls, and people commuting to wadena, perham and even some to Detroit lakes. I
can not see how all those campers are going to enter onto hi 78 from highway 5 without some horrendous traffic
accidents on that corner as it is a blind approach when you are driving west especially with the evening sun in
your eyes and driving east with morning sun in your eyes i think it would be asking for trouble to allow this
project to pursue their proposal. Not to mention the increased boat traffic going down to the boat launch
morning in the water and evening out as they will need to take their vessels out after each day and it is busy
enough now at the boat launch with ins and outs for weekend boaters. I would hope that this whole proposal
would not be granted for the sake of ottertail lake and the wonderful lake that it is now. I can attest to the dairy
barn effect that is not a good aroma to be camping by besides, prevailing winds in the summer with the good old
southwest wind will give them more than they bargained for in an awful odor, and it doesnt matter day or night
if the wind is in the correct direction it stinks.

Robert and Marion Mac Arthur

29613 Hi 78

Battle lake mn.

56515
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Bill Kalar

From: Bryan Loff <bloff@rrt.net>
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 6:22 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Cc: bloff@rrt.net

Subject: No to RV Park

1am against the proposed RV park

Thank you for letting me be heard

Bryan Loff

DECEIVED

LAND&Ksou*Ct

M
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Bill Kalar

From: Kevin Schlager <randieschlager@live.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 8:59 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead At Ottertail RV Park & Resort

Bill,

I am writing today to let you know that Ottertail Lake does not need more cluster RV parks on the
lake. I understand there is a proposed 185 unit park to be built off highway #78 and CR 5. Ottertail
Lake has enough resorts currently on the lake and I feel as a home owner on the lake there is more
than enough people currently on the lake and we do not a large group of this size coming into the
area. It will crowd all the already busy accesses and increase the chances of evasive speceis entering
our lake system. Everyone always brings friends to the lake and 185 units could very well be around
750 people on the weekends. The traffic will also increase and so will the number of drunk drivers
and Ottertail county already has enough of them. Ottertail lake area has a large influx of traffic
already from places like thumper pond and just getting to busy in the area. Thanks for your time.

Kevin & Randie Schlager
38874 Eldorado Beach Rd.

°%
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Bill Kalar

From: PEGGY CARLSON <johnandpeggycarlson@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 8:55 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: homestead at ottertail rv park and resort

We are not in favor of the proposed new development. We live on the lake and do know the importance of ownership
verses just camping-there is no reason for the campers to take pride in the lake-owners may say they will ensure they do
the right thing-however they cannot ensure that it will be done. We feel this will change the uniqueness of the lake—and
the quality of life. Please don't allow this proposal to follow through—we need to keep our lake clean and safe.

^
QXa*bOa



Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Slims <slimsfumiture@702com.net>

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 9:34AM
Bill Kalar

otter tail rv park

AT

wow. sure hope this don't happen. I think we have enough traffic on our roads around the lake and
lake traffic and fishing pressure on the lake already. I have a small place on the lake and already in
the last three years have seen more traffic each year, our area cant handle that many more
summer residents without a lot of work to the road in that area, please dont let this happen, thanks
dan greenwaldt.

°>A»
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Bill Kalar

From: bhgrndma@aol.com
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 11:33 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead at OtterTail RV Park and Resort

Iam writing to you as you consider a 185 cluster development across from Otter Tail Lake located at the junction of
State Hwy. 78and CR 5. This development would impact Otter Tail Lake and the highways around it in a negative
way. As a property owner on the lake we are very concerned. Ihope you will consider this before acting on the proposal
and vote no. Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Norman and Donna Olthoff *$0



Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:

Wayne Flack <flack@cord.edu>
Wednesday, February 27, 2013 10:03 AM
Bill Kalar

nermoej@arvig.net; Flack, Deb
Ottertail Lake Area Proposal

*B

To Whom it may Concern:

My wife and Iare lake home owners on Ottertail Lake and plan to retire there. We received a notice from Jan
Nermoe regarding the potential of a 185 unit cluster development beingproposed across from the Lake at the
junction of Hwy 78 and CR 5.

We don't know a lot of details but the proposal does catch our attention (in a negative way). Ifwe had to
choose one way or the other, our vote would go against the development with the information we know
today. We have a considerable investment in the property and our dream is more of the current residential
experience versus any migration towards a more commercial usage.

Thanks for listening.

X
<4%
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Bill Kalar

From: Karl Dobmeier <Karl@vertin.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 12:15 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Cc: nermoej@arvig.net
Subject: Opposition to Commercial Development across from Ottertail Lake

February 27, 2013

*t

TO: Mr. Bill Kalar

Land & Resource Management
540 West First ***>
Fergus Falls, MN 56537 ^
218.998.8095 <$%
bkalar@co.ottertail. mn.us OUb*

FR: Karl & Diane Dobmeier

Lake View Condominiums on Ottertail Lake

29466 422 Avenue

Battle Lake, MN 56515
karl@vertin.com

CC: Jan Nermoe, Chair for Friends of Ottertail Lake
nennoei@arvig.net

701.238.2173

Mr. Kalar,

We are writing to voice strong opposition to the proposed 185-unit cluster development across from Ottertail
Lake at the junction of State Hwy #78 and CR #5.

There are many reasons to oppose this proposal:
1) Significant personal investment for a desired lifestyle on Ottertail Lakewould be compromised.
2) Significant increased highway congestion on an already-busy State highway proportionately increases

the likelihoodof pedestrian and vehicle injury, death and/or loss and damage of personal property, noise
in general.

3) Significant increase of lake boat traffic would proportionately increasethe likelihood for injury, death
and/or loss and damage of personal property and noise in general.

4) Significant increase in the use of available boat landings that are alreadyoverly-taxed from availability
due to water levels and current use.

5) Significant increase risk for invasive species to be introduced into the lake.
6) Significant increase in the use of the lake resources from additional fishing pressureto pollution of all

kinds.

Thebottom line, Mr. Kalar, is that this largecommercial proposal is not compatible development for the current
area roads nor the Ottertail Lakeboat access, and would forever negatively impact the unique Ottertail Lake



experience and quality oflife. For all the above reasons, this proposed 185-unit cluster development should be
opposed!

Thank you and regards,

Karl & Diane Dobmeier

This message and anyattachments are confidential and may be legally privileged. Any review, use, disclosure
ordistribution bypersons otherthanthe intended recipient(s) is prohibited andmaybe unlawful. If youbelieve
this message has been sent to you in error, pleasenotify the senderby replyingto this transmission or calling
Vertin Company at 218.643.5595 and delete this message and anycopyof it (in any form) without disclosing it.
Thank You.



&

RECEIVEDFebruary 27, 2013

Bill Kalar

Land &Resource Mgmt. LAND &RESOURCE
540West Fir

Fergus Falls, MN 56537

Re: Homesstead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort

Dear Mr. Kalar:

My family and I are concerned about the possibility of the proposed 185 unit cluster
development across from Otter Tail Lake.

I am the owner of Lot 4 in Idledale Park, Section 32, Twp 134, Range 040. I also own
,19 AC, PT GL 1 in rear Lot 4 Idledale.

We are definitely opposed to the increased highway congestion, motor/pedestrian
conflicts on an already busy State highway, increased boat traffic, overtaxed boat
landings, and the risk for invasive species.

Please do what you can to prevent this resort from being built.

Yours very truly,

^Uidd^y fnc Pwcaa'
Linda McDougall ^
1427, 16th Avenue N.
Wahpeton, ND 58075
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Bill Kalar

From: Thomas Mihane <tmihane27@webtv.net>

Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 3:29 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Cc: tmihane27@webtv.net

Subject: Homestead on Lake

WE are very much AGAINIST this development on the lake. Our hope is that this addition will be
voted down.. Our lake is one of the cleanist and we all hope we can keep this way. Bringing in this
RV and camping resort will create many obstacles not only car traffic ,but also the oportunity to
spread invasive species as a result. Hopefully this will be voted DOWN!!!!! Tom and Marian
Mihane Lot 30629

X
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Bill Kalar

From: Kim Ludovissie <kim.ludovissie@tricountyhospital.org>
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 2:24 PM
To: nermoej@arvig.net
Cc: Bill Kalar

Subject: OTTER TAIL DEVELOPMENT

We received in the mail today a notice of the proposed development in the Ottertail lake area.

As a property owner in this area, we are not at all in agreement of this proposal. We bought our home on Ottertail lake

because there is NOTcongestion and over population. If this proposal is accepted we feel it will truly be a drastic change
to the lake area and all of the "neighborhood". If property is commercialized in this area it will change everything that
we fell in love with.

We have been going to Ottertail lake since we were small. When we had children it was the same. Every weekend we
drove our kids out to the lake - always wishing that someday we would be able to have our own home there. We always
thought that it was just a pipe dream, but it was always nice to think of. That pipe dream finally became a reality 3 years
ago! Now we have our children AND our grandchildren come to the lake each summer and they are having a wonderful
time and having the same experience that we had. Watching our children play on the beach and swim with their
children has become priceless to us.

Ifyou allow this cluster development to take place, it would surely and sorely take away from the beautiful lake living
that we have. All of the reasons that we bought our Ottertail lake home would be taken away. We do not want all of the
increased traffic, both on the highway AND on the beach and water. If this development takes place this would obviously
happen.

I know that we are just one property owner voicing our opinion, but PLEASE do NOT let this cluster development take
place. We love our lake area the way it is! Please don't take that away from us!

Bob and Kim Ludovissie

131 Riverview Road

Ottertail, MN 56571

^



Bill Kalar

From: Andy Onnell <andyo@arvig.net>
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 12:49 PM

To: Bill Kalar

Subject: homstead at otter tail rv park and resort

3i

I'm am opposed to the above project. This proposed development would change the quality of life and lake experience
that is here now. Manymore cars, boats, traffic, etc. There should be a better use of this farm land than turning it into
a project for commercial use. I urge
you to do all you can to reject this project as it is proposed. Andy
O'Connell 36643 Okeson lane Ottertail lake 56515

*£ceiV£o



Bill Kalar

From: Sonny2 <wemjelde@prtel.com> ^V/^A
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 4:15 PM
To: nnermoej@arvig.net; Bill Kalar /^
Subject: 185 unit cluster ^(S/)^

I am definitely opposed to such a huge addition near Ottertail Lake

I realize everyone has the same rights but a undertaking of this magnitude should be out of the question
We have a cottage on Eldorado Beach, Ottertail Lake so we are miles away from this proposal. However it

would have a impact on the entire area,

No doubt it would be a huge turnover every week and be party time for some people

Down the road they could bring in entertainment or even have their own jam sessions and it could end up

like WeFest. Just imagine the expense for more law enforcement personnel. The recreational parks would be
overcrowded with the influx of so many people,

If you are camping you are not going to sit out in a plowed field - you are going to overcrowd the facilities
we now have,

I hope the board uses common sense and does not even consider this undertaking.

Our area could end up like Detroit Lakes

Sincere thanks for your consideration
KEEP THE FAITH

Wallace E Mjelde

334 Alcott Avenue East

Fergus Falls, Mn 56537-2709
Tele: 1-218-736-5514

e-mail wemjelde@prtel,com



Bill Kalar

From: Eileen Vander Meer <k2vm@mchsi.com>

SL

Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 4:02 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort ^ND a o,-

Dear Bill,

It has come to our attention that this project proposed for Otter Tail Lake is still being considered for approval. We
attended the planning board meeting where it was first presented and are very much against it for many reasons. The
additional traffic on that road alone would pose a hazard to those of us who must travel the road in our daily
business. Adding the possible 185 families who would be entering and leaving the resort via Hwy 5 would pose at the
very least a possible traffic hazard to both vehicle and person. Traffic would be heavy especially on weekends when the
road is already very busy.

Abig negative to this resort is their lack of lake access. To reach the lake, everyone would need to travel north or south
for an access point. We also question the adequacy of the parking at those lake access points. The boat access north of
the proposed site does not have adequate parking to handle those who have used it in the past on weekends and even
sometimes during the week. It is reasonable to expect that the resort visitors who wish to launch their boat for fishing
would want to use the closest access point resulting in vehicles parked along Hwy 78 when the lot is full creating another
dangerous traffic situation. Thiswill also affect the access point to the south and west with overcrowding there a
definite possibility. In both cases, there does not appear to be room available to expand either parking area should it be
needed in the future.

There will also be a higher incidence of invasive species being introduced to our lake due to the increased number of
boats being used in more than one body of water without being treated between lakes to remove any possible
hitchhikers.

OtterTail Lake is not set up to be used heavily by day visitors for swimming(the resort visitors would effectively be DAY
VISITORS since the resort does not have lake access). It does not have an adequate number of public beaches for this
number of people to access the lake for swimming on a regular basis. The rest area north of the Hwy 5 intersection
would be over crowded with people wanting to access the lake to swim. And there are no lifeguards at the site to
protect the swimmers. Who would be liable in case of a drowning? We are particularly concerned that children will
enter Hwy 78 to either walk or bike to the rest area for swimming WITHOUT BEING ACCOMPANIED BY AN ADULT. That
would be an accident waiting to happen and a heartbreaking one for all of us.

Those homeowners along the lake where the resort is being planned will be subject to trespassers crossing their
property to get to the lake and having to patrol their property to prevent trespassing. Many homeowners are weekend
residentsonlyand their property would be subject to the invasion of trespassers when they are not at home. Theyare
right to feel their property is at risk if this resort is allowed to be built.

The size of the resort will require a large sanitary facility be established to provide for handling all the waste created by
the occupants of the 185 sites. This facility will be larger than that in many Minnesota towns and would be a possible
source of pollution for our lake. We cannot believe that OtterTail Water Management is not concerned about this when
theyare so veryconcerned about our small septicsystems as they affect the lake water. This one area would pose the
potential for a devastating problem for our lake.

This resort would change the environment of the lakeshore. We would not be against a resort being established on
property located ON the lake, but a resort without lake accesswould be a detriment to the lake and it's many



homeowners. It seems misleading to indicate the connection to Otter Tail in the resort name when anyone staying at
the resort would have a difficult time accessing the services they need to be able to use the lake. Those services simply
are not adequate at this time for that many additional people. Were we to stay there and have the problems accessing
the lake that we expect might occur, we would not return to the resort. If that happened with enough people after the
resort was built, it would eventually be abandoned and be an eyesore in our neighborhood. We definitely oppose
approval of this resort and would request it be removed from consideration.

Bill and Eileen Vander Meer

39409 Clearmont Rd.

Battle Lake, MN 56515



Bill Kalar

From: Jim Hermoe <docgym@hotmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 3:48 PM
To: Bill Kalar ^Nfi
Subject: Homestad @Otter Tail RV Park and Resort project ^ #£§

3?

^Biveo

°URCi;

Greetings. I am an Otter Tail Lake property owner and have recently been advised of the proposed 185-unit cluster
developmentacross from Otter Tail Lake at the junction of State Hwy. 78 and CR 5.

This is just nuts. The lake is crowded now. There is already too much traffic. There's always concern about invasive
species being brought in on boats. And so on and so on. Approving this project will serve ONLY to add to the crowded
conditions and likely make invasive species more of a certainty. I suspect our property values will suffer in the long term
as a result.

PLEASE do not do this. Let's at least try to keep the jewel of Otter Tail Countyas pristine as possible.

Thank you.

Dr. Jim Hermoe, 612 3rd Avenue South, St. James, MN 56081
507-381-9341
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Bill Kalar

From: John Bev <johnbev@arvig.net>
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 5:31 PM

To: Bill Kalar ^£l]/p
Cc: nermoej@arvig.net
Subject: Homestead RV Park at Ottertail

I strongly oppose the proposed RV park and resort on state highway 78 and county road 5. c

For these reasons:

The additional traffic across from our home will be dangerous and hazardous to our safety. There have been fatal
accidents in the past. There are many hidden driveways already which makes this stretch of road dangerous.

This is not compatible to the residents who chose to buy here for peaceful living.

Increased boat traffic on the lake and at the public access is a concern due to invasive species entering Ottertail Lake.
This isn't a fear, it will become reality in a matter of time. The current accesses can't keep up with weekend local traffic
now.

The amount of sewer and drainage is also a concern since it will drain into the lake eventually.

We started our lake experience in an RV cluster like this and we know from experience there are parties, late bon fires,
music and late night noise. We don't want this across from our home, we chose to get out of that atmosphere and
purchase a home on Ottertail Lake.

Sincerely,

Beverly Pugh
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Bill Kalar

From: Rob and Mary Lou Zimmermann <zimms@prtel.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 6:46 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead at Otter Tail

We are long- time property owners on Otter Tail Lake. Our home has been in the family since 1950. We would like you
to know we have many concerns regarding the proposed RV Park and Resort which is being proposed. Our concerns

reflect those already expressed to the Otter Tail County Board. Otter Tail Lake would certainly be significantly impacted
by this development.

Robert and Mary Lou Zimmermann

******
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Bill Kalar

From: bruce carr <carr2567@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 6:57 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: RV park Ottertail Lake

I would like to express my support for the proposed RV park near Ottertail Lake it seems to me that it will be a
real asset to the county and our community.

RECEIVED
Bruce Carr

239-280-8791 l*ND &RBSOUBOB

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Electronic Communications Privacy Act 18 U.S.C. 2510-2521. This is an unofficial
response to your request for information and/or a private, proprietary and confidential communication and is for
information purposes only. This is not intended to be, and must not be construed to be in any form or manner a
solicitation of investment funds or a securities offering. This e-mail is confidential and is legally privileged.
Nothing in this message should be interpreted as a digital or electronic signature that can be used to authenticate
a contract or other legal document. This electronic communication and any files included in the communication
may contain confidential information that is for the intended recipient only. If you are the recipient, you are
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in, or
attached to, this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this in error, please
immediately notify us by return e-mail, fax and/or telephone and destroy this E-Mail.

DISCLAIMER: Sender is NOT a United States Securities Dealer or Broker or U.S. Investment Adviser. Sender

is a Consultant and makes no warranties or representations as to the Buyer, Seller or Transaction. All due
diligence is the responsibility of the Buyer and Seller. This E-mail letter and the attached related documents are
never to be considered a solicitation for any purpose in any form or content. Upon receipt of these documents,
the Recipient hereby acknowledges this Disclaimer. If acknowledgment is not accepted, Recipient must return
any and all documents in their original receipted condition to Sender



February 18, 2013
flECfi
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FEB 2U013

DEPARTMENT/

To Whom It May Concern:

Iam in support ofthe proposed RV Park to be located on Highway 78 and County 5.

Ibelieve that the positive affect it will have on the local economy would be far greater than the
negatives.

Bruce C. Carr
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Bill Kalar

From: Terri Carr <terricarrl@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 7:00 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Proposed Ottertail RV park

I would like to express my support for the RV park proposed by Greg Swanberg.

Thank You

Terri Carr

RECEIVED

UND &RESOURCE

It
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Bill Kalar

From: jmtheurer@charter.net ^^Pit-
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 8:51 AM ^O
To: Bill Kalar

Cc: jmtheurer@charter.net ^Nh
Subject: Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort ^%£

>0^,C£

Dear Mr. Kalar,

Thank you for the opportunity to voice our opinion on the proposed development. Mary and I are strongly
OPPOSED to the proposed RV park and resort for the following reasons:

1). The additional load on the septic system could lead to additional ground water pollution. We don't
feel the system could adequately support such a large development.

2). The traffic overload on the south side of the lake - the road wasn't designed for that amount of
usage.

3). The tremendous increase of boat and recreational water craft (jet ski's) traffic on the lake would
significantly overload the Pelican Bay Boat landing.

4). The OtterTail County Board had historically put restrictions on the other property owners
improvement of their property. Two of our neighbors have been denied adding additional buildings on
their land or to make improvements to their property. We, as property owners, are not allowed to have
RV's parked on our property for more than a few days. Why would you allow 185 units to be permanently
parked at that site?

5). We feel that another 185 unit would be an eyesore to the lakeshore area. The permanent residents
don't deserve to have their community setting disturbed.

6). Turning our residential/Ag neighborhoods into commercial use for large gathering isn't smart or
compatible development, and will change the unique OtterTail Lake living experience and quality of life.

Lastly having viewed other larger RV parks most of them are an ugly, unkept eye-sores.

It is our hope that you will deny this application.

Jon and Mary Theurer
36864 Augustana Drive



Bill Kalar

From: Mary Stich <bmtnstich@midco.net>
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 9:44 PM

¥3

To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort / .

Mr. Bill Kalar,

This message is in response to the proposed 185-unit cluster development across from Otter Tail Lake at the junction of
State Hwy.78 and CR5. We currently own a cabin on OtterTail Lake. Our location is directly across from Balmoral Golf
Course. We are against this proposal. We are currently experiencing a huge amount of boat traffic in front of our
cabin. We have had to get a permit for buoys to keep boats and vacationers from coming directly onto our beach. A
huge amount of boaters have found our area to be a "hangout" for the weekend. They come and stay for hours to swim
and gather near our property. Each year this boat traffic increases. We have had to call the boat patrol to keep these
boaters away from our property and buoyed area. This proposal would add to the boat traffic on the lake. There is
already constant traffic in the summer on highway 78. This is a safety concern for the current cabin and
homeowners. We are losing the sense of peace and quiet. We are not at all in support of adding to the amount of
people both on the lake and on the highway. Our privacy and our safety needs to be addressed and upheld. The
increased amount of traffic would be a hazard for current cabin and homeowners and other drivers on the road. This

proposal should not be permitted in this area. We are strongly against this proposal.

Thanks for listening to our concerns.

Brian and Mary Stich
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Bill Kalar

From: Lundeen's <buzznann@prtel.com> ^te"1*-
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 8:12 PM ^£fi
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort ^

Hi Bill,

I have recently become aware that this RV park is gaining momentum again. I thought we were done with that after last
year, but here it is again.
Bill, as you know, we have property on OTL that is about a mile from this proposed development (29315 Hwy #78).

Unequivaclly we are oppossed to it being established...especially because of the dense nature of the development and its
185-unit cluster development, which is way too large and too close to the lake. A location such as Thumper Pond is built
away from the lake and away from the highways (also in the city of Ottertail). This proposed RV needs to be away from
the lake and major roads (Hwy #78) that are already too small to handle the traffic we currently have. The intersection of
#78 and #5 is currently not safely designed for safe driving because of the hills and curves on #78 at that junction. This is
an area where the road is narrow, many walkers and bikers use this road, and many more people and their cars will not
make it safer. If they should have access to OTL there will be more foot traffic accross #78 and more chances for
accidents. What provisions are made for access?

How far along is this project? We, as near neighbors, would like to be contacted when there are hearings.

Thanks,
Buzz and Ann Lundeen [on the tax records as Victor and Ann Lundeen, Jr and also a parcel under Kathryn Lundeen]

Mailing address:
117 E Channing Ave
Fergus Falls, MN 56537
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Bill Kalar

From: Jeanette Miller <jmiller22@hotmail.com> ^CPl\/h*
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 7:16 PM
To: Bill Kalar

We are not in favor of the Homestead At Otter Tail RV Park and Resort.

Larry and Jeanette Miller

1930 Walnut Ct

Wahpeton, ND 58075 Otttertail address 38855 Wagon Trail Loop, Battle Lake, Mn 56515
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Bill Kalar

From: Joel Hought <Joel.Hought@wallworktrucks.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 9:15 AM
To: Bill Kalar >9^p
Subject: Homestead at Ottertail ^l/fc
Attachments: photo.jpg

%>„

I received the attached post card in the mail.

Iwent onto your website and looked at the description and drawings of the proposed Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park &
Resort and here are a few of my comments:

1) Isee they are calling this proposal a "farm themed" RV park. I'm not sure who's eyes they are trying to pull the
wool over by implying being next to the lake is not the major attraction.

2) With the proposed location on Highway 78 the potential for traffic concerns seems likely to be high.
3) With the public park less than a mile away it seems likely there would be a lot of pedestrians trying to walk on

the highway to get to the park.

4) With the number of potential customers they are trying to attract and a large number of those customers
walking to the park, does the park have all of the required facilities to adequately the larger volume of people
than have currently been visiting the park?

5) How would the owners of the proposed RV park prevent their customers from walking directly across the road
and across private property to get into the lake?

6) I think it's safe to assume that even though the proposed RV park in the "farm themed" that there would be a
large amount of their customers that would bring personal water craft, boats, pontoons, etc. with them. This
would increase the volume of traffic at the landings and would also increase the risk of introducing invasive
species to the lake and river.

Thank you

Joel Hought | Trailer Sales Manager | Wallwork Truck & Trailer Center
900 35th St NW, Fargo, ND 58102
Desk: 701-476-7042 | Cell: 701-371-2082 | ioel.houqht@wallworktrucks.com



URGENT: Attention OtterTail Lakeshore Owners
HOMESTEAD AT OTTER TAIL RV PARK AND RESORT is aproposed '
^5-umt cluster development across from Otter Tail Lake at the
junction of State Hwy. 78 and CR 5. The Otter Tail County Board
is currently considering this proposal, with a30-day comment
period February 18-March 20, 2013, preceding their final
decision.

It is URGENT THAT YOU CONTACT THE OTTER TAIL COUNTY DEPT
OF LAND AND RESOURCE TODAY to express yourconcerns by
either emailing bkalar@co.ottertail.mn.us or bymail to Bill
Kalar, Land &Resource Mgmt, 540 West Fir, Fergus Falls, MN
56537; 218-998-8095.

This proposed new development would change what we have
all come to appreciate and cherish about OtterTail Lake living.

lis project is equal to 185 more lake lots, creating significantly
increased highway congestion, motor/pedestrian conflicts on
an already-busy State highway, considerably increased boat
traffic, overtaxed boat landings, and elevated risk for invasive
species as a result

Turning our residential/ag neighborhoods into commercial use
for large gatherings isn't smart or compatible development, and

range the unique OtterTail Lake living experience and
iy of life.

Please let your voices be heard.
is of Ottertail Lake, Jan Nermoe, Chair

§>arvig.net; 701-238-2173

copy of the project's EA Won the OTC website:
mnMS ~ land and resources-special projects-

• omestead at Ottertail



Bill Kalar

From: Randy R. Ronning <RandyR@blattnerenergy.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 9:47 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Cc: nermoej@arvig.net
Subject: Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort , .

Mr. Kalar, C£

As an Ottertail lake home owner, I am adamantly OPPOSED to this proposal.

The fact that the county would even consider turning agricultural property into an overpriced back lot for 185
trailer units is totally irresponsible at best.

Have you ever visited lakes like Osakis with its Milfoil, Zebra Mussels and 2' water clarity? That is what this
type of proposal can lead to.

You basically are creating a massive parking lot that will drain into the ground water and the lakes watershed.

You need to do your due diligence and make the land owner perform at a minimum 1-2 year Environmental
impact study, State highway encroachment study and Cultural studies along with any other Federal, State and
local permits. An example being, the Army Corp of Engineers 404 and 401 permits which are in place to review
projects that have the ability to impact Navigable waters of the US.

This can adversely impact the lake as a whole invasive species, traffic, pollution, are the greatest concerns.

As a lake shore owner we pay extreme taxes to protect our resources and our property

As a county official you need to do your job and protect this valuable resource. It is not acceptable that one
farmer or a consortium benefit financially on the overall wellbeing of such a great resource as Ottertail Lake

I am against this proposal

Randolph R. Ronning

Randolph R Ronning I Project Manager I Blattner Energy, Inc. I 392 County Road 50 I Avon, MN 56310
phone 320.356.7351 I direct 320.356.23531 cell 320-267-0290 I fax 320.356.7392

HI
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Bill Kalar

From: Gerald Kern <gerald@kemlasers.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 9:20 AM 'w^
To: Bill Kalar &[/
Cc: nermoej@arvig.net; Ivy Kern ',</ <VS
Subject: Homestead RV park, ^

XBill, °$

We have great concern about the proposed RV park at the junction of State Hwy. 78 and CR 5. Several safety issues must
be addressed if this is approved.

1. The junction of 78 and 5 is located between two small hills. You must be very careful when you exciting or

entering Hwy 78 because you have a limited field of view especially in one direction. Please review the number
of accidents at this intersection in the past.

2. The shoulder on Hwy78 and CR 5 is not appropriate for walking or biking as it is not wide enough. This concerns
me with small children wanting to ride their bikes to the public access on OtterTail Lake or having groups of
people taking walks. The road is posted for 50 MPH but many drive faster than that.

3. The number one concern should be is it safe having all these adults and children use Hwy 78 and CR 5 to gain
access to Otter Tail Lake.

Most RV parks and resorts have direct lake access. This limits their use of their highway needs as their boat is
already on the lake and their children have direct lake access.

My last concern is the overcrowding of the closest boat launching public access. Most summer weekends the public
access is full with people parking any place they can find. This access has a very nice beach with very nice parkingfor a
truck and boat trailer. Increased use of single cars or trucks ( persons wanting to swim ) will restrict the amount of truck
and boat trailers setups that can park at the access. The parking is made to accommodate the length of a truck and
trailer. Asingle car that is parking only uses halfthe length and a truck and trailer could not use the other half. Plus you
now have the increased use of the RV parks customers with their boats needing to be launched and parking of their
truck and trailer.

Homestead has the right to ask for this 185 unit cluster development. Local businesses would like very much for this to
happen. They are thinking only of the increased revenue. The question I put to you is it safe for the RV park customers to
obtain access to Otter Tail Lake and how will you handle the increased use of the closest public access ?

Gerald and Ivy Kern
29793 Highland Loop
Ottertail, MN
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Bill Kalar

From: Orlando Andersland <andersla@egr.msu.edu> ^"C/Sv
Sent: Thursday, February 28,2013 4:09 PM ^5$£)
To: Bill Kalar

Cc: nermoej@arvig.net *"w/) ~
Subject: Comments on Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort ^On

February 28, 2013 Dear Mr. Kalar:

I strongly oppose the proposed 185-unit cluster development across state highway 78 from Otter Tail Lake called
"Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort"!

1. A taxpayer supported wayside rest stop was never intended to provide
lake access for a major commercial venture.

(a) It would be setting a precedent that one can use public property,
in this case for lake access, for private gain.

(b) The developers should be required to contact whatever state
entity funds and maintains that property for their requirements

for use and present them for review.
(c) Should the Board approve this project, the developer should be

required to pay for maintenance of that rest stop, improvements
necessary (more toilet facilities, more parking, more tables for
picnickers), a hefty annual fee, plus making sure there was space
reserved for use by the general public. Is sufficient land
available in that location?

2. Highway78 is a major connecting highway in this part of the lake
country, used by heavy trucks and speeding cars. The developers
should be required to pay for a traffic study to determine whether
an overpass or underpass would be accepted by the highway board,
what it would cost, and be required to pay for it as it would be
expensive. You can not expect families with young children or
slow moving elderly to cross that dangerous highway to reach a
beach.

3. If use of a public boat access is planned for the project, all
comments from #1 pertain. Necessary changes and improvements
should be required of the developers and specifically written into
any approval. The public entity in charge should review the
proposal in advance, indicate needed changes, and the developers
should pay for them and for maintenance of that facility.

4. The threat of invasive species is real. Hopefully OtterTail
property owners are aware of this threat and take greatest care
if moving boats from other lakes to Otter Tail. Can you expect

transient visitors to take that same care? Invasive species

can cause great harm on a lake.

5. Has anyone tabulated other additional costs this proposed

l



development would inflict on existing property owners through
taxes? Starting with widened and newly paved roads to greater
police and fire protection, what would be the costs?

6. Is this proposed development compatible with existing nearby
property? Ifa large facility for group use is planned, what will
be the effect of noise, pollution, and increased traffic be upon
the neighborhood? Would those voting to approve or disapprove
this facility be willing to live next to it?

7. The taxes from this development may seem desirable, but if it
causes greater congestion to the extent it diminishes the

attractiveness of Otter Tail Lake, it wll reduce sale values of
existing property. Since assessments must be based on sales, and

taxes are based on the assessments, that is the other part of the
tax picture.

8. This is an inappropriate time to hold a hearing on this proposed
development. In summer property owners could observe the situation,
note the already extensive summer traffic on State Highway 78, and
see the rest area and boat landing which the developer proposes

to use at taxpayer expense. Do you even have a current summer and
winter traffic count on State Highway 78 at the proposed project
location? How about counts of summer time usage at the rest stop

and boat landing? Without this information, how can you expect

people to comment on this project, or board members asked to
approve or disapprove it, to correctly evaluate it?

At the very least, the decision should be postponed until summer
when more property owners can appraise the situation and provide
aspects to consider that you might not have thought about.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Andersland



Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Dear Mr. Kalar,

Mary Or Ken Conry <mkconl@gmail.com>
Thursday, February 28, 2013 2:53 PM
Bill Kalar

Development...

s&

%sa
****?

It has recently come to our attention of the proposed 185 unit development at the junction of Highway 78 and
CR 5, called "Homestead at OtterTail RV Park and Resort". By way of introduction we are property owners on
the Southside of OtterTail off Highway 78, thus we feel we should register are opinion regarding this to the
County Department of Land and Resource Management.

No doubt an compelling agrument in favor of this project has been in regard to the a economic advantages to the
County at little or no expense to it. There are probably many others as well. Of course, one can understand the
economic interest of the developer(s). However, the local property owners such as ourselves do have justifable
concerns that should be advanced. Now many of these, such as increase highway and boat traffic, no doubt the
Department has or soon will have heard, but let not them be brushed off as merely from those who do not wish
to keep up with the times. Indeed, this involves building a complex that changes OtterTail from a quiet
farming/recreational location to an almost suburban atmosphere. Perhaps this may not seem significant, but to
many of us it is.

Consequentially, we lodge our disapproval, and had we a vote in the matter it would be a forceful NO.

Thank you for your attention regarding this matter.

Sincerely,

Mary and Ken Conry



Bill Kalar

From: Robert Taylor <bttwo@surewest.net>
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 6:34 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Otter Tail RV Park and Resort

SI

Mr. Kalar:

AsOttertail Lake property owners, with a lakefront cabin than 2 miles from the proposed Homestead project, we
vehemently protest any approval of the planned 185-unit RV Parkand Resort for a host of reasons. First, we believe that
kind of zoning would create a number of problems not the least of which would be increased traffic, and water runoff
into our once lake. In addition, the plan to establish a cluster of 185 housing and residential plots would lead to yet
another expansion of boat traffic, Highway
78 road traffic and other congestion. We purchased our summer home on a lake our family has experienced since
construction of a small cabin on the north shore in the 1950's when the lakeshore was less populated and the water
quality was pristineand the area more secluded. Now that the lake isvirtually surrounded with single family homes,
cottages and cabins, allowing a crowded residential compound would change the entire character of the northeast shore
and set a backward precedent for the hundreds of property owners who love Otter Tail Lake because of its rural, quiet,
setting and want to retain that kind of atmosphere. We fear permitting a 185-unit operation of this nature would result
in lower propertyvalues on our shoreline and change the entire character of our neighborhood. Iknow Ispeak for all
my neighbors, who expressed outrage last year, when this proposal first surfaced that we are adamantly proposed with
it going forward.

Sincerely

Robert and Barbara Taylor

30749 430th Ave. Ottertail, MN 56571 ^£fc
*%0

^



Bill Kalar

From: Jo Haire <jmhaire@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 9:02 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Land and resource Dept.

Joan Haire on ottertail lake is against the RVPARKAND RESORT AT STATE HWY.78 and CR5.

I VOTE NO ON THE PROPOSED CLUSTER DEVELOPMENT.

5*

!S*



Bill Kalar

From: Paul Kinn <pkinn@eot.com>
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 11:10 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homstead at Otter Tail RV Park & Resort

Dear Sir

As a resident of OtterTail County and Ottertail Lake I am opposed to this development.

I am opposed because of the highway safety issues and the increased risk for invasive species to come to our lake.

Paul Kinn

41834 Riviera Dr

Ottertail, MN 56571

S3



Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:

Good Morning Bill:

Tricia Rudnick <TRudnick@vaaler.com>

Friday, March 01, 2013 11:03 AM
Bill Kalar

Tricia Rudnick

185 Cluster Development

&

%
<t

%&°ot%

I am writing to you for myself and my mother Elois R. Vikander about our thoughts on the the added 185 Cluster
Development. My family has been property owners since 1956 and have enjoyed the all the offering this beautiful lake
has to offer.

Ivery concerned about adding 185 cluster development as that means more traffic on the lake and on the roadways I
was almost hit by a car last summer while on my daily walk and Iwas walking in the grass, currently there is so much
activity on the lake, at times, I feel it is unsafe. Take 185 by the average of 4 people that is another 720 people. I live 3
lots down from the DNR boat landing and that is overtaxed on the weekends and there is limited parking. Every
weekend Iwalk by and pick up trash that others have left behind, I am not complaining, I just am concerned for our
wildlife and aquatic life. We have lost the peace and tranquility of the past, and every year I think it has gotten so
commercial that area has lost alot of its charm. The impact to wildlife and aquatic life will take it toll and what is sad
they can't communicate their objections, so Ispeack on their behalf. Also, the lake and river water quality with more
boats and people in and out will be diminsihed and there is more chance of zebra mussels and invasive plants and
garbage in the lake.

Ifthis is started, where is it going to end? What happens when another Resort and RV park wants to add on, I think this
whole project we be detrimental to the lake and environment. I am enviommentally conscientious and truly try make
an impact, however, Ifeel we are the minority from what Iwitness. We need to keep the woods and habitat intact. I
come to the lake to rest and relax and enjoy nature, not to clean up after others and fear for my life on the lake and
roadways. Iwant to keep this cabin in the family for many more genertions as place they rest and restore themsleves.

Thank you and I can be contacted @ 701-790-0999 ifyou have any questions for me or would like to discuess further.

Prayfully and respectively submitted,

Tricia Vikander Rudnick and Elois Vikander

36333 Seager Rd

2207 12th Sts.

Moorhead, MN 56560



Bill Kalar

From: Dave Nathe <Dave.Nathe@lavellecompany.com>

Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 12:04 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Cc: davenathe@hotmail.com

Subject: Proposed development Otter Tail Lake

3$

Mr. Kalar

Land & Resources Mgmt

RE: Proposed Development across from Otter Tail Lake at the junction of State Hwy 78 and CR 5.

It is believea project of the magnitude will created a number of safety issues as well as a negative environmental
impact to the area and Otter Tail Lake. Requesting the "Conditional Use Permit" to be considered by Otter Tail County
be Denied.

Environmentally, the increased usage would negatively affect Otter Tail Lake, considered if not one of the top natural
resources in the area but the top natural resource in the county. It would be logical to conclude residents of this
development would increase Otter Tail Lake activity thus having a direct impact on the resource.

In addition, all the added travel to single lane roads such as Highway 78 dramatically increase the accident rate and
place pedestrians at a high risk of not only injury but fatality.

Dave Nathe

41403 Greenwood Trail

Battle Lake, MN 56515 .

<,.,%*
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February 18, 2013

Received
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To Whom It May Concern:

Being a business owner, Isupport the proposed RV Park on Highway 78 and Co 5.

The positive impact would be greater than the negatives.

Adam Carr, Owner

Firehouse Pizza Express, LLC

sl
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To Whom It May Concern:

I would like to express my support for the proposed RV Park on Highway 78 and County 5.

We have had many resorts leave the lakes area over the years and reduced the traffic on the lakes. As a

business owner I believe that the proposed RV Park would have more positives than negatives.

Sincerely,

Eric Carr,

President,

Carr Enterprises, Inc.

SI



Bill Kalar

From: jlsses@arvig.net £/l/t>
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 10:38 AM
To: Bill Kalar ^
Subject: Homestead at Ottertail RV park and resort vO<§ ^

*****
Bill, this is to voice our opposition to the Trailer Park proposal.

For all of the reasons mentioned, we do not think this would be in the best interest of the Ottertail area. Congestion,

traffic, safety, etc.

Jerry and Shirley Smith
30087 St Hwy 78

Ottertail, MN



Bill Kalar

From: Bill Kalar

Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 2:09 PM

si

To: 'charles gramith'
Subject: RE: Hwy.78 Cty.5 proposed development ^

Dear Mr. Gramith,

This will confirm our receipt of your comments. '̂ ®0/.

Bill Kalar

Land and Resource Mgt.

OtterTail County
218-998-8095

'*c?

From: charles gramith rmailto:chuckiegeee(5)msn.coml
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 1:28 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Hwy.78 Cty.5 proposed development

Dear Mr. Bill Kalar,

I'm enclosing a response to the proposed development near Hwy. 78 and County Road 5 about 2
miles south of Ottertail, MN.

Please return email me that you have received it so I don't have to send it by U.S. mail.

Thank you.

Chuck Gramith

attachment



March 1, 2013

RE: Proposed Development of 185(?) "lake lots" on the corner of State Highway 78 and Cty. 5

Dear Bill Kalar and various committee members,

I AM OPPOSED TO THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT for a variety of reasons.

Let's start with a few reasonable assumptions:

'occupancy' of perhaps 50-100 families per day, once the business is established
this means 50-100 vehicles per day using Highway 78 during summer months

- even if the development entrance is on County 5, almost all traffic will flow to Hwy. 78
- Ottertail Lake and adjacent activities are the draws, not a tent / camper / trailer facility

tenters, campers often bring bicycles, ATVs, motorcycles with them to use
there are more and more people who, when outdoors, want to walk and exercise

Let's add some facts:

almost no one spends the day in a tent, camper, or trailer

. .. not even in the rain

- the closest gas stations, grocery store, bait dealers, restaurants, mini golf,
and waterpark are in the City of Otter Tail on Hwy. 78

all rides around the lake would start and end on Hwy. 78

all trips to the boat launch would begin and end on Hwy. 78
- almost all additional vehicle traffic would be on Hwy. 78

- With so many things to do when one heads north on 78, it is safe to assume
that many / most vehicles will make several trips a day

• Our house is located at 30549 St. Hwy. 78. We are close to and just north of the
Wayside Rest, and the Wayside Rest is just north of County 5.

Let me share my concerns:

SAFETY:

PEDESTRIANS: Hwy. 78 has only 12-18" of asphalt outside the white solid line
There is even less gravel adjacent to the asphalt by us

We already see people walk across our property instead of the shoulder,
because the shoulder is almost nonexistent by us

Bicyclists are even more at risk than walkers, neither are safe!

* There will be an increase in pedestrians and bikes with this development

VEHICLES: Our driveway runs uphill to 78 due to how high the roadway is elevated.
We are one of the 'Blind Xings", on southbound Hwy. 78.
More pedestrians / bikers significantly increase chances for accidents here
Vehicles with boat trailers significantly increase chances for accidents here
* There will be an increase in pedestrians and bikes with this development



WAYSIDE REST: Reaching Ottertail Lake from the wayside rest is a safety challenge
I am aware that the condition of the stairs, or lack thereof, from the wayside
rest to the lake is an issue separate from that of the proposed development.
Due to the proximity of the wayside rest to the proposed development,
boaters will likely beach their boats on the sand or anchor offshore in the
shallow water as the winds come from the south (often in summer)
The significant increase in number of people seeking this pedestrian access
to the lake again increases safety concerns of pedestrians and trailer traffic
as it relates to Hwy. 78.

However, the likely increase in pedestrian traffic and trailer traffic will
exacerbate safety concerns for all

BOAT LANDING: Empty trailers already 'max out' the parking places on nice days when
fish are biting. There is nowhere else to park, as one can't park on
the shoulders near the access

- This means that there will be an increase in boat trailer traffic at Pelican Bay
o Long distance trailer travel poses few concerns
o Short distance trailer travel with numerous turns onto and off of Hwy.

78 does pose safety concerns, for boat trailer drivers and pedestrians
and other vehicles

- A related issue has to do with the inability of the boat landing / access to
accommodate people, specifically on Labor Day weekend.

o The increase of another possible 15-30 boaters at the access would

come at a time when many lakeshore property owners take their
boats and pontoons off the lake for the season

o Lines may well extend onto Hwy. 78 as vehicles with boat and
pontoon trailers line up to remove vehicles

o Of course, the exact conditions determine usage-wind direction, wind
speed, precipitation, etc.

DNR rules also adds to time at the landing

INVASIVE SPECIES:

- Zebra mussels don't fly, they hitchhike, usually from boats and / or trailers
Eur. Milfoil usually hitchhikes on boats and/or trailers

Most other invasive species also travel by boat and/or trailers
- Will the proposed development have a site where minnows/bait is OK to

dump OR will this be done at the wayside rest or in the lake
I am aware that this issue is larger than boaters from the proposed develop.
I am also aware that the clientele has no 'home' at which to get rid of bait



LAKESHORE MANAGEMENT AND RESOURCE ISSUES: Is this not w/in 1,000 ft. of the lake?
SANITATION:

- This is different from the old Pier Rest. Where maybe 10% of patrons go to

the bathroom

This is an endeavor at which 100% of the people who tent, camp, etc. will use
lots of water for toileting and bathing and cleaning of cookware, etc.

- Those patrons who do not have this kind of usage will correspondingly add to
the traffic issues noted above

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE OLD PIER RESTAURANT PROPERTY (?):

This property would be ideal for the owners of the proposed development

There is lake access by foot and by trailer there
The frontage would allow for dockage of boats and parking of trailers over
the large drain field that previously lay beneath the parking lot (so. Lot)

TRAFFIC FLOW / EGRESS AND INGRESS:
Hwy. 78 doesn't need more intersections or points for traffic to exit or enter,
especially near a hill (south of County 5)

- The area doesn't need more signage . . . less would actually be better

PROPERTY VALUES:

- Every assessor, appraiser, and property owner knows that this type of

proposed development will negatively impact property values in the

immediate area

My wife and I own a lovely home in the area
- We can't just 'pick up and move', nor do we want to move.

LOGIC: The value of our property is nearly $4,000 a foot on the lake.
That value is established by the quality and desirability of Ottertail Lake itself.
This proposed endeavor poses a real potential threat

- to Ottertail Lake

- to the safety of all pedestrians, bikers, and drivers on Hwy. 78, be they
patrons of the potential development, owners or friends of adjacent
property owners, or simply existing motorists using Hwy. 78

- To people who own on the lake or to those who motor from Perham to B.L.
I am fully aware that nearly everyone has the right to drive on the highway, to trailer a boat to
the lake, to launch a boat from the access, to swim in the lake, etc.

I am fully aware that everyone has a fundamental right to start a business.

I am fully aware that additional customers would be good for existing businesses in Ottertail.
We, too, enjoy the variety of businesses located there. I'm not 'anti-business'.

In my opinion, the proposal for this development should be denied.

Sincerely,

Charles Gramith 30549 St. Hwy. 78
P.S. please return an email to me acknowledging receipt of my email letter. Thank You!
file
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Bill Kalar

From: Pipho <dmpipho@tcaexpress.net> ^5l\/e*
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 4:55 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: proposal ^0^

To whom it may concern:
I understand that you are considering a proposal to build a large RV park and resort at the junction of Hwy 78

and CR5. We have a summer home along Hwy 78 and we think the traffic is already too heavy. This would significantly
increase highway congestion on an already busy highway.

Iwould think that you would definitly have to put in another boat landing on the east side of the lake. We
already have waiting lines to load and unload the boat.

It would increase the boat traffic which is already heavy, especially on weekends, and it would also increase the
risk of of invasive species entering the lake.

For these reasons we would definitely not be in favor of this proposal.

Donald M. & Marlene S. Pipho
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Bill Kalar

From: DEAN and DELAINE FERKINHOFF <ferkinhoff@msn.com>

Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 8:02 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Proposed Ottertail RV Park and Resort

The purpose of this note is to express our opposition to the proposed RV Park and Resort near Ottertail lake.

Notonly would this increase congestion in the areas near the property, but this type of development would put added
presure on the boat landing, increase traffic on the lake and significantly elevate the risk of invasive species. The later
impact could require the county and lake owners to have spend a large amount of future tax dollars to deal with the
negative ramifications of this type of outcome.

In summary, this type of development is totally inconsistent with the overall Ottertail Lakes areas living experience and as
a result, should not be allowed to proceed.

Dean and Delaine Ferkinhoff

Ottertail Lake Property Owners

%C£m so



Bill Kalar

From: Cindy <cadean5@prtel.com>
Sent: Saturday, March 02, 2013 10:49 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: homestead

Attachments: cadean5@prtel.com.vcf

^
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I am in favor of the homestead development....the water belongs to all....not just the
landowners (which I am) it would bring badly needed revenue to the area we have
been on this lake for 40 years....and I have watched many cabins disappear to big
properties the vast majority of people cannot afford to be on the lakc.and if I hadn't
inherited I would not be able to either...this gives them a chance to be "at the lake"

thanks

Cindy Dean
38748 Eldorado Beach Road

Battle Lake, MN 56515
cadean5@prtel .com
218 495 2804

218 849 6332



Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Dear Mr. Kalar:

S Swan <sswan32353@gmail.com>
Saturday, March 02, 2013 8:10 PM
Bill Kalar

Proposed Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort

63
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It has been brought to our attention that a 185-unit development has been proposed to be built at the intersection
of State Highway 78 and County Road 5 and is currently being considered by the Otter Tail County Department
of Land and Resource.

Please do not allow this development to proceed. We make our home in South Sioux City, Nebraska, located
100 miles from the Lake Okoboji area in Iowa. Lake Okoboji used to be a nice lake with summer homes and
resorts. It is now overcrowded, commercialized, and polluted due to too many developments similar to the one
being proposed for Lake Ottertail. This is why we drive 350 miles to Lake Ottertail rather than the 100 miles to
Lake Okoboji. We do not want the beauty of Lake Ottertail to fall to the same fate as Lake Okoboji. Please
protect the future of Lake Ottertail.

Thank you.

Dale & Sherry Swan
41399 Greenwood Trail

Lake Ottertail

328 E. 33rd St.

South Sioux City NE 68776
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Bill Kalar

From: Rick Fuder <rickfuder@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, March 02, 2013 7:08 PM
To: Bill Kalar; nermoej@arvig.net
Subject: RV Park

Mr. Kalar

A campground accros the road from the last house I planned on building for my retirement was NOT in the plans for my
dream home.

Campfire smoke,dogs barking, the sounds of extra traffic, music playing, and sewer smells does not sound like a dream to
me.

As far as the benefits to the local economy, it will generate some taxes dollars, but my family camped for about 15 years
and brought everything we needed from home. The intersection of county road 5 and state road 78 is blind in both
directions. A turn lane from state road 78 onto county road 5 would not be as big an issue as entering state road 78 with a
slow vehicle pulling a trailer. Friday afternoon and evening and Sunday would be high traffic time, and its already busy on
hwy 78 at those times.
I feel property values would go down having a campground across the road. I bet most people would feel the same way, if
they were being perfectly honest.
I have been in the customer service fast food business in Fergus Falls for almost 30 years and I like to see growth to the
economy but my gut just tells me that this campground is just not the right fit for rural Ottertail county. The people that run
the campground office/store will get a little business, Ice cream and candy, video games but I don't feel it would benefit
the local economy.
As you gathered I'm not in favor of this idea, I hope that the people who have the final say in the matter will understand.

I'm sure they wouldn't want it in their back yard either.

Thank you for your time
Rick Fuder /S^
29773 Highland Loop ^CCv
Battle Lake Mn. ^fcv

%,
°°%
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Bill Kalar

From: Boll Realty <boll@arvig.net>
Sent: Saturday, March 02, 2013 2:26 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead At Ottertail

Bill

As a longtime resident of Ottertail City and Ottertail Lake I think the RV park is something that is long overdue. We have
lost close to 185 resort cabins off our lakes in the last 20 years and our tourism is paying the price for that. I think tourism
is the biggest or one of the biggest industries in Ottertail County and we need to do what we can to keep promoting
it. When I was growing up on Ottertail there were 50 times more boats on the water on any given weekend than there are
today. I also don't think traffic on the highways will be a problem, there was as much traffic when the resorts were all
operating as there will be with the RV park and our highways and roads are bigger and better today.
I hope you will give your stamp of approval to this much needed asset in Ottertail County.

Lauris Woessner

96 Bay View Road
Ottertail Mn. 56571

^

^

•&
>0 %̂
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Bill Kalar

From: Mark Johnson <mjoh069@aol.com>
Sent: Sunday, March 03, 2013 10:54 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: ottertail rv park proposal

Mr. Kalar, We are adamantly opposed to the 185 unit cluster development proposal across from Ottertail Lake on
Highway 78. We live about 1 mile from there on the lake. This lake does not need 185 more lots and the highway in this
location is quite busy already. We are most concerned about the highly elevated risk for invasive species to be introduced
into the lake. Zebra mussels and milfoil can destroy this lake, and there is nothing anyone can do once it
starts. PLEASE DON'T LET IT START ON THIS LAKE. Any increased boat traffic (especially from further away places )
will gaurantee the introduction of these problems. It will happen. Please don't let the financial gains of a few people
destroy this beautiful lake. It cannot be replaced. THank you, Mark and Julie Johnson and family and neighbors

X
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Bill Kalar

From: pat rozek <threeof3@att.net>
Sent: Sunday, March 03, 2013 12:13 PM
To: Bill Kalar; nermoej@arvig.net
Subject: ottertail rv park and resort

We agree that the proposed rv park and resort ( 185 units ) would be to many people and boats in one
concentrated area.

We would support single dwelling lots.
We do not like the proposed 185 unit cluster development.
Pat Rozek, Carol Reitzel ^?£VV..



Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:

Importance:

Mr. Kalar

Good day.

Myfamily has been on Otter Tail Lake (I grew up in Wadena) for decades and have been enjoying the lake in one way or
another for nearly 100 years.

Iam writing to address the proposed 185-unit cluster development/RV Park across from Otter Tail Lake at the junction
of State Highway 78 and County Road 5.

After reading through the proposal and all of the materials submitted for review by the Otter Tail County Board I must
state that Iam not in favor of the development as proposed. While I appreciate the notional business concept, and the
desired economic growth conceived by the owner/developer, Ifind the project much too large for the area - the impact
on road use and lake access could prove detrimental to the demand-balance on Otter Tail at present. In addition, Iam
concerned about the implications of a likely transient user/consumer of the development and the impact on the Otter
Tail "community" - a community comprised largely of people with invested interests in the lake and region.

Iam fully supportive of thoughtful business and economic growth - it is at the core of American capitalist principles; but,
as a citizen of the Otter Tail community, I must ask the board to reject the proposal as submitted and ask for a scaled
back version, perhaps half the size, and with an attendant assessment by the Otter Tail County Board of how the county
would absorb/address the increased demand for services and support, including road improvements and maintenance,
as necessary.

Myfamily and I love the Otter Tail area, and fully understand why others do as well, but we want to be good stewards of
this truly wonderful place and know that success in this regard does not happen by accident. We must be smart, caring,
and careful members of the Otter Tail community-we ask the same of you and your fellow board members.

Many thanks.

Best regards,
Steve Wischmann

Otter Tail Lake

S & A Wischmann <saottertail@gmail.com>
Sunday, March 03, 2013 12:32 PM
Bill Kalar

'S 8i A Wischmann'; nermoej@arvig.net
Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort

High

Lb

%C£,^

"•""•ft. fit*



Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:

Dear Mr. Kalar:

Vic Zeiher <vic.zeiher@ciconstruction.com>

Sunday, March 03, 2013 2:02 PM
Bill Kalar

nermoej@arvig.net
Homestead RV Park

L1

%
5s,

There are approximately 1200 lakeshore lots on Ottertail Lake, plus some camping units at the various resorts and three
public accesses, that are already sometimes overfilled. The Homestead development would represent an increase of
about 15% in units using the lake, as well as the area roads. We feel this is too much of an increase for an already busy
lake area.

Sincerely;

Vic and Verna Zeiher

(Ottertail U28694)
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Bill Kalar

From: Mike Gran <mnlakeman@gmail.com> ^
Sent: Sunday, March 03, 2013 2:37 PM ^5l\/t-
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: My opinions on RV Park

I live at 42940 County Highway 1
Mike Gran

I perused the PDF file on the proposed RV park. It looks like there is no entrance off of Highway 108 which I
would oppose. That should be a requirement that there never will be.

I believe strongly that there should be a special assessment on all use of the RV park to the maintenance of
Ottertail Lake, whether the users of the RV park use the lake or not. This special assessment should never go
away and should be per RV spot available each year. The owners of the park can charge this back to the users
of the RV park as they seem fit. It looked like the first phase would have 70 spots so the RV park owners
would be assessed for only 70 spots until they increase the number. The amount per lot could change in the
future. What that amount should be of course is the issue in this situation. I would think at least $100. per
lot/yr. The money would help to maintain the public assesses, picnic areas on the lake, buoys on the lake,
signs, monitoring of boat landings, etc. Who gets the money would be distributed those entities that maintain
these items.

I also think every user of the park should be handed a brochure that talks about the use of the lake, stressing the
problem of invasive species, etc. The owners of the park could be fined if the brochure is not provided.

I personally live on the Ottertail river and not on the lake but I get treated like a lake owner in that I get asked
to pay in to the Ottertail Lake owners association to maintain the lake. My home is also assessed higher
because of it's proximity to the lake than it would be if it was 5 miles away from where it is. So I feel there
should be not problem putting a special assessment on the RV park.

Mike
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Bill Kalar

From: Gary Davis <gdavis@russdaviswholesale.com>
Sent: Sunday, March 03, 2013 3:52 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead 185 cluster Development ^D *RESQtJffag

Iwould like to voice my opposition to above at address Hwy 78 &Cty road 5. The area and lake can not support a
project of that size. Gary and Benda Davis. 28647 Hwy 78.



IX

Bill Kalar

From: Cherizosel <cherizosel@aol.com>

Sent: Sunday, March 03, 2013 8:20 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort

Mywife and I have great concerns about the Park that is proposed on 78 and CR 5. It is the equivalent of 18,500 feet of
lake shore and the associated traffic and lake use. The proposed residents would probably have boats and want
swimming availability and therefore utilize the nearby wayside rest and boat launch area. All free access, and not
intended to be a benefit for the entreprenaur who wants to put in a very large RV park.

My in-laws owned a 25 unit park where our current house is, 28331 State Highway 78. The County Commissioners back
in 2000, couldn't wait to have it replaced by the two residences that are now on the 450 feet of lakeshore. Now the
proposal is for 185? Yes, they are not directly on the lake, but they will certainly utilize the benefits of living "close " to
the lake, without paying the associated taxes that those of us "on" the lake pay.

Therefore; I recommend that the Park and Resort not be approved.

Sincerely, Tom Zosel

%c>
^>

*$Q
V



Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:

Hi Greg & Beth,

SCHNOES MARK <mschnoes@tcaexpress.net>
Sunday, March 03, 2013 6:52 PM
decoys34@hotmail.com
Bill Kalar; Mike Gran

Your RV & Resort

?%

93

%

My name is Mark Schnoes & have a summer place in OT city. Myfamily moved from the OT campground on the SE
shore of OT lake. Ifwould like any input feel free to ask us for suggestions.

I am strongly in favor of you developing this venture & Ifeel strongly there is a need especially for pull ins. I would
suggest your 80% for seasonal may be to high. If your 1st stage is 70 units I would suggest 70% seasonal. Then
increase seasonal to 80% on the remaining increase of parking.

I also beleive that your park should have storm shelters for a rating of 3-4 per site developed. This was & still is not
availabe at our past campground.

I don't know what taxes you'll be paying but since there will be a possibility some of your tenants will possibly be using the
Public Boat accesses in the area I believe they should contribute in some way to them. Maybe through a surtax of .05%
on all tenants which could be spit among the Boat Access, Sherriffs office for public safety, OT city Firedepartment &
Henning. Another possibility Boat Access would be a $1 per month per boat on your property to go to the OT access.

On your Rules. You should think strongly on Golf carts. Age of driver or a licensed car driver (this was a big issue),
lights, and owner insurance. I notice guest must leave @ 9 pm, so does this mean only tenants may stay
overnight? Also, are you have a guest daily $ charge?

On your diagrams are you going to have Guest & Boat parking?

If you would like suggestions feel free to ask.

Mark & Pam Schnoes

Paullina, la & OT city



Bill Kalar

From: Carole Zarling <czarling@prtel.com>
Sent:

ft

Sunday, March 03, 2013 7:00 PM yb^.
Dill 1/-.I-., **7To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead at Ottertail RV Park and Resort °%*
M/u

Mr.Kalar:

I have been following the progress of this proposed RV park in the Daily Journal and have now completed reviewing the
Environmental Assessment Worksheet located on the county web site.

Iam speaking on behalf of my 95 year old Mother, FrancesZarling and our family at 39275 Clearmont Road Battle Lake
(South side of OTL). My parents have been OTL landowners for 60 years. I spent my summers growing upon beautiful
Ottertail Lake. When company

from out of state comes to visit they are always in awe of how clean the water is and how well cared for the lake and
properties are. I recall as a child riding past the Wheel Inn Camp/Tent site over near the Corner Store and Greystone
Lodge.

Ieven remember camping there with a friend and her family once when Iwas little. It was fun, exciting, not real
convenient having to walk across the street to the water and lakeshore as I recall! Iwatched over the years how that fell
into disrepair and neglect and how it has now not existed for many years.

Although Ido not know what the size of that small campground was, Iam positive it was NOT 185 units/ sites. We do
not wish to be perceived as standing in the way of progress however as a land owner, my mother is very concerned
about the proposed

size of this development. We are concerned about how large this will be and the extra wear and tear of adding that
many additional people/vehicles to the nearby public access, traffic on Hwy 78—foot traffic crossing Hwy 78 attempting
to reach the water, the use of

boats, personal watercraft, increased fishing . Our family is highly concerned about an ever revolving transient
population staying temporarily at the RV campground...how much investment (not monetary) do they really have at
containing and avoiding the introduction

of invasive species to our beautiful waters?????

We, of course, do realize the enhanced economic development of adding 185 families to the area but also realize that
quite possibly we have the beautiful Ottertail Lake living experience and quality of life we have as a result of us NOT
having a 185 unit RV

Park and Campground located on Hwy 78 and County Road #5 .

I always say that when afforded the opportunity to speak up, if I hold silence, I have no right to complain about the
outcome. I sadly believe the decision to approve and move forward with this RV Park and Resort is very close to being
determined. I have said what I needed to say.
Carole Zarling

512 W Cedar Avenue



* Fergus Falls,MN



Bill Kalar

From: Kyle <klol862@aol.com>
Sent: Saturday, March 02, 2013 11:00 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead at ottertail

?r

First of all thank you for listening to the property owners on Ottertail as to what they feel is best for the lake and its
people. I know that you must be under a lot of pressure to try and improve the area and all developments. But as a
property owner Iam very concerned of the impact this project will have on the quality of life on such a beautifal lake. I
have been on the lake for over 30 years and have watched the lake change over many times with the number of people
on the lake as well as the changing of lake cabins and campgrounds over to more year round and more statuesque place
on the the lake. The project may look very good on paper but the true impacvt will be seen by the individuals traveling
the highway with the number of people trying to traverse the highway increasing the risk of life and limb as well as the
increase of boat and human traffic on the water. I realize the project emphasizes that there is no access to the lake but
honestly if the prjetc is accepted the lake access will be eventually phased in and the quality of the lake life will be
adversely affected with no reprocussion or ability to monitor. Please listen to the property owners and reject this project
and allow the lake to stay as beautiful and as clean as it has been and not allow it to become a series of commercial
properties with a decreasing quality of life for the owners and families that love and cherish the memories that Ottertail
has become for them and their loved ones. Thank you very much for taking the time to read our concerns and to take
our feelings and thoughts over the businesses that may see it as a money maker rather than a cherished memory maker
that it has been for millions of families.



Bill Kalar

Land & Resource Mgmt
540 West Fir,
Fergus Falls, Mn. 56537

Dear Bill Kalar,

?£

February 27, 2013

RECEIVED

LAND &RESOURCE

Thank you for the notice of the proposed 185 unit cluster development at Hwy 78 and CR5. This
is very much a surprise to the area.

I am not in favor of this development for the area because of the increased use, traffic, and
congestion. I have been a long time owner on Otter Tail lake and am not interested in this type
of development this close to our property. 1don't feel this is the time for this commercial use.

Please advise me of any further developments on this proposal.

Best regards,

Will Haber

20409 Kishwaukee Valley Rd.,
Marengo, II. 60152

PS-The e-mail was not useable for my area.
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Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

To Whom It May concern:

AAFEDT RAY <victory05@arvig.net>
Monday, March 04, 2013 1:54 PM
Bill Kalar

friends of ottertail lake

n

I recently received a postcard from a group called "Friends Of Ottertail Lake" regarding a proposed RV park. I wish to

inform you that I am not in agreement with this group and I do not support their arguments. If the proposed RV park is
meeting all of the legal requirements and is not located on the lakeshore it should be allowed to proceed. This is a sign
of progress in our community and Iwould think would be supported by local business establishments. Ottertail Lake is
not a private playground.

Sincerely,

Ray Aafedt



Bill Kalar

From: A Carr <acarr@arvig.net>
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 3:43 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Proposed Campsite Ottertail

8*

I am in favor of the proposed Ottertail Camp Ground Site.

Al Fournier v/)
Ottertail, MN C^A.



Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Tiger & Shirley <tands@arvig.net>
Monday, March 04, 2013 3:27 PM
Bill Kalar

185-unit cluster

t3

MWD Source
Bill Kalar,

We received the info on the 185-cluster development across from State

Highway 78 and CR 5. We are very much opposed to this. We live on the

Lake and would NOT like to see any increased traffic on the lake or on the
roads. Needless to say about the elevated risk for invasive species as a

result.

We are saying NO to the proposed development.

Lee and Shirley Krump

35929 Co. Hwy 72

Battle Lake, MN 56515



Bill Kalar

From: Jamie <jamiem@arvig.net>
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 4:05 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: RV Park

Iam in favor of the Ottertail RV Park and Resort. <5&^

i • m ♦■ &h±Jamie Martinson *^/

X.
•%

X
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Bill Kalar

From: Jim S <jimswansen@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 7:41 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Proposed Ottertail RV Park

Hello Bill

tc

My name is Jim Swansen and I own a seasonal property on Ottertail lake. I recently learned about the proposed
RV park near Highway 78 and county road 5, and I wanted to contact you with my concerns!

Adding up to 185 unit would put an unreasonable strain on Ottertail and surrounding lakes. These additional
units would overwhelm public access sites on these local lakes. Invasive species is also a major concern with
all the additional boat traffic in and out of local lakes!

Best Regards,
Jim Swansen

ft,HEcElV£D
'

»£soURC£
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Bill Kalar

From: Dan Hurder <dan.hurder@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 4:38 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort

I would like to submit comments in favor of the Homestead project here in Ottertail.

As ownerof The Otter Supper Club and Lodge, I can say with certainty that we do not currently have the
demand to accommodate travelers wishing to spend their time and money here in Ottertail. With limited hotel
rooms available, dwindling resorts, and no campgrounds, Ottertail struggles to attract the volume of tourists that
it did in years past. Additional tourists will not only help struggling businesses, but will increase the tax
revenue for the City and the County.

I have also encouraged that comments be submitted from The Ottertail Business and Community Association,
Ottertail Convention and Tourism Bureau, and Ottertail Country Tourism Association in favor of the project. I
sit on the board for all three entities and am confident that our members wish to see this project move forward
successfully.

Feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns.

Thanks,

Dan Hurder ^0/
Managing Partner ''Cg
Great Plains Hospitality
The Otter Supper Club and Lodge
Monte's Downtown

4794 52nd St. S

Fargo, ND 58104
Cell: 701-318-1080
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Bill Kalar

From: michael pendy <mpendy@hotmail.com> %>>
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 6:48 AM C^j.
To: Bill Kalar; doug.huebsch@gmail.com ^/>
Subject: I'm for any new rv and resort/hotel in Ottertail $0/

Any new RV and Resort/Hotel being built or evenexpanded is a positive move for Otter Tail County! This adds to the
needed revenue for all business in ourarea, allowing them to stay in business and improving the overall lifestyle for
everyone.

The Homestead project will offer a sizeable number ofpermanent and temporary camping options forvisitors looking to
spend their time and money right here in Ottertail. This equates to more meals being served in our restaurants,
groceries being bought in our local stores, gas being purchased from local gas stations, and on and on.

Without continued efforts to support increases in tourism here in Ottertail it will become more and more difficult for
local businesses to support themselves, and ultimately offerthe services and conveniences that our year round
residents, many of whom have voiced strong opposition to the project not understanding that without more revenue
some current businesses will close as costs to operate continue to climb,, people have come to appreciate all of the
business perksoffered in our area as part of their lifestyles here in Ottertail. Additionally, getting people to visit
Ottertail is the first step in getting them to move, relocate and/or start a businesses here.

Four Seasons Resort on Rush Lake

MN Great Fishing and Family Fun

http://www.fishrushlake.com <http://www.fishrushlake.com/> Owners since 1997Michael &Aggie Pendy
1-218-367-2792

1-888-263-4210
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Bill Kalar

From: Mimi Carlson <stucarlson@comcast.net>

Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 11:26 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Cc: nermoej@arvig.net
Subject: rv park

Our opinion is that such a project will impact the area negatively. Certainly there will be increased boat traffic. Highway

traffic will also considerably increase. The project just does not fit with the area.

Duane and Mimi Carlson

%%

%
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Bill Kalar

From: Mary Lundeen <marylundeen@msn.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 11:43 AM
To: Bill Kalar

please do notallow the homestead project to occur Mary Lundeen *•*<&#

X
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Bill Kalar

From: Bob <holualoha@aol.com>

Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 11:48 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Cluster dev at 78 & cr 5 Ottertail lake

As a long time owner of property nearby on Ottertail lake I am opposed to such a development and the re zoning
necessary. That proposed development does not in any way fit with existing land uses. You cannot make such a drastic
change,

Robert and Sharon Friedman

37011 Blarney Beach Rd
Battle Lake, Mn 56515

612 325 8158



«p

Kenyon, MN $$9h6
Feb. 28,2013

Bill Kalar
Land & Resource Management
£h0 W. Fir Street
Fergus Falls, Minn. £6£37

^ear Sir:

I an responding to a notification we received about the proposed
Homestead RV Park and Resort on Ottertail Lake.

My wife and I purchased a cabin on Ottertail Lake in 1991, and we
rented places on the lake prior to that time. We are there quite
a bit of time in the four summer months, and our children and grand
children visit often. We chose this lake because we had acquaintances
there and felt the lake was very family oriented.

In recent years lake action and noise with increased lake activity
has multiplied a lot with more usage.

We are opposed to commercialendeavors or construction om the lake.
The residential neighborhoods will certainly be affected by in
creased congestion both on the lake and on highways with the added
boat and roadway traffic and quality of living will deteriorate.

We hope this application for the Homestead RV Park and Resort will
be denied.

John Shelstad
PO Box 35

Kenyon MN 55946-0035

Sincerely Yours,

A Jd- •• •'!

> '•-..'
..-. •

FOKF.VER 8



Bill Kalar, Land & Resource Mgmt

RECEIVED **

LAND &RESOURCE March 2 '2013

You said you could not accept disapproval over the phone so asthespokesman for the Sinner Cabin. On

Otter Tail Lake Lot # 799. We disapprove/oppose the Homestead at Otter Tail RV and Resort. It would

increase the boat traffic on OtterTail Lake which wedo not need. Itwould overtax the use of the boat

landings on Otter Tail Lake. It would increase the chance for Invasive Species to getinto Otter Tail Lake.

It would increase highway congestion on already busy highway. It would increase motor vehicle /

pedestrian traffic at thejunction of State Hwy 78 and CR 5. It would overtax State Hwy 78 and then it

would need repairs. It would turn Otter Tail Lake from residential/ag neighborhood into a commercial

use Lake. For these reasons wedisapprove or oppose the Otter Tail RV and Resort development at the

junction ofState Hwy 78 and CR 5 and hope the proposal for this development does not pass.

Sincerely

{^<b~nn~&=>

James Sinner

Spokesman for the Sinner Cabin OT799

543 42nd Ave South

Moorhead, Minnesota 56560
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Bill Kalar

From: rgkray@en-tel.net

Subject: cluster development on hwy 78 &CR 5 "%

%
We are not in support of developing a 185 unit cluster development across from Otter Tail Lake at the junction of State
Hwy. 78 and CR 5. We are concerned that this would have a negative impact on the lake, the roads, and boat landings
causing increased pollution, traffic, and elevating the risk for invasive species.

Sincerely,

Rod and Gretta Kray

%

Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 7:08 PM

To: Bill Kalar / %,



V

Bill Kalar

From: Dale Duits <dbduits@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, March 03, 2013 4:54 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: rv park and resort

I am opposed to a mega expansion of populus on Ottertail Lake. It would only be a negative impact on fishing,
landings traffic, and the quiet atmosphere of the lake. If this is allowed, other expansions would follow because
of precidence. Thanks, Dale Duits, 39622 Co Rd 1, Richville, MN

%
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Bill Kalar '%>

From: Dale Duits <dbduits@gmail.com> C^ <c/\
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 7:36 PM ^
To: Bill Kalar ^o

I feel strongly that the proposed Homestead RV park and Resort would be a huge mistake. We enjoy our spot
on Otttertail, and feel it would interfere the peacefulness we and others have on the lake. I think the lake
traffic will be harmful to Ottertail lake, not to mention making for congestion and over fishing.
I am writing to oppose allowing the development to take place.

Beth Duits

52126 160th St.

Vining, MN 56588
715-308-5358



Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Barkve, Allen <Allen.Barkve@penton.com>
Wednesday, March 06, 2013 5:22 AM
Bill Kalar

Otter Tail RV Park & Resort

To: Bill Kalar

Land & Resource Management
540 West Fir

Fergus Falls, MN 56537

Re: Proposed Otter Tail RV Park & Resort

Fr: Allen & Kelly Barkve, Otter Tail Lakeshore owners

<*

tl

X
*

<fe^
ft

%

After reviewing the proposal, we strongly voice our opposition to this form of development for Otter Tail Lake area. The
very real threat of Zebra Mussels and other invasive species in Otter Tail would only be raised significantly by such a

development.

We feel those that pay the high burden of property taxes to maintain Otter Tail qualities of living are NOTwell served by
this commercial development.

While beautiful resorts and campgrounds on Otter Tail and area lakes have many many vacancies during peak season,
and a fantastic State Park is available and very under utilized - why develop a property to "under cut" these existing
venues? It makes no sense!

Respectfully,

Allen Barkve

5598 Park Place Dr

Shore view, MN 55126

[36024 Augustana Dr - OTL #944]



Bill Kalar

From: Bruce & Gloria <gbnilson@prtel.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 11:31 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: 185 Unit Cluster Development

Dear Bill, %£-,

Please carefully reconsider the proposed 185 unit cluster development across from Otter Tail Lake at the junction of
State Highway 78 and CR 5.

As you know, this development would create more congestion along highway
78 which is already a very busy and treacherous highway. Accidents and deaths from the increased congestion cannot
be allowed. We need to keep our county safe and free from potential hazards and not contribute to them.

Who will monitor the increased boat traffic on Otter Tail Lake?

Concerns regarding the increased risk of invasive species entering the lake will be ever present as well as increased boat
traffic.

We are proud of our county and the beautiful lakes and countryside.
Let's keep them and the area safe. What really will be accomplished by allowing this 185 unit cluster development?
Gloria Sheils

toe

%*
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Bill Kalar

From: Catherine Barner <barner@arvig.net> tor*.

Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 11:36 AM &\/fcr\
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Ottertail RV Park and Resort , .

eso^Please do NOT approve this proposal. At a time when area lakes dread the infestations brought by boaters, let us not
add more chances of polluting our lake with invasive species.

One hundred eightyfive more dwellings: multiply that by at least three or four. That is an immense population, traffic,
sewage, water use growth. Growth we do not need.

Our lakes deserve our trust.

Catherine Barner

31262 Oak Ridge Beach Road
Richville, MN 56576



(0*

Bill Kalar

From: Jack Krogman <krogie@arvig.net>
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 12:16 PM *?fr~,
To: Bill Kalar ^fjfc
Subject: Otter Tail Lake Cluster Development <^

My opinion is that this is just to large for our lake. How about 50 lake lots . That would be plenty .
c4>



Bill Kalar

From: gkezior5315@comcast.net
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 12:03 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Cc: nermoej@arvig.net
Subject: Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort

To: Bill Kalar, Land & Resource Mgmt.
From: Gary & Michele Kezior

36508 Augustana Drive
Ph.801-476-6836

w3

:n,
°%

«*>

«
%•

% ^Ct

Dear Sir,
As a current property owner on Ottertail Lake, we are opposed to the 185-unit cluster development across from Otter

Tail Lake at the junction of State Hwy. 78 and CR 5. We enjoy our quite, serene lake home with friends and family. The
proposed development would significantly change this with, a major increase of traffic on our lake and
highways. Currently the weekends are already congested(Zorbas for an example). One major concern is the safety of
our families and visiting friends on and off the lake, also, the impact this could have on the resorts around the lake and
their guest. The other concerns, the increased risk of invasive species in the lake and overtaxed boat landings, again a
"big safety concern". Thanks for your time.

Sincerely Yours,
Gary and Michele Kezior



Bill Kalar

From: Manila <manilak@arvig.net>
Sent: "Wednesday, March 06, 2013 11:11 AM ftpnt?,
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park & Resort

Wiebe's Garage has been in service to this area for 86 years.
Established in 1927, and continuing to operate today, we are one of the businesses in the Village of Ottertail
that has been dependent on the residents of the local area and the tourist trade throughout the year for our
livelihood.

New businesses in our area have been expanding and continue to bring revenue from this area to the
government coffers.

Seeing former residents return to the land of their youth, and succeeding in keep the Ottertail area growing is
always a positive step in the progress of our lively little town.

We support the HOMESTEAD at OTTER TAIL RV PARK & RESORT, and wish the Swanberg's success in their

efforts to share the lovely park like acres with those desiring an access to rural living and wholesome
entertainment near the lakes.

Delmar and Manila Wiebe

icy
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Bill Kalar

From: Thomson, Craig <cthomson@thezenith.com> /s
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 6:30 PM ^S/ls
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park & Resort /At

*/fc

Sill,

Iown a cabin on Ottertail Lake at 39559 Segar Lane. My family has owned property on the lake since 1939.1 have
watched the lake transform from summer cabins to 365 day year around homes and beyond. During this time I have also
noticed increased traffic on the surrounding 2 lane roads and on the lake itself. This is especially true on summer
weekends and holidays. It seems as if 99% of the lake lots are now occupied and that lake traffic is now to the point on

some weekends that you must go out in to the middle of the lake to stay away from heavy boat traffic.

It would seem that if a new 185 unit development were allowed next to the lake the increased traffic on the existing
roads and the lake would be substantial. Because of the following I would ask that you reject the proposal.

1. Increased motor and pedestrian traffic in an area not designed for it.

2. Increased pressure on existing public boat launches in the area.

3. Increased boat traffic on an already busy lake.
4. Higher likelihood of the transmission of invasive species.

I appreciate the opportunity to voice our concerns. Let me know what happens!

Craig Thomson, CPCU
Executive Vice President

Zenith Agribusiness Solutions
1731 E Rosevilie Pkwy. Suite 200
Roseville, CA 95661-9083

Office 916.781.2110

Mobile 916.494.8119

Toll-Free 877.581.8237 ext 2110

Fax Direct 818.227.3288

cthomson@thezenith.com

^^Agribusiness Solutions

***********************************************************

NOTICE:

This e-mail, including attachments, contains information
that may be confidential, protected by the attorney/client
or other privileges, or exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. Further, this e-mail may contain
information that is proprietary and/or constitutes a trade
secret. This e-mail, including attachments, constitutes
non-public information intended to be conveyed only to the

designated recipient of this communication, please be
advised that any disclosure, dissemination, distribution,
copying, or other use of this communication or any attached



document is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify the sender
immediately by reply e-mail and promptly destroy all
electronic and printed copies of this communication and
attached documents.

***********************************************************
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Bill Kalar

From: Gary Carlson <garcar@midco.net>
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 11:47 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: RV park and resort

I believe RV parks have their place but the 185 unit park proposed near Ottertail lake seems quite large for that area.
The traffic would increase greatly on an already heavily traveled road not to mention the quality of the lake life and
more pressure on the lake itself and the boat landings. This may be to large of a development for this specific area. I
think if there is a need for RV development it could be done at some other area other than on this very busy highway
near the lake and golf courses (that already create an abundance of traffic).

Sincerely,

Gary & Jean Carlson

Sent from my iPad

%•*&



Thank you for your consideration.

Robert W. Caspers

PO Box 261

Ottertail MN 56571

%Hi^ 4f^
218-367-2066

lOff
RECEIVED

March 6, 2013 LAND & RESOURCE

Mr. Bill Kalar

Land & Resource Management

540 West Fir

Fergus Falls, MN 56537

Re: Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort Proposal

Dear Mr. Kalar;

I am a year around resident living on the north side of Otter Tail Lake and am opposed to the above

development that is under consideration for the following reasons.

Primarily, because Otter Tail Lake (along with almost all other lake properties) are becoming residential

areas. Continuously "get-away-for-the-weekend"cabins, farm land, and mom-and-pop resorts, are all

being replaced with year around, single family residences. These homes are right on the lake or in

other cases branching out away from the lake, and although having no direct access to the water,

nonetheless have a beautiful view of it. These areas are becoming "communities" in their own right.

Just as with any town or city's zoning laws, lake "communities" should have comparable and wise

zoning regulations.

Second, although I have not seen the exact specs for this proposal site nor know the developers, all of

the existing RV Parks that I have seen really aren't compatible with single family year around residences.

Any town or city with foresight does not allow RV Parks to be developed in a residential neighborhood.

Otter Tail County has a very valuable asset in its numerous lakes and waterways. The number is fixed

and will not increase. These assets should be protected and developed in the most prudent way

possible—and not allow nor accept any and all types of projects to be presented nor implemented.
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Bill Kalar

Land and Resource Management, Otter Tail County
540 West Fir

Fergus Falls, MN 56537

IQ*t DECEIVED

UND &RESOURCE

Mr. Kalar,

A comment about the campground - Homestead at Ottertail - regarding overtaxed boat landings

These boat landings are not overtaxed and this proposed campground will not create an overtaxed
condition. These landings are PUBLIC, for everyone's use not just lake residents to put their boats in the
lake in the spring and take them out in the fall.

Thank you.
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1)5- RECEIVED

Bi" Kalar ^ND * RESOURCF
Land and Resource Mgmt.
540 West Fir

Fergus Falls, MN 56537

Here are several reasons why Iam AGAINST the approval of the campground being approved on Cty. 5
and Hwy 78;

We moved to Otter Tail Lake in 1986, and to my knowledge this highway has never been improved or
widened, otherthen to resurface a few c racks. Yet, the traffic has tripled in that time. Highway 78 is a
State Highway and traveled not only by local residents, tourists and sportsmen, but by semi's, milk
trucks, oil trucks, delivery trucks, and any other possible trucks that could go across.

All health providers have stressed "get out", "exercise", "walk", "ride a bike" and what do we now have,
an already overtaxed highway, a narrow road, no walking path, a shoulder that is gravel and a foot in
width with deep ruts and deep ditches, certainly not conducive to safe exercise. Now you're asking us
to approve a campground that will have 184 camp sites which means that much more traffic
accompanied with motor homes, campers, tenters, boats and trailers and families, plus it's on the wrong
side of the lake so there is NO DIRECT access to the lake. Even if they should buy out some property
across the lake, there will still have to be foot traffic as well as driving and much of that foot traffic will
be by children.

To launch a boat would mean traveling roughly 4 miles south to the nearest boat launch on 78/108.
HURRAY MORE TRAFFIC.

Our lovely Wayside Park that many people who are not home owners but bring their families there to
swim, lunch, or just relax will be overwhelmed with people from the campground who will treat it as
their own "playground".

Idon't know of any homeowner from the SE shore of Ottertail Lake that are in favor of this site.
Granted, Ottertail is big lake but this Campground, under the present circumstances, is not the right
thing at this time with our Highway already taxed to the maximum with present traffic, much less the
location of this proposed campground. It will provide more problems than the County or Township
should want and certainly the property owners alike.

Sincerely,
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Bill Kalar

From: Pat <fritzelectricpj@cableone.net>
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 3:35 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Cc: 'Stu Boyer'
Subject: Otter Tail RV Park & Resort

Ill

We have a family lake home not far from this area and are opposed to this project of putting a 185-unit cluster
development across from Otter Tail Lake (junction of Hwy 78 and Co #5). Please note our opposition.

Patricia Boyer
28941 Hi Vista Drive

\



Ill-

Bill Kalar

From: Linnea Hagemeister <linneahagemeister@gmail.com> /0,x
Sent: Friday, March 08,2013 10:45 AM QsV
To: Bill Kalar <^
Subject: Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park ^

%>

\ ><$•

»\SV
^>

Dear Mr. Kalar,

To assist the Otter Tail County Board and Dept. of Land and Resources in determining the fate of this proposed
development, we feel the development would be an asset to the area. Please insure that the septic system for the
development is done properly and will not contaminate ground or surface waters. Thank you for this opportunity to
express our opinions of the proposed project.

Richard and Linnea Hagemeister

38910 Eldorado Beach Road

Battle Lake, MN 56515

Sent from my iPad



Ill

Bill Kalar

From: Sharon Carlson <roseofsharon63@msn.com> ^^71/fcTi
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 12:08 PM ^
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort ^Nn o ^

Dear Mr. Kalar,

We are contacting you regarding the proposed RV park and resort near Otter Tail Lake. Al and I are strongly OPPOSED

to this proposal.

1) Traffic will be increased due to such a large number of new residents, resulting in an increase in possible
accidents.

2) As lifelong seasonal Otter Tail Lake residents (in 2 different locations on the lake), we have lived with
restrictions on our property e.g. denials of additional dwellings, no RV's parked for more than a few days, etc. With this
park, the RV's will be permanent. How would 185 RV units affect area property values?

3) With the additional 185 units, there will be a huge increase in boat/jet ski watercraft activity on the lake, as
well as at nearby boat landings.

4) We are very concerned about the eyesore such a park and resort would be, especially if its management
changes frequently and/or has an absentee manager.

5) We are concerned about the environmental impact of such a large increase in population.
Please deny this application.

Sharon and Al Carlson

30798 West Point Trail

Otter Tail Lake

Sent from my iPad



Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

IW

Robert Bergan <battlelakereb33@aol.com>
Friday, March 08, 2013 6:36 PM
Bill Kalar

Protesting the ludicrous proposal of allowing 185 rv units on State hwy. 78 and CR 5

This absolutely insane. The party proposing this has one....just one lot on Ottertail Lake and then to expect to exploit the
county and lake residents by building this site to destroy the area. There is already too much traffic in this area....are you
prepared to build a four lane highway to accommodate the traffic. We have been fortunate to be able to control the
inspections of boats and water vehicles for mil foil and zebra muscles....this can never be done. If they build 185 sites
there will be 185 boats (or more) and also at least 80 to I00 jet skiis. We have been taxed to death for no services...road
maintenance, sewers, and wells.. I urge to not allow this project to be built. Last summer commercial use of the
former Pier was not allowed...it had been changed to residential. Why would this be allowed? I am Annette
Bergan 27324 Cloverleaf Road on Ottertail Battle Lake, MN My phone is 623 214 7463. Thank you for your
consideration.

v
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Bill Kalar

From: jnickander@comcast.net ^fe-*
Sent: Saturday, March 09, 2013 8:24 PM Q$y,
To: Bill Kalar % >
Subject: OTC *%

We just found out about the proposal for a large campground on the intersection of Hwy 5 and Hwy
78.

We object to it because of safety concerns at that intersection.

Thank you for your attention!

Gary and Joan Nlckander
Balmoral Condo #28429

Battle Lake, MN 56515p



Bill Kalar

From: Les <lrotvold@cableone.net>

Sent: Saturday, March 09, 2013 10:06 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Otter Tail rv park and resort

IM

My wife and I are completely against this project as it will lend itself to more traffic an Hwy 78 plus more lake
traffic and pollution.

Les & Bonnie Rotvold

GLAVA on Otter Tail Lake on Hwy 78

lrotvold(5)cableone.net



W

Bill Kalar

From: Susan Poppen <spoppenl@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, March 09, 2013 11:00AM
To: Bill Kalar ^£*C>£"
Subject: Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort ^£f)

Mr. Kalar, **%«.„

Pleaseregister our objection to any approval of a 185 unit, Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort. As
property owners on Blanche Lake, our concerns are for our lakes, increased congestion and the invasivespecies
risks.

Thank you for your consideration.

Dennis & Susan Poppen



Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Importance:

TO:

FROM:

RE:

Connie Caspers <connie@century21vista.com>
Sunday, March 10, 2013 9:31 AM
Bill Kalar; 'Connie Caspers'
Objection to Proposed Campground Across from Otter Tail Lake

High
% '0

Mr Bill Kalar and all Otter Tail County Commissioners/Township Directors
Woody Caspers
28433 Balmoral Drive, Battle Lake MN

The Proposed Campground Near Otter Tail Lake

&l

.

'%*h
'%£fc

As a year-round property owner on Otter Tail Lake and a seasonal resident since 1953,1 am writing to
express opposition and concern about the proposed addition of a campground located across from Otter
Tail Lake.

Please consider the following concerns as you prepare to make a decision: 1) extreme traffic congestion
on a State Highway experiencing already heavy seasonal demands for access amidst a rolling terrain 2)
obvious concerns about invasive species, 3) excessive congestion to area public beaches and accesses
which are already taxed, 4) added density to the lake, 5) possible contamination of area water supplies
due to the commercial demands a large campsite would require 6) additional concerns about a proposed
pavilion to host wedding dances/parties further taxing a new camper community the size of Battle Lake.

As a retired business owner, our family has always been pro-commerce and even appreciate the need for
a campground. However, locating one this size directly across from Otter Tail Lake on an already busy
and dangerous highway intersection where tragedies have occurred due to the small rolling hills, would
seem irresponsible.

I am requesting this email be shared with all commissioners and township personnel who will be
considering this decision. I appreciate all that you have done in the past to ensure quality recreational
experiences on our more than 1000 lakes, a quality of life for today's and future generations and above
all, safety concerns throughout our region.

This project is perhaps a worthy consideration for our community ... simply the wrong location!
When time allows, please confirm receipt of this email. Thank you very much!



Bill Kalar

From: Loren & Karen Moxness <moxies@arvig.net>
Sent: Sunday, March 10, 2013 10:31 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort ' "$0

Bill Kalar, Land &Resource Mgmt. ^0//c

We are not in favor of this project. It would only add to the congestion on both the roads and the lake.

Thank You

Loren & Karen Moxness

131 Bay View RD

Ottertail, MN 56571

M

%c>



Bill Kalar

From: CHARLES NOESEN <cnoesen0381@msn.com>

Sent: Sunday, March 10, 2013 11:55 AM
To: Bill Kalar

/*y

RE: Proposed Homestead at Ottetail RV Park and Resort "URC£

I live on Ottertail Lake during the summer months at 30703. I object to the proposed RV park. The lake

cannot stand another 185 lake lots and the problems that it creates. I also live in an RV during the winter and
know first hand the problems 185 lots would create. My biggest concern is the problem of invasive species as
a result of the increased boat traffic on the lake. I also live near this intersection and the traffic on Highway 78
would dramtically increase, the highway is busy enough without the addition of the traffic this would create.

Chuck Noesen

OT # 30703



•

Bill Kalar

From: Flooddog97 <flooddog97@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 9:40 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: EAW The Homestead at Ottertail RV Park and Resort

Monday, March 11, 2013 SO
<4

Mr. Kalar,

My name is Mike Anderson. My wife, Carol Anderson has 50% ownership of Ottertail Lake property at OT
36310 next to

Holly's Resort. This property has been in the family since 1965. I was a registered Civil Engineer in the State
of Minnesota

for 38 years and have a fairly good working knowledge land usage, soils and transportation.

I am writing to comment on the Environmental Assessment Worksheet for the Homestead at Ottertail RV Park
and Resort,

which I have reviewed. Over all, I feel the owners, Greg and Beth Swanberg, responded well to the required
sections needing
additional information.

However, I do have a few comments and/or questions.

Page 4 of the EAW:
Comment...

The table indicates a loss of 6 acres of Brush/Grassland. Also a loss of 2.4 acres fo

Lawn/Landscaping. The table
shows a net gain of 8.4 acres of Impervious surfaces ( produced by the above stated losses)

Page 8 of the EAW: Parking spaces added: 370
If the project is to have space for 185 RV units, is there a zoning law that there be almost 2 parking spaces

for *

each RV, or is the RV space included in the 370 spaces. I am a bit confused on this. Could you please
explain.

Page 8 of the EAW: .... maximum peak vehicle trip generationrate is estimated at 68 vehicles per hour. Source
ITE Trip
Generation Rates, 8th Edition Exhibit 8.

I reviewed Exhibit 8, and since the column headings were not included with the chart, it was impossible to
determine

howthe valueof 68 vehicleswas arrived at. Actually, from the version of the ITE Trip Generation Rates,
8th Edition Exhibit 8

I used from the Internet (416 Campground / Recreation Vehicle Park Camp Sites 0.37) the max
vehicle would be lower.



Exhibit 10 Justin Knopf email to Greg Swanberg
I am concerned about a few statements in this email. 1. that the District Traffic Engineer was

informed of the Campground
project and had no initial comments. 2. a group of managers review such projects

and could review this project at a
meeting on July 12, 2012.... Was there a report generated with the this groups findings? 3. the

second paragraph of
this email is very concerning to me. a) from the link of the county map showing traffic counts in

2009, found 1150, not
1350 as indicated in the letter, b) Mr. Knopf states "the numbers associated with your

campground and the traffic
generated Ibelieve are again just something you will need to give an approximate answer. Total

average daily traffic
would be whatever percentage of your campsites YOU FEEL will be leaving or going on a daily

basis...."

I feel there should have been a better response to Mr. Swanberg and the area residents than what was
presented in the EAW.

Overall, I get the impression that no one really knows what affects the proposed project will have on traffic
volume and patterns
on the south side of Ottertail lake....not only on Hwys 78 and CR 5. There seems to be some inaccuracies, lack
of review and

personal opinions when it comes to the traffic issues.

Also, the loss of 8 acres of natural land to impervious surface is not acceptable me the way it is described in the
EAW.

(there are many methods ofof creating a "hard surface" without making it impervious)

In my review of the EAW, I found nothing addressing the issue of pedestrian traffic on Hwy 78 or 5. With the
DNR Public

access a short distance away, I think this is an issue that should be discussed. Also, I feel very strongly that
increased

boat launching from the DNR sites by the residents of the RV Campsite should also be discussed in light ofour
current issue

of invasive species on the increase.

I understand that the EAW is just the first step in many prior to final approval of the project. As a concerned
Ottertail Lake

homeowner, I trust that all of the issues I have stated above will be examined, answered and or clarified,
whatever is applicable
PRIOR to any final decision is made to approve this project. Until these issues are addressed, I stand opposed
to the approval
and development of the Homestead at Ottertail RV Park and Resort.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input.

Mike Anderson

8242 Fillmore Street NE

Spring Lake Park, MN 55432
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Bill Kalar

From: Bud Surles <bsurles@budsurles.com>

Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 10:24 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Cc: GJ. Swanberg
Subject: Ottertail Lake

Attachments: Comments on Ottertail Lake.docx ^CEivEb

Bill Kalar

Land and Resource Management, Otter tail County UN05^oURCE
540 West Fir

Fergus Falls, MN 56537

Dear fiAr. Kalar,

I have prepared some responses to the comments of Greg and Beth Swanberg's
application. While it is easy to get defensive when someone opposes your plans, we must
remember the inborn affinity for resistance to change. I hope that these remarks are
respectful of those people who are caught up in a changing world.

Thanks for taking the time to review.

Bud Surles

www.budsurles.com

888-282-0855

903-262-5088 (cell)
208-787-5011

208-787-5012 (fax)

Signature (Resortsfor the 21st Century



The project is not compatible with the area.

Population growth in our land is a stark reality. And as population increases so too does the

demand for quality recreation facilities. No matter where demand for new facilities occurs, there
is a steady pushback from people who were fortunate enough to already be property owners
and residents. This is certainly understandable. The desire to "keep things the way they were"

is a cry in every tourism area. The problem is "the way things were" is usually defined by the
point in time in which the responders themselves became part of the growth. The "way things
were" for some means before roads, infrastructure development, hospitals, schools, and general

commerce. The "way things were" for others, may be a date subsequent to those additions.

But most generally, in every mind, "the way things were" is defined by the first memory of the

area. So as you combine the demands or a burgeoning population with the natural desire to
keep things the way they were, you find conflict.

The Ottertail Lake area is advertised nationally as a tourism and family destination area.

Currently there are 6 resorts on the lake, as well as several other commercial hospitality areas.

Recreation is what comes to mind when non-resident users think about the region. While it is
understandable that those fortunate enough to have purchased or built residences in this
beautiful area desire to limit Its usage, the reality is, forces of population growth, economic
necessity and local advertising work against that desire.

The issue, as this comment implies, is compatibility. As previously stated, Ottertail Lake is
advertised nationally as a tourism and family destination area. The advent of three public
recreational areas, 6 resorts, a large number of recreation dependent commercial enterprises,

and seasonal residents is proof of the compatibility of recreational development on the lake.
The key here is to make sure that the quality of life for other users of the lake is not adversely
impacted by the addition of a new outdoor hospitality enterprise. And cleariy, the quality of

resort designed and planned for development will only serve to enhance the general quality of
life for all. It will enhance the quality of life for residents as the tax base of the county will be
positively increased. Thus roads, utility infrastructure, and other public services will have more
available revenue to draw from. And it will enhance the recreational opportunities for the visitors
to the area.

The proposed project is compatible with the advertised and real use of the area, and it will
exceed the quality of services and facilities of that already offered on the lake.

Increased highway congestion.

One of the most consistent pushbacks which comes with the proposal of a new Outdoor
Recreation facility is increased traffic. And this is understandable in that the thoughts of
following an RV down a winding road is not one any cherish. Combine that imagery with the
thought of a large number of these units pulling in and out each day onto a major thoroughfare
raises safety concerns as well. However, several points need to be made here.

First of all the resort was designed to address the safety concerns created by ingress and
egress. One of the main design objects was to minimize safety concerns by moving the entry



off the main highway, routing the entry to a more compatible township road. Although there will
be turns off the highway, they will not be turns of ingress and egress.

Secondly, the very nature of this RV Resort will not be of the nature where daily ingress and
egress by the RV's themselves will take place. Because this is designed as a destination resort,
most users will stay from one week to an entire season, each requiring only one entry and exit
to the property stay. But even in high turnover areas, traffic studies have demonstrated only
minimal impact because of RVs.

Third, as a part of the second point, the only real increase in traffic will be towed vehicles or pull
vehicles. This for the most part will be the standard size of existing traffic on the roads around
the lake.

Campers will trespass all over the lake resident's property.

This comment implies that the users of this facility will be a lesser class of people than the
residents. Nothing could be farther from the truth. Many of the Recreational Vehicles using this
project will have cost the owners more than what the residents paid for their property. Like the
residents, one of the top five reasons that these people select a particular property over another
is security. They highly value their own property and the lives of those who travel with them,
equal to that of the residents. To imply otherwise demonstrates a lack of understanding of the
modern RV market.

The state park up the road would be overrun with partiers and people would be violating
the curfew.

Refer to the answer above.
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March 6, 2013
LAND &HESOJ /Pv :r

iv.-i:

Mr. Kalar,

Iown acabin on Ottertail Lake at 39559 Segar Lane (OT 832). My family has
owned property on the lake since 1939.1 have watched the lake transform
mm summer cabins to 365 day year around homes and beyond. During

th.st.me Ihave also noticed increased traffic on the surrounding 2lane
roads and on the lake itself. This is especially true on summer weekends
lateSi?3'*S6?miaS lf "% °f the l3ke '°tS are now 0CCUP'ed a"d thatlaketraffic: .s now to the point on some weekends that you must go out in
to the middle of the lake to stay away from heavy boat traffic.

It would seem that if anew 185 unit development were allowed next to the
lake the .ncreased traffic on the existing roads and the lake would be
substantial. Because of the following Iwould ask that you reject the
proposal:

1. Increased motor and pedestrian traffic in an area not designed for

2. Increased pressure on existing public boat launches in the area
3. Increased boat traffic on an already busy lake.
4. Higher likelihood of the transmission of invasive species.

Iappreciate the opportunity to voice my concerns. Let me know what
happens!

Cr% Thomson
682fjVgh Cliff Rd.
Loomis, CA 95650
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3-7-13

Bill Kalar - Director

Otter Tail County
Land & Resource Management
Government Services Center

540 Fir Ave W.

Fergus Falls, MN 56537

RE: Homestead at Ottertail RV Park & Resort

Hello Mr. Kalar:

tS3

RECEIVED

LAND & RESOURCE

If I were in a position that would require my vote for or against the above mentioned
project I would give much weight toward my decision based on highway traffic, lake
traffic, public access traffic, and potential invasive species issues.

If concerns about those issues were answered to my satisfaction I would vote in favor.

If concerns about those issues were not answered to my satisfaction I would vote against.

A business plan, an environmental issues study, and all the other "proper" procedures can
be completed satisfactorily, but traffic safety, lake traffic safety, and public access safety,
along with risks regarding invasive species would be more important than the "proper"
procedures.

If I were in a position that would require my vote

Smiles,

John E. Wiese

Balmoral Estates Board Member

P.O. Box 231

Sauk Centre, MN 56378
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ISH
RECEIVED

Bill Kalar, Land & Resources Mgmt. «--—. .r,r%f-
540 West Fir l^ND &RESOURCE
Fergus Falls, MN 56537

RE: The proposed RV development labeled, Homesteads at Ottertail RV Park &Resort.

Dear Mr. Kalar,

This development would have an extremely negative impact on Otter Tail Lake and the current property
owners on the lake.

Item 15: INCREASED BOAT TRAFFIC. OBVIOUS CONNECTION: Even though this development is drawn
up to be across the road from Otter Tail Lake, there IS a connection to the lake. These 185 RV owners
will also be trailing boats. Either the plan is for these boat owners to use the nearby county boat ramp
bythe bridge, or there isalso the real probablyof future access through a property across the road. If
lake access was not intended, there would be no reason to have this development so close to the lake.
The only way to avoid such an obviousconnection would to stipulate that no watercraft or boat trailers
be allowed on the subject property. After all, watercraft really do not have a place in a "rural-farm
theme" environment as owners label the project.

AQUATIC VEGETATION. Otter Tail Lake in that area, has a wide area of shallow water which supports
rather thick and sensitive aquatic vegetation. 185 additional boat motors chewing up that aquatic
vegetation, cannot be ignored.

COUNTY COSTS: 185 new living units will increase the work/expense load on the County:
-New Boat Launching Areas (The current launching area at the bridge already often has a waiting

line. Also car/trailer parking there is limited. Imagine 185 additional boat owners trying to
launch boats, park trailers, and pull out their boats each day.

-Road Constructions and Upkeep: (Wetting down the gravel is not going to do it.)
-Invasive Plants and Animals: More vigilance needed to handle increased danger from such a

large increase in watercraft.

PRECEDENT SETTING: This proposed project would set a precedent for additional high density projects
around not only Otter Tail Lake but all lakes in Minnesota.

We have had a family cottage on Otter Tail since 1947. Throughout these many years, there have been
regulations drawn up to protect the lake from overuse by limiting the number of structures, protecting
shorelines, etc. This huge project so close to the lake, would make a mockery of these regulations and
the work that went into formulating them.

Constance S. McSweeny

55 Burks Place /
Monterey, TN 38574

csmcsweeny@gmail.com
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March 03, 2013

Bill Kalar
Land and Resources Mgmt

540 West Fir

Fergus Falls, MN 56537

US
RECEIVED

LAND & RESOURCE

Dear Mr. Kalar;

As a resident of the Otter Tail Lake community I have tried to remain
current with the affairs in and around Otter Tail Lake during the
year. This letter is in response to information concerning development
within a community near County 5 and Hiway 78.

Not much information has been forth coming., however, the size of
the development is disturbing. As a resident of the Otter Tail
community I would NOT be for such a development just because of its size
alone.

A number of years ago, a parallel effort was proposed along Hiway
78, across from "The Pier" by the owner. A building was not constructed
there, in part, d.ue to hiway access and general congestion.

en to ZORBAZ to begin business,

g the summer months,
as common, but as time passed

ictivity of individuals'
occasions come to mind

fferent times. The first

1 that had trouble standing
o go home", and then fell
an unstable individual,

ng, a discussion followed.
, Saturday, and Sundays include,

A number of years later, permits were giv
This area now has become a disaster durin
Walking and bicycle riding in this area w
this was discontinued because of agree
and autos. From a number of incoun

involving two different individuals at di
involved a conversation with an individua

who said to me, "dad, protect me I want t
down. The second occasion again involved
who wanted to take the bicycle I was ridi
Other and more current activity on friday

o A mile line of autos on both sides of hiway.
o A common problem of single lanes for two lane traffic.
o Individuals and groups of individuals walking down the '

hiway on the sides and/or eente
o A scattering of beverage cans..

Property owners opposite ZORBAZ have erected fences along the hiway
to block auto parking on their property, but this limits there view of
the lake. Other owners have erected For Sale signs. I am sorry
for these owners as their property has lost value and also is harder
than normal to sell.

Do NOT introduce another ZORBAZ at County 5 and hiway 78.

Sincerely,

T. Zimmerm

"6 Augustan^SL_L>five
Battle Lake, MN 56515 otll3a



URGENT: Attention Otter Tail Lakeshore Owners

HOMESTEAD AT OTTER TAIL RV PARK AND RESORT is a proposed
105-unit cluster development across from Otter Tail Lakeat the
junction ofState llwy. 78 and CR 5. The Otter Tail County Board
is currently considering this proposal, with a 30-day comment
period February 18-March 20, 2013, preceding their final
decision. , . ^r_i- ,' ,-»Ou. \l'i COt-i/tjj (y Uy°/^ J e-
It is URGENT THAT YOU CONTACTTHE'OTTER TAIL COUNTY DEPT

OF LAND AND RESOURCE TODAY to express your concerns by
either emailing bkalar@co.ottertail.inn.us or by mail to Bill
Kalar, Land & Resource Mgml., 540 West Fir, Fergus Falls, MN
56537; 218-998-8095. f-jf t ^ J^ L/u[x^Xi <™r<Z*/C
Tins' prdposea neWaeveroprrient woula change what we have
all come to appreciate and cherish about Otter Tail Lake living.
This project is equal to 105 more lake lots, creating significantly
increased highway congestion, motor/pedestrian conflicts on
an already-busy State highway, considerably increased boat
traffic, overtaxed boat landings, and elevated risk for invasive
species as aresult. ' ' C? j) I)

///'/vu / JCyr-^fr^
Turning our residential/ag neighborhoods into commercial use
for large gaTfreVingYis'nT:"smart or compatibl^iievelopment, and
will change the unique Otter TajLLake fiving experience and
quality" Of life. ' • / ) '

Please let your voices be heard.
Friends of Ottertail Lake, Jan Nermoe, Chair

nermoej@arvig.net; 701-238-2173

You may view a copyof the project's EAW on the OTC website: y^
www.co.otter-tail.mn.us - land and resources-Special projects-
Homestead at Ottertail
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Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Good Afternoon Mr. Kalar:

Bill Nold <William.G.Nold@sendit.nodak.edu>

Monday, March 11, 2013 5:05 PM
Bill Kalar

Otter Tail RV Park & Resort

13?

"ec^o
^ 0 <s

%&%,%
I'm writing as a property owner on Bayview Road, OtterTail City, regarding the proposed 185-unit development at the
junction of Highway 78 and County Road 5.

Aconcern I have is that Highway 78 is already quite busy with vehicle and pedestrian traffic during the summer
months. Adding 185 units in an already busy area will certainly cause issues with traffic safety.

I understand that these lots will have no lake access. I'm guessing they would utilize the boat ramp located nearby that
current residents use not onlyto launch boats but also as a public beach. Iwould hate to see these locals crowded
out. My experience has been that the boat landing is pretty busymany weekends with fishing units coming in and
out. How will it handle this possible increase? And, I'm greatly concerned about water traffic in our area along
Bayview. People from the development will most certainly overpopulate the waterways causing hazards.

The bottom line, in my mind, is the rise in safety concerns for the boaters and Highway 78 vehicle and pedestrian
traffic. Another thought that comes to mind in Minnesota currently is raising the risk of invasive species being brought
into Ottertail Lake. How many additional boats will be going in and out of the lake on a daily basis and where have they
been?

It is mywish that this development not take place. Please advise me as to any steps Ican/should take to discourage
and/or help prevent it from happening.
Thank you for your time.

Respectfully,

Bill Nold

149 Bayview Road
701.320.4657



Bill Kalar

From: Jeff Kalo <jkalo4@svwireless.com>

'Jl

%
Sent: Monday, March 11,2013 8:36 PM ^kfr
To: Bill Kalar Cy.
Subject: proposed recreational campground objection <f ^

0\X
March 11, 2013

Mr. Kalar,

Iam writing this letter to express my husband and my concerns regarding the proposed
development along Hwy 78 and CR5. We have two cabins approximately a mile either way of
the proposed site, on Hwy 78. We have many concerns and objections to the proposed
recreation campground site.

1. The amount of traffic and congestion would considerably change the quiet setting of our
relaxed atmosphere at the lake. Along with the increased traffic, the safety concern are
great .As the shoulder is considerably narrow with drop off on both sides of Hwy78. We
find it hard even now to walk along this road. How are more people going to maneuver
this safety concern?

2. The boat launch is approximately 2 miles from the proposed site. At this launch, which is

full most of time,. How is the city/county going to handle the large influx of boats? Yes, I
am aware of the other boat launches around the lake; but I can almost say with
certainty that these campers will not want to be taking their boats in and out of the

water on a daily basis at a remote site- it's just not going to happen. Also with the

increased boat traffic, this may bring more chances for aquatic invasive species to be
brought into the lake. I am very aware that this may still happen with or without the
camp ground, but with the amount of increased boat traffic you will for certain bring the

invasive species here quicker than not. As fishing on this lake is a predominant activity in

this area, are you willing to risk this sport being obsolete?
3. What happens if the proposed campground owners purchase lake property? Will that

be there avenue to the lake? How are we then going to control the great influx of
people into a small area on the lake? Do you want to be there neighbor? I think not!

4. I believe our property value on the south side of Ottertail will drop significantly. Most
people that have cabins on lakes try to get away in the summer. They try to relax and
enjoy cabin life. The addition of this many people in one area will certainly change the

serenity of our cabin experience. Changing our neighborhood from a quiet residential
lifestyle to a congested commercial environment will only cause our cabins to lose their
value.



The congestion, risk of invasive species, safety concerns, and lowering property values is a
lose lose situation for every lake owner! Istrongly encourage you to deny this request for a
recreational campground/activity barn/ camper sales site.

Thank you,

Jeff and Katrina Kalo

25657 478th Ave.

Sioux Falls, SD 57104

(605) 335-3889

Jkalo4@svtv.com
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Bill Kalar

From: LaGrave, Lon, Mr., CIV, OSD/DoDEA-Europe <Lon.Lagrave@eu.dodea.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 3:10 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Ottertail Cluster Development Concerns.docx
Attachments: Ottertail Cluster Development Concerns.docx

«Ottertail Cluster Development Concerns.docx» Dear Sir, Attached are my concerns regarding the proposed
Homestead RV Park.

I've also sent, via the U.S. Post Office, the actual letter with my signature and certainly hope it will arrive before the
deadline in 10 days.

Please let me know if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Lon LaGrave

Baumholder, Germany 4ft

29839 Highland Loop <#0
Battle Lake, MN 56515 tyn

Dept. of Defense Dependents School



March 12, 2013

Re: Ottertail RV Park and Resort

Dear Board Members,

My family has owned and cared for lakeshore property on Ottertail Lake

for nearly 20 years. With this in mind, we are all strongly against the

proposed cluster development near Highways 78 & County 5 for these

important reasons:

• Cluster developments and "double-wide" development on both sides

of access highways such as this one create a strong legal precedent

for increased over-development in all areas bordering Ottertail Lake,

West Battle, and all other area lakes. Considering the hundreds of

acres adjacent to these lakes, the more "off-lake'7 development, the

more quickly the special character of each of these lakes disappears.

• The lakes belong to everyone; no one's ever said that recreational
access to lakes should be discouraged. Still, clusters of permanent
access in development sprawls without the ensuing legal responsibility
for the care/maintenance of that adjacent lakeshore property (such as
required of a homeowner or lakeside resort business) directly
jeopardizes the health and long-term viability of Ottertail Lake, other
lakes, and the surrounding area.

• As you well know, a natural resource such as a lake is a valuable,

finite resource and not one with an infinite capacity for exploitation.

The boat landing on Highway 78, Ottertail, often is already extremely

crowded. More development encourages more boats, necessitating

quicker 'in and out' for boat owners. This, in turn, creates traffic

problems on roads, at landings, and increases the likely-hood of

accidents, overfishing, pollution, and the introduction of milfoil and

zebra mussels.

• The numerous negative impacts of cluster, RV vehicle-trailer

parks on any surrounding area, urban or rural, are well documented



and commonly understood. Attaching 185 small lots within easy

access of Ottertail Lake, in effect, makes a mockery of the Minnesota

state laws against sub-dividing lakeshore into smaller parcels, laws

designed to prevent just such the type of overcrowding that's being

marketed in this clustered resort.

As stewards of our county's natural resources, the Ottertail County Board

needs to reject the profiteering of corporations such as those behind this

proposal {or those certain to follow) and to forego this easily available,

short-term influx of tax revenues. Such financial enticements shouldn't be

enough to convince any of you to gamble with the long-term future of our

county's most important resources. If approved, this short-sighted cluster of

RVs and trailers will most certainly result in numerous, varied, long-term

logistical and legal problems for both area landowners and for Ottertail

County.

Please send a strong signal of "Yes" for preservation of the unique

qualities of Ottertail County lakes by voting "NO" on these invasive cluster

developments.

Thank you for your time and attention.

Sincerely,

Lon LaGrave

29839 Highland Loop

Battle Lake, MN 56515

Email: lonoki@gmail.com



Bill Kalar

From: plienke <plienke@arvig.net>

Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 10:17 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: ottertail campground

m

As a resident and business owner I support the proposed campground on hiway 78. It will bring in more people who will
spend money at the local business's. It's these business's that provide jobs and pay tax's. The only people opposed to
this are the selfish lakeshore owners that think they own the lake. We need more places that the average family can go
to camp and spend time together. Please don't deny them a place to create family memories. Peter Lienke Ottertail Mn.

X



HI

Bill Kalar

From: Susan D Eastman <sdeastman@cox.net>

Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 1:35 PM

To: Bill Kalar ^f'Pc
Subject: Homestead at Otter Tail Park and Resort ^$Q

LAtVO$
UN, %s°</«cs

This email is to express our concern regarding the proposed 185-unit cluster development (Homestead at Otter Tail RV
Park and Resort) across from Otter Tail Lake at the junction of State Hwy 78 and CR 5.

We are opposed to this development as we believe it will significantly increase pollution, litter and the risk for invasive
species, along with having a negative impact on our already busy highways, crowded lakes, and overtaxed boat
landings, not to mention an increase in transient population and crime.

We have come to appreciate and cherish what we have at Otter Tail, and are against turning residential/agricultural
neighborhoods into commercial use which will ultimately have a negative impact on the environment, the local
economy, and the quality of our life.

Sincerely,

David Eastman

Susan Eastman

OT228

42880 Pleasure Park Road

Ottertail, MN 56571
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Bill Kalar

From: Harold Wheeler <hwheeler@eot.com>

Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 7:54 PM

To: Bill Kalar ,

Subject: Proposed Otter Tail Lake Campground vO $

*****
Bill and others at the Land and Resource Management Office,

Please take this into consideration regarding the proposed campground that the Swanbergs are trying
to get permission to construct.

I'm a long time user of Otter Tail Lake having grown up in the area, having grandparents who owned
lakeshore, parents who had it after them, and now our generation who enjoy property with our
children and grandchildren not far north of the proposed campground. We enjoy using the lake and in
recent years we have noted a real decrease in the annual use of the lake. Twenty years ago there
were a lot more boats on the lake than there have been in the past several years. I believe there
would not be any argument to the fact that the lake would be over used or crowded due to this
addition to our community.

I also have been a camper for years and I believe the people who are speaking up against this project
are for the most part not camping type people. Most campers are very considerate of other people's
property. There have been accusations of these campers crossing over lakeshore property to get to
the lake. Most people who are campers are there to relax and enjoy the camping experience of being
together with other people who enjoy and can afford camping. Not everyone can afford to live in
homes along our public lakes, but most can afford to take their families camping.

I know that all campgrounds have rules to live by when you are there. If you don't obey those rules
you will be asked to leave. It is not a reasonable argument to say that people will be trespassing on
private property or in any other way being a nuisance.

I believe this campground would be a wonderful addition. We have had friends and relatives who
would like to camp in the vicinity, but there are really no options in our immediate area.

Please remember our lakes, parks and public accesses are just that "public". I don't think we should
let a few land owners dictate what can, or should be done for the area.

I would much rather see a campground than a turkey or hog farm, but that being said, I believe they
should be able to do what they so desire on their land.

I speak on behalf of our family in favor of the campground and wish them the best of luck helping
others to enjoy our great lakes area.

Sincerely,
Harold Wheeler

416MNHWY78S

Ottertail, MN 56571

m
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Bill Kalar

From: Tom & Darlyn Weber <ltd.weber@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 8:46 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Proposed development project; Ottertail Lake
Attachments: Ottertail Lake Letter.docx

lH*i

To the Ottertail Land Resource Management:
Attached is a letter addressing proposed development on Ottertail Lake in Ottertail County, Minnesota where
we own a home.

Please consider our input, and let us know of any decisions. Thanks.

Tom and Darlyn Weber

V



March 8, 2013 ^%->>
To: %
Ottertail County Mn Dept of Land and Resource Management ^c?r>

Our input is short and to the point. We are opposed to the development of large units by any developer

on Ottertail Lake. In particular, this time, a 185 unit cluster, by Hometead at Otter Tail RV Park and

Resort.

Contrary to information in the media, increases such as this add to the dangers of invasive species being

introduced to the lake, along with traffic issues on and around the lake. Property values may diminish

more, yet taxes will increase.

This development is not for the better good of the whole of the Ottertail Lake Community.

Tom and Darlyn Weber

36527 Segar Lane Ottertail Lake



Ottertail County Commissioners etc
520 Fir St

Fergus Falls, Minnesota

March 11, 2013

ATTENTION: Bill Kalar and

OTC County Administrator: Larry Krohn, OTC County Commissioners: Doug Huebsch,
Wayne Johnson, John Lindquist, Roger Fremming, Lee Rogness OTC Land and Resource: Bill Kalar
Ottertail Township Board: Dennis Martin, Bruce Spanswick, Donald Dreyer, Dale Rastedt
Bradley Childs, Timothy Lueders
MN DOT District Engineer: Jody Martinson

Re: Homestead at Ottertail Proposed Cluster Development
Comments regarding: EAW Worksheet for Homestead RV Park Project in Ottertail

Gerald W Steiner Gerald Steiner
30639 State Highway78 1883 Chardel Ct
Ottertail, Mn 55118 W. St Paul, Man 55118

To Whom It May Concern:

My name is Gerald W. Steiner Iam an owner ofahome on Ottertail Lake. There are so many adverse
effects regarding this project. Iam against the RV project that the Swangbergs are planning. Ithink the impact
would have ahuge negative impact on our properties, roads, taxes, and the environmental quality of our lake

TRAFFIC:

We have ahuge increase of traffic now in 2012 and will have increasing numbers of traffic on Hwy 78 with
trucks, trailers boats and RV's if this project goes thru Ibelieve the DOT needs to do amore extensive study
quoting "The ITE Trip Generation Rates, 8th edition. Trip generation rates etc. "Iffh&peaJcyh&ur traffic
&ertera£edse#eeed*250 vehicle*eto"a,trafficUvVpcLct ytu^ MAA&besprepcwecL"

Idon't believe that has been done. If this project is to be done in phases then the "Traffic impact study
should be prepared for the ongoing five years. This should include the issues oftraffic flow as events of
weddings, conventions, along with the camping patrons and other huge parties that would be present with
370 parking spots. The DOT will not allow any more driveways coming onto Highway 78, because ofthe
danger. The danger would be horrible when all these Cars, Trucks, RV's and Boats are coming out of county
Rd 5# on to highway 78#.

ODORS, NOISE DUST Issue:

Ibelieve there also would be ahuge noise issue with music, people celebrating RV and park air
conditioners running in the hot weather. Sound travels big time across water. We can hear kids screaming one
mile away from the wayside rest. The sound even from Swanbergs pool facilities would travel across the road
and Ottertail Lake all summer long.

Air Quality:

This is Swanbergs statement from the #24 of the EAW. "Thiy C&> oupropoted/ retA/leMZLaL
devetopvnent, therefore, there, sh<yul&b& offe^Oi/e,odory
g&nerotXre^ovUritet' This is adeceiving Statement. Swanbergs are calling this aresidential development.
How can you call this aresidential development when it is aRV campground? Residential in Webster
dictionary defines Residential as: "occupied by private houses'" not tents, RV's and campers. You will have
hundreds of cars truck, RV's in aconcentrated area there is bound to be more carbon monoxide in the air, and



on the Highway. Let's look atthe campfires and the barbecue cooking on grills. In the summer we have
prevailing winds from the South, Southeast, East and Northeast winds all blowing their campfire smoke,
barbecue cooking, cooking for weddings, convention, and carbon monoxide, coming West ail over the lake.
During construction the winds will pick up the dust and noise blowing West over the lake and all ofthe
residents on the Lake. For five years? This is an infringement on ail ofour lives

Article 15# in the EAW Water surface use:, Will the project change the number or type of water craft
on any water body? (Swanbergs answer) yes X No The Swanbergs checked No
(Swanbergs answer) The,propoied,KV Parh6r Retort doe*not current!*/ haA/e,or
request cuxe*yto-ouan lak&or rtoer. Tklyprojectprovide*ounopportvunCty for
cwirYtpiv^a^ndrelaXe^ ina,rwrcd-faxrvwsetting. The,propoied
c^dd\XPixrnahp\ja^XPu^^
My comment:

Ido believe the Swangbergs have not currently requested access to any lake or river.
That doesn't mean that they won't in the future when seasonal residences aren't around. I
believe they will let their patrons know that the Wayside rest and boat landing is available
to the public. This would be ahuge impact on parking traffic and launching ofboats.

Article #5 in the EAW Nearby resources: Are there any other resources on or in the
proximity to the area?

(Swanbergs answer) Wtihiwl wide,(northerly of1he,projectiCte,t there,C*a,State,
W<ty*ide,Ke4rtloxnXed,a^ Thi*i*cuState,ownedcund
(mcU^taX^edy) reweattoirvcureaswhich, i*i(>luLde*pLcrvte cundou
Wwmi*wa^8eadK/. lhi^re<^exxtic>wa^e^
My comment:

With these statements it is obvious that theSwangbergs intend to offer to their patrons
the use of the wavside rest for picnics and swimming atthe States expense.
Continued article #5 other unique resources? Yes X No
(Swanbergs checked (No)

If yes describe the resources and identify any project-related impacts on the resource. Describe any
measures to minimize or avoidadverse impacts.
My comment:

Ibelieve the Swanbergs forgot about the boat landing. Ibelieve there would be ahuge
impact on boat launching traffic and parking atthe access.

Ibelieve there would be ahuge impact on the lake and roads from people bringing their
boats to the RV Park and to the lake and rivers.

Iam acommercial carpenter by trade and hopefully all of the electricians, constructions
contractors, Department of Natural Resources, Septic systems contractors, Mn Well
contractors, Dot Highway Department, etc, and all ofthe commissioners will take these
issuesvery very seriously.

Gerald W Steiner
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Ottertail County Commissioners etc

520 Fir St ^CElVED
Fergus Falls, Minnesota

March 10, 2013

To: OTC County Administrator: Larry Krohn, OTC County Commissioners: Doug Huebsch,
Wayne Johnson, John Lindquist, Roger Fremming, Lee Rogness OTC Land and Resource: Bill Kalar
Ottertail Township Board: Dennis Martin, Bruce Spanswick, Donald Dreyer, Dale Rastedt
Bradley Childs, Timothy Lueders
MN DOT District Engineer: Jody Martinson

Re: Homestead at Ottertail Proposed Cluster Development
EAW Worksheet for Homestead RV Park Project in Ottertail

Kathleen Steiner Kathleen Steiner

1883 Chardel Ct 1883 Chardel Ct

W. St Paul, Mn 55118 W. St Paul, Man 55118

To Whom It May Concern:
My name is Kathleen Johnson Steiner my family has been owners of property on Ottertail Lake for 102

years. My Grandfather, father, siblings, and now my family. I have seen many changes in 71 years some to
the good and some to the bad.

Iwould ask you to put yourself in our shoes and then make a decision. How would you feel if this
Homestead RV project would be constructed next to your house, road and Lake? The impact it would have on
your property and the environmental quality of the Lake would be very much comprimised.

First of all there are many negative impacts on the area. We will be exposed to a heighted amount of traffic
now and in the next phasing in for five years on Hwy 78 from 194, Battle Lake to Perham or further if this
approved. There will be more cars, trucks, trailers and boats on HWY 78. There have been deaths due to the
problems with the traffic on 78.1 have not been the only one almost killed just coming out of my driveway,
when cars pass on the yellow line or just to cross to get to our mail boxes. There is a speed limit on Highway
78, no one abides by it. People are exceeding the speed limit constantly. Cars cross the center line because
they are looking at the lake, talking on the phone or texting. We don't have the current police staff to monitor
this activity. The last traffic study was done in 2009; I believe a current traffic impact study needs to be done
for 2013.

DOThas already been solicited in 2013 to construct a turn lane at Hwy 5 and 78, when this project hasn't
even been approved. The DOTdocument, maintains that a right turn lane has been agreed to by DOT and the
Swanbergs as result Swanbergs are selling some sq ft to the state. The Swangbergs are profiting at the State
and the Tax payers' expense. This has already been negotiated and it sounds like they agreed with the sq ft
noted if the project is approved. This project hasn't even been approved yet. It is at the States expense to
purchase this land. Who pays the State taxes?

The township has agreed to share dust control and share the townships expense, again the project has not
been approved yet. This would ultimately be at our expense! What else is going to come up as hundreds of cars,
RV campers, trailers, trucks and boats come at peek lime using that road? Think about the increase tax payer
costs at the township level. If the county passes this, the township gets dumped on if problems arise in the
future. If the township refuses to monitor Lake Street in Midway, why would they take on responsibility for the
Swanbergs RV road to share expenses? (Money over People). Who is to pay for these improvements? The
Swanbergs or the tax payers?
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As a result ofthis RV resort ourproperty Values will continue to go down and ourtaxes will go up. Who will
be paying for all of road maintenance and cleanup? There would be a need for the presence ofadditional
highway state patrol, so the highway would be monitored for traffic/pedestrian conflicts. The significantly
increased amount of recreational water craft on the lake would meet a direct need for additional officersto
enforce boating regulations and laws at Ottertail Lake. Ahigh profile example: Monitoring ofthe boat landing
for invasive species. The other regulations would be needed to befollowed up with the debris thrown in lake
and land, drinking in boats, bad boat etiquette, and Jet skis curfews. The quality of life at Ottertail Lake and
the environmental impact on the lake will be compromised. The additional measureswould be needed in
orderto insure that no deaths/injures would occur on the highway, lake and land and at whose expense?

The Swanbergs claim there is no access to the lake. Iam sure they will let their patrons know that the
wayside rest will be available and that the landing is available for swimming, boating and fishing. Iwould like
to see their advertisement, ( " RV Park close to Ottertail lake for boating fishing and swimming in a sugar sand
beach"). I know that the Swanbergs have verbally shared they will have access to the lake bythe wayside rest
and boat landing or their families property.

Article 15# in the EAW Water surface use:, Will the project change the number or type of water
craft on any water body?

(Swanbergs answer) yes X No. The Swanbergs checked No
(Swanbergs answer) The proposed RV Park & Resort does not currently have or request access to any lake or
river. This project provides an opportunity for camping and related activities, in a rural-farm setting. The
proposed additional plantings will promote this theme.

I do believe the Swangbergs have not currently requested access to any lake or river.

That doesn't mean that they won't in the future. They are requesting a phase in for one to 5
years. Will they again apply for requests in winter time again when seasonal people aren't

around? I believe they will let their patrons know that the Wayside rest and boat landing is
available to the public. This would be a huge impact on parking and launching of boats.

Article #5 in the EAW Nearby resources: Are there any other resources on or in the

proximity to the area?

(Swanbergs answer) With in 1 mile (northerly of the project site, there is a State Wayside Rest located
along State Highway78. This is a State owned and (maintained) recreation area which includes picnic
facilities and a swimming Beach. This recreation area is available for public use.

With these statements it is obvious that the Swangbergs intend to offer to their patrons

the use of the wayside rest for picnics and swimming at the States expense.

Continued article #5 other unique resources? Yes X No

[Swanbergs checked (No)
If yes describe the resources and identify any project-related impacts on the resource. Describe any

measures to minimize or avoid adverse impacts.

I believe the Swanbergs forgot about the boat landing as another resource. I believe there
would be a huge impact on boat launching and parking at the access.

I believe there would be a huge impact on the lake and roads from people bringing their
boats to the RV Park and to the lake and rivers.
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Who will maintain and monitor the mess at the wayside rest? Will the Swanbergs be
responsible for their patrons when they are at the wayside rest? The rules I have read state
thaf'The Managers and owners are not responsible for damage or injuryor loss to persons,
pets or property/' We reserve the right to make changes! It is stamped PRELIMENARY. I do
believe that is for the camp, but it also can't be applied to their patrons that are part of the
camp while they are walking down Highway 78 to the beach, and boat landing.

We have one person part time now to care for the facilities at the way side rest. You will
hav£ to hire another person or more to accommodate the additional impact of the patrons.

Wilfthe Swanbergs be responsible to hire someone? You will have to supply more Satellites to
*

accommodate these people or they will be urinating in the lake or much worse. We have trash
containers that are filled now; will you add additional ones to accommodate the growing

amount of people using the facilities? The state will have to supply more trash containers.
Who will be removing them and who is paying for it? The Swanbergs or the tax payers?

We are now cleaning up debris in the ditches even with the traffic we have now & this will

increase all of the above. We don't have a walkway alongside Highway 78 for people to walk,

run or bike. These people will have to cross the Highway to get to the wayside rest, this is
especially dangerous. Will the Swanbergs be responsible for any deaths? I bet the state will. Is
it better to have future insight than to say latter '"we made a mistake" when people are killed.
(Money vs. People.) I stated before that you are lacking in the monitoring and enforcing the
issues we have currently. The proposal now seems like it is pushing the limits, and they will be

pushing for more. They have five years to test the limits. Who is going to monitor their activity
for five years or more? The punishment when they get caught is they have to pay a fine, but
still have gotten away with what they wanted. It is best to have the means to check and

monitor the regulations and rules to insure that they are not broken. Isn't it best to have them
checked beforehand rather than after the person is caught.

I contacted the Detroit lakes DOT, and talked to Justin. I know of an instance of a Lady that
was killed on Highway 78 crossing over to get her mail. I have stated that I have had several
instances of possible physical injury by vehicles, several times by crossing the highway to get
my mail. I shared my concerns with Justin at the DOT. He came out and checked our driveway
and other in the area that cannot be seen beyond the small hill. The hill has a yellow line for
no passing. He noted a huge concern with the area. He did have a sign placed for the public to
be aware of the hidden driveways, unfortunately it hasn't helped. The cars, trucks,
motorcycles, and semi's still exceed the speed limit. They are going so fast over the hill that
they don't have time to slow or stop. They don't have the time to slow down when they see
people or vehicles coming out of their driveways or crossing to their mail boxes. They pass at
the solid yellow line on the hill... There have been too many close calls with head on crashes
with vehicles coming from the North. The DOT calculated approximately 1,350 counts of traffic
in one day in the year 2009. The number was calculated four years ago. This proposal is
adding more cars, RV's, trailers, boats, and semis. You would be adding the Homestead parks'
vehicles plus the new 2013 new calculations. It means a significant increase of traffic between
2013 and what was measured in 2009 and much more if this project is approved.

This is a Scenic by Way not a free way. It is spelled this way on purpose. What will the



Scenic by Way looks like ifyou approve this project. Business in the area are for this project
just so they can make more money and all at the residences expense. (Money over People).

Itwill cost every residents and business more taxes and creates a huge dangerous
environmental impact. This land was zoned agriculture. How can you justify rezoning the
area? It was platted agriculture it should stay agriculture. The property on Lake St was platted
and is deemed a street. You won't change it as it was in the beginning, how can you change
the platting at the Swanbergs land? If the Swanbergs want to make money it will be at our
expense. The turning of this property into a commercial use is not a wayto help bring the best
overall quality of life to Ottertail Lake. It will change the residential living experience of the
Lake and land; I don't believe it will be for the better.

Respectfully yours

Kathleen Johnson Steiner

Comments and Answers to Article 5 nearby recourses

Comments and Answers to Article 15water surface

Comments and Answers to Article 21 traffic



Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Kenny Nelson <kennynelson@klnfamilybrands.com>
Wednesday, March 13, 2013 12:01 PM
Bill Kalar

RV Park

This message was sent securely using ZixGorp.
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Bill,

Just a note to let you know my wife, Kim, and I really do not see anything but good things that could develop
from an RV park just off the Jet. of 78 and 5.

Since we live on Ottertail Lake I can honestly say the lake is very under-utilized and, in fact, there were a few
days that were perfect (warm and calm) and we were one of the 4 or 5 boats on the lake.

It appears to me that people who want to do the RV thing are going to do it. It can only help the retailers, golf

courses and restaurants in the area.

Thank you for your consideration.

Kenny Nelson

(R)This message was secured byZixCorp1 '.
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Bill Kalar

From: Arne Gudmestad <felinesfour@yahoo.com> fyjs.
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 11:38 AM $/!/
To: Bill Kalar

Cc: nermoe@arvig.net '^Afo
Subject: Proposed Campground OtterTail Lake 'Sfc-x

Dear Bill,

We have great concern over the proposed campground located near the junction of Highways 5 and 78
across from Otter Tail Lake. We know the impact of this 185-unit cluster development would be a grave
detriment to the environmental quality of the lake, not to mention the drain on underground well water,
increased septic demands, significant highway congestion, boat traffic, increased use of boat landings and
the elevated risk for invasive species. The 185 recreational camping units (how many actual people would
that be?! times 4 or 5?) using the public access is reason enough not to allow this proposal.

It is our sincere hope that the Otter Tail County Board will make the only correct decision and not allow
this "Homestead at OtterTail RV Park and Resort" to become established. Please make the correct
educated decision and stop this.

With strong opposition,
Arne and Neil Gudmestad

31196 Oak Ridge Beach Rd
Richville, MN 56576
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Bill Kalar

From: Ed or Linda Smith <lsmith@arvig.net>
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 2:11 PM ^bfe
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead RV Park

Hi Bill,

M/Vo

'°^,Q?

We just wanted to express my concerns regarding approval of this park. Having owned property on Ottertail for 30 years I
recall all of the issues of having a camper or campers on a property. It was always mentioned that this would be a concern
of overcrowding of the lake.
Now it doesn't seem to be a problem!!!

Also a concern is the parking at Pelican Bay Access. Living within a mile of this; many times I go by and see vehicles with
trailers parking on Hwy. 78. So adding more potential traffic at this access will be a hazard on Hwy 78.

More importanly, are zebra mussels with many more boats coming in from other lakes.

We are not in favor of this project.

Sincerely,
Ed and Linda Smith

109 St. Paul Dr.

Ottertail,MN 56571



Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Dear Mr. Kalar,

Pat Pratt <gcpapratt@msn.com>

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 1:34 PM
Bill Kalar

new 185 unit development on Ottertail Lake

iU

%&£fo
3Sb

* fefc
y

Our family has had a cabin on the point of the lake off HWY 1, close to HWY 78 since 1949. We would very much be
impacted by such a large development. Ido believe that this type of large complex is totally out of line with the area in
terms congestion it would cause both on the lake and highway. This is a rural area with small neighborhoods. The
environment would as well suffer with the increased pollution both of air and noise. This would totally impact the
scenic nature of Ottertail Lake.

I think this is very disturbing that you are making this decision at a time when the summer people are gone. I heard that
95% of cabin owners are gone during the off season.

Ialso would like to discuss section 28 of the EAW regarding the traffic. HYW 78 is already very busy, especially during
weekends. These proposed residences will have more than one car per unit, people visiting, etc. I am going to assume
that they will be bringing a trailer for water craft of some type. They would have to pull watercrafts to and from lakes
every evening. I think we to be honest about this development in that the reason to locate there would be access to the
lake for the majority of people. Iwould encourage an EIS and suggest that this is way too large of a development for
such a space. Also, I believe the landing currently cannot handle the traffic.

I hope you have meeting during the summer with plenty of notice so we can have a discussion about this. Again, a large
development would detract from the rural atmosphere of the lake environment and it is not something that the
majority of us would like.

Sincerely,

Pat Pratt

612.722.6467-home

612.229.8384-cell



Bill Kalar

From: Elaine Thiel <gethiel@prtel.com> ^l/fr
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 1:20 PM
To: Bill Kalar ^
Subject: homestead at otter tail rv park and resort

*****
Ivote noas aottertail lake property owner, this would notdo our lake area any good, elaine thiel ottertail
lake mn
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Bill Kalar

From: Blake Hahn <hahn.blake@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 4:49 PM

To: Bill Kalar LAND
Subject: proposed campsite near ottertail lake &̂ SOUftQp

Hi Bill, my name is Blake Hahn from Mayer MN. I am writing you in favor of the new campground owned by
Greg and Beth Swanberg.

I have been hearing from both sides on the issue and from my experience Ottertail Lake is a veryunderutilized
lake. There would be zero issues with overflowingboat landings even if the campground is full. First most
people that campdon't bring a boat. Second if they did they may fish Ottertail one day and Star lake the
next. There are tons of great fishing lakes in the area with empty landings.

As someone who fishes the area a lot I would be exited for this to come to the area. Also as a fisherman I have

been hearing that increased boat traffic could bring more invasive species. WHAT!! People that visit would
bring them but those that have cabins wouldn't??? As a fisherman, it is the fishermen that take the extra
precautions on this matter since they have the most vested interest in keeping them out. That argument is like
saying "These are public waters for everyone to enjoy, but don't because something bad might happen"

These are both very weak arguments against this campsite since you are talking about public waters, with public
accesses paid for by fishermen who buy licences from the State of MN.

I would be very disappointed if this project would be held up.

Thanks

Blake
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Bill Kalar

From: Stacy Olson <trucking@arvig.net> ^"CP/I/k,
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 5:34 PM '^$0
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead atOttertail Rv Park ^Nn Q

Mr.Kalar, Iwould like to address the issue ofthe RV Park. As business owners in the town of Ottertail my
husband and Iwould like to say that we support the RV park. Wefirmly believe that it would onlybring
revenue to all of the business's in the area. We have read the objections that some have to the park. Idrive
by that area every day and very seldom are there cars at the way side rest. The boat landing isonly full on big
weekends and very hot days. We also have a pontoon that we take out on Ottertail Lake on weekends, we
have never had a problem with over crowding on the lake and doubt that with the RV park that it would make
any difference, besides there are many lakes in the area for the campers to pickfrom. In the last 30 years that
we have been in this area we believe that the lake is used 50% less than it was used in the 1970's and 80's due

to the loss of resorts. We believe that we need to support tourism or there won't be any business's left!
Thank you, Bryon and Stacy Olson Ottertail MN
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Bill Kalar

From: Jolene Miller <jmiller@ktmfarm.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 11:09 AM
To: neroej@arvig.net; Bill Kalar
Subject: Homestead at OtterTail

Iam writing in response to the post card we received concerning the proposed RV Park and Resort. We own
two properties - 36036 and 36052 Augustana drive on the west side ofOtter Tail Lake. We would like to
express thatwe are against the proposed development. Our concerns center around the amount ofadditional
traffic congestion in the proposed area and the additional risk for invasive species. OtterTail Lake is a
treasure that must be preserved.
Jolene and Kelly Miller

^ >
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Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Joan Mitchell <joanmitchell007@gmail.com>
Thursday, March 14, 2013 1:24 PM
Bill Kalar

Support for Homestead RV Park & Resort
Homestead RV Park and Resort.docx

1*7

Dear Mr. Bill Kalar:

Good afternoon. Attached please find a letterof support for theproposed Homestead RV Park & Resort.
I grew up in OtterTail Countyand love that land. I appreciate the opprotunity to voicemy support.

Thank you.

Joan Mitchell

1510 27th Ave NE

Minneapolis, MN 55418

<<%
X So

X



March 14,2013 .

Bill Kalar

Land and Resource Management

Otter Tail County

540 West Fir ^O^
Fergus Falls, MN 56537
bkalar@co.ottertail.mn.us

Dear Mr. Bill Kalar:

Iam writing in support of the Homestead RV Park and Resort proposed by Beth and Greg
Swanberg for their property in Otter Tail County.

I believe the project is compatible with the area. It is a vacation destination. I know it has
become more and more difficult to find cabins to rent in the area. The creation of a campground

would be a wonderful alternative. I know of many retirees who search for a "good fit"
campground with community activities and a love of the land. Beth and Greg Swanberg would
provide a "good fit" for these camper communities. I believe the Homestead RV Park and
Resort would provide great benefits to the community. They would bring much needed
business to local restaurants and businesses and be ambassadors promoting the wonders of

Otter Tail County.

I am embarrassed by those who say this project would cause increased boat and car traffic and
trespassing. There are already traffic laws and trespassing laws in place and they would be
enforced. I do not see how this applies. Fear does not build community. The campground RV
parks that I have encountered have been well-maintained and most campers will abide by the
rules enforced by the owners. I believe this resort will benefit the community.

Please consider my full support of the proposed Homestead RV Park and Resort.

Sincerely,

Joan Mitchell

Land owner, Otter Tail County

1510 27th Avenue NE
Minneapolis, MN 55418
(612)331-2052
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Bill Kalar

From: Ronald Grobeck <rjgrobeck@gmail.com> ^^Cfa
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 2:06 PM ^£ft
To: Bill Kalar
Subject: Ottertail proposed camp ground facility ^A//),,

*****
Bill: Ijust wanted to make apositive comment on the proposed Ottertail Campground proposal from Greg
Swanberg. I am an active member ofthe Ottertail Rod and Gun Club and also the Ottertail Business
Association. We recently had the opportunity to invite Greg to the Business Association and explain his plan
for the camp area. I was extremely impressed with his proposal. Greg has proposed a well thought out camp
area that will greatly enhance the Ottertail area . From abusiness standpoint it will bea tremendous boost to the
area. As you are aware over the pastseveral years three Ottertail lake resorts have closed (Greenwood, Lo
Camp, Pleasure Park) and the opportunity for people to visit ourarea have become more limited.

I have heard and read the negative comments from a few area residents and they are completely
unfounded. Not all the campers will go on Ottertail lake, thereare more lakes in Ottertail County than most any
county in the U.S. There's lotsof lakeoptions here. I also believe that Greg has done a fantastic job of trying to
cover all the areas of concern as he approached this project. He has gone the extra mile in making this project a
compatable one for the area.

I know I speak for many people in both the Ottertail Rod and Gun Club and the Ottertail Business Association
when I say We encourage you to support this project. The development of a RV Park in the Ottertail area is a
much needed development. We are very greatful that someone such as Greg Swanberg has put forth the effort
to put together such an excellent proposal that will benefit the entire area. I once again encourage you to
support this development.

If you have any questions feel free to let me know.

Sincerely
Ron and Kathy Grobeck
Residence of Donald' Lake



Bill Kalar

From: Christian J Sutton II <CJSutton@fmh-corp.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 2:39 PM
To: Bill Kalar
Subject: Homestead at Ottertail /

VMr. Kalar, "Cg

I've recently read a lot ofthe comments made in opposition to the proposed construction ofthe Homestead at Ottertail
RV Park and Resort and wanted to voice my opinion. It seems to me that the majority of these commentscomefrom
individuals who have a "not in my backyard" mentality. To my knowledge, the proposed site ison privately owned
land. Unless the landowner's plans for his/her property interferes with the freedoms of the surrounding properties, I
really don't see how these comments are valid, even though Iacknowledge that everyone is entitled to their own
opinion. I'm not from the area, but Ihave spent time there huntingand fishing and know what a great area of the state
this is. Another thing that I've noticed is that unless you want to stay at a hotel (Thumper Pond) there really aren't any
good options for camping or RV use. Ican't imagine that any of the business owners in the area could be against a new
venture that would generate revenue for them during the months of operation. Iwork for a "for profit" company, and I
know that we're always happy to get more business. I think it's great to see citizens of this country taking risks and
making that step to start a business. Entrepreneurship is what this country was founded on. It seems like a lot of
Americans are too busy not living their dreams because they are too busy living their fears.

I'm surprised at the comments regarding the environmental impact that resort / additional people would have on the
lake. The one comment that really caught my eye was about the increased risk of invasive species and increased boat
traffic. Ifonly one fisherman brings a boat up from West Battle Lake and drops it in Ottertail Lake, you have an
increased risk. Invasive species are a statewide concern, but using it as an excuse in an attempt to keep people off a
public lake isgoing a little too far. Any responsible boater (especially fisherman) are careful to follow the DNR guidelines
regarding proper procedures for checking for invasive species. It's in everyone's best interest to keep our lakes clean to
ensure their viability for future generations. I'm sure the resort owners would work closely with DNR authorities in
educating guests and making sure the lake stays clean and healthy.

Another comment that made me chuckle was the concern for increased traffic. I've driven around this area. I don't

think that having a few extra cars on the road other than your own constitutes as "increased traffic". It also seems to
me that once an RV is parked in its spot, it generally doesn't go anywhere.

Thank you foryourtime and Isincerely hope that level headswill prevail when weeding out the "not in my backyard"
comments from the legitimate concerns.

Best Regards,

CJ Sutton

CONTROL SYSTEM S^

CJ Sutton

Project Manager

5110 Main St NE, Suite 500
Minneapolis, MN 55421

direct: 612.782.3069

1*1
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main: 612.782.3050

fax: 612.782.3055

email: cjsutton@fmh-corp.com
online: www.fmh-corp.com

This e-mail may contain confidential and privileged material for the sole useofthe intended recipient.
Any review, use, distribution ordisclosure by others is strictly prohibited. Ifyou are not theintended recipient
(or authorized to receive for the recipient), please contact the sender by reply e-mail and delete all copies of this message.



Bill Kalar

From: Mary A. Ebner <maryaebner@yahoo.com>
Sent:

IM

Thursday, March 14, 2013 4:06 PM

%*»To: Bill Kalar "$0Subject: development ,

DearMr. Kalar, vOfcw

I have resided onOtter Tail Lake either seasonally orpermanently for nearly 65 years. I've seen many careless
property owners, boaters, drivers ofcars and jet skis over the years, especially in the last 10-15 years. Further
development ofthe kind proposed as the Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort would not be beneficial
to this area and I am opposed to this cluster development.

Mary A. Ebner
P.O.Box 100

Ottertail, MN
56571
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Bill Kalar

From: Mike Potocki <mpotocki@arvig.net> ^?£"Pf
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 5:07 PM ^$0
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: homestead on ottertail /.

Importance: Low ^RCg

Dear Bill: Wefeel this project isNOT environmentally safe forour beautiful Ottertail Lake. The increased boat traffic will
greatly elevate the risk for invasive species. We also will sufferfrom campfire smoke coming from thecamp grounds,
since the wind is usually from the south in the summer.

On page 6 of the EAW report, stating the property does not drain into Ottertail Lake, Idisagree thereis 30
inch culvert under highway 78 and a smallerculvert under Highland loop that drains into the lake. At this timeits dry, but
when they remove the vegetation and trees there willbe nothing to stop the run off. Also the DOT claims that 1200
vehicle would not be a problem, but residents strongly disagree. We also feel that people will be trespassing on our
property going from the camp grounds to the lake.

Mike 8c Patsy Potocki
29829 Highland Loop
Battle Lake, Minnesota 56515-9683



Bill Kalar

From: Mike Potocki <mpotocki@live.com> ^5/V.
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 5:10 PM ^l/fr
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead at Ottertail RV Park &Resort -Aft

Dear Bill: Wefeel this project is NOT environmentally safeforour beautiful Ottertail Lake. The increased
boat traffic will greatly elevate the risk for invasive species. We also will sufferfrom campfire smoke coming
from the camp grounds, since the wind is usuallyfrom the south in the summer.

On page 6 ofthe EAW report, stating the property does not drain into Ottertail Lake, I
disagree there is 30 inch culvert under highway 78 anda smaller culvert under Highland loop that drains into
the lake. At this time its dry, butwhen they remove the vegetation and trees there will be nothingto stop the
run off. Also theDOT claims that 1200 vehicle wouldnot be a problem, but residents strongly disagree. We
also feel that people will be trespassing on our propertygoing from the camp grounds to the lake.

Mike & Patsy Potocki
29829 Highland Loop
Battle Lake, Minnesota 56515-9683

Mike Potocki



RECEIVED

BillKalar

Land and Resource Management, Otter Tail County LAND &RESOURPF
540 West Fir

Fergus Falls, MN 56537
1-218-998-8095

Dear Mr. Kalar.

My comment on the proposed campground, Homestead at Ottertail, is that this area has been a vacation
area for decades so why would the project be"notcompatible with thearea" when that's thetype of area
it is.

We've lost most of the resorts in the area because of escalating lakeshore values, this is not only
compatible but an excellent addition to the area.

Thank you,

^7°i &oh1**> t< fU
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RECEIVED

Bill Kalar

Land and Resource Management, Otter Tail County LAND &RESOURCE
540 West Fir
Fergus Falls, MN 56537

Mr. Kalar,

I have a comment about the proposed campground, The Homestead at Ottertail RV Park,
regarding the overtaxed boat landings. I go by the landing on Otter Tail Lake by Pelican
Bay many days during the summer and 1can positively say that most of those days the
landing is either empty or only has a few boats. The few campers that would bring boats
would certainly not impact that, or any other, landing to any degree. These landings are
definitely not "overtaxed", more accurately I believe they are underutilized. There are a
lot of public landings within a few miles of this proposed project, a few boats spread out
among these landings wouldn't hardly be noticeable.
The last point regarding the use of the public landings is - these are public landings to be
used by the public, that's their intended use.

Thank you,

503 £W (A^ 5



RECEIVED

LAND &RESOURCE

Mr. Kalar

The proposed campground near Ottertail should be welcomed with open arms.

There is no negative impact that will result from the opening of the new

campground.

The campground does not have access to any lake. Although Ottertail Lake is

across the road the nearest public boat access is actually on Lake Ethel. There

are many other boat launching areas on different lakes within 10 miles of the

campground site. Any increase in boat traffic on any one lake or at any one

landing would be minimal.

Currently the proposed site is a mostly unused pasture. There is no wetland or

wildlife area. It sounds like the owners are going to actually add more trees and

shrubs which will enhance the area.

Hwy 78 is going to be resurfaced this summer and a right turn lane is being put

in at the intersection with County Rd 5. Also, not all the campground traffic will

be using the Hwy 78 and Cty Rd 5 intersection. There are other directions that

campers can go too.

Please do not let the voices of opposition stop the addition of this new

attraction to the area.

Thank you,
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RECEIVED

Bill Kalar ppqOURCE
Land and Resource Management, Otter Tail County lAND
540 West Fir
Fergus Falls, MN 56537

Mr. Kalar,

The proposed campground, Homestead at Ottertail RV Park and Resort, is
proposed in an area that has been a vacation area for manyyears. Not only the immediate
area being a vacation destination, but Otter Tail County with its' 1048 lakes is a tourist
destination.

We've lost most of the resorts in the area because lakeshore land being too
valuable to be a viable option for a resort. This project being located across the highway
from the lake is an excellent option to get a needed campground to the area without
incurring the astronomical expense of lakeshore property. This is definitely compatible
with the area. Not only compatible but needed.

Thank you,

421

SUSV
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Dear Mr. Kalar,

The area around the Homestead at Otter Tail Campground has

drawn tourists for years. Building a new facility to provide a place for

campers to stay will not be a negative. Any building construction or

septic system will have to be built to codes that already exist. The

campground doesn't have access to a lake and I've found that only

about 5%-10% of campers pull boats anyway. Campers are happy to

relax around the campfire taking advantage of the amenities at the

campground with excursions to points of interest in the area and

maybe a meal or two at area restaurants. This is a good project and

will help the area.

Thank you,

CAP
po : ^
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Bill Kalar

Land and Resource Management, Otter Tail County
540 West Fir
Fergus Falls, MN 56537

RECEIVED

LAND & RESOURCE

Mr. Kalar,

The proposed campground, Homestead at Ottertail, is proposed in an area that
has been a vacation area for many, many years. We've lost most of the resorts in the area
because of high-priced lakeshore land, this is definitely compatible with the area. Not
only compatible but needed.

Thank you,

Sb&f Co l-hj SO
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Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

jack hansen <jackhans@rrv.net>
Friday, March 15, 2013 10:31 AM
Bill Kalar

Ottertail RV Park

f

/£f

As a proptery owner on Ottertail Lake, Iam opposed to this development. There is already plenty of lake traffic
and by adding another 185 units will make it impossible.

Jack Hansen



no

Bill Kalar

From: McKoy, Holly <hmckoy@bojh.com>
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 10:52 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead at Ottertail RV Park &Resort ^O

Dear Bill,

Iwould like to express my concern about the proposed Homestead at Otter Tail RV park and resort. The density seems
entirely too high for the area. Highway 78 is a busyroadway. My husband and are summer visitors to Ottertail, my
parents have a home on Augustana Drive. We frequently bike around the lake and find highway 78 to be a bit frightening
with the current traffic. The shoulders are narrow and added traffic with a resort that large would make the road even
more dangerous. There is quite a bitof large truck traffic already on highway 78 and a large resort would make the
vehicular travel more dangerous as well.

Turning the residential neighborhood into more of a commercial area is not desirable for the nature of rural living. The
increased boat traffic is also of concern along with possible risk for invasive species as a result. We are opposed to the
Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort for the reasons listed above.

Thank you for your consideration.

Holly & Wade McKoy
PO Box 133

Jackson, WY 83001
307-699-2405

Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 8120 (20130315)

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.
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Bill Kalar

From: Jordan Woessner <jordan.woessner@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 2:44 PM A*.
To: Bill Kalar &I/

%
As a member of the Otter Tail community, I strongly support the Homestead RV park and Resort. I don't
foresee any downsides of having this resort in our area to draw more tourists and temporary residents during the
summer, or even year around for that matter. I think adding any number of tourists would not only help our
local businesses, but both the city and county.

I am in full support

Thanks for your time

Subject: Support for the Homestead RV Park ^£&

Bill, ^0

Jordan Woessner

Otter Supper Club
218 367 2525

We Outside Cater!

jordan.woessner@gmail.com

218 371-1246
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Bill Kalar

From: Dave Uhren <dnerhu@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 3:03 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: campground

Bill Kalar, This e-mail is in regard to the campground near Ottertail lake. I have noticed some negative
comments in the local paper. While I am sure all of us would like to have a lake like Ottertail for our own
personnel use the reality is this is a public lake for everyone to enjoy, notjust the people fortunate enough to be
able to afford million dollarhomes on expensive lots. A well run campground like the one proposed is a perfect
opportunity for families to be able to enjoy this beautiful part ofour state, and bring some much needed revenue
to the area. This has been a tourist destination for years and this campground can only enhance the areas
reputation for tourism. The local roads will have no problem handling the small amount of traffic that a
campground causes, and for those worried about greater risk of invasive species, I think it would have the
opposite effect, any boats kept at the campground will be openly available for inspection by conservation
officers and fellow fishermen helping to protect their favorite resource, dave uhren



Bill Kalar

From: JBCROUSE@aol.com
Sent: Saturday, March 16, 2013 5:04 PM
To: Bill Kalar
Subject: Homestead At Otter Tail

Dear Sirs:

re: Homestead At Otter Tail RV Park & Resort

m

We have been property owners on Ottertail Lake since 1990 and have seen a number of changes but we do not see this
development as enhancing the lake area. The additional road traffic and use of the boat ramp areaswill create more
delays and risk of invasive species. These residents will not likely be long term residents who are concerned about the
future of the lakes.

Please register us as opposed to this development.

James & Loraine Crouse

37009 Blarney Beach Rd.

ec®1/&0
Battle Lake, MN 56515 , Ah
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Bill Kalar

From: Diane Hunt <otterbob.2@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, March 16, 2013 5:49 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: rv park and resort

itis my understanding that some people do not want an rv park and campground inthe area near the lake.they
foset that there were two others on the s.e.side,on the lake.these will notbe lake lots.i have no problem with
anyone going into business to make money on his own property.i'm sure it would have an economic impact on
gas.food.baittaxes.as for the boat launches,they are already in full use.the environmental impact ismy only
worry.

respectively yours

robert

hunt otterbob.2(o),2mail.com

RECeWEO
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Bill Kalar

From: Jackie Prince <j.m.prince@earthlink.net>
Sent: Sunday, March 17, 2013 10:17 PM ^Gll/fr
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead at Ottertail

Dear Mr. Kalar,
Iunderstand that this development proposes to be a 185-unit RV park and resort at the intersection of Cr 5 and Hwy 78
across from Ottertail Lake.

I have some concerns about this proposal.
1) Ithink thiswould generate a lot of foot traffic across Hwy 78- a dangeroussituation. It would also generate a

lot of automobile trafficon an already busy road, and would slowtrafficas cars turn into and emerge from the
resort. I assume the road would be widened to add a turn lane, but that would only partially address the

situation.

2) I'm not sure where these people will access the lake: if they are on the beach, there will need to be rest room
facilities; if they are in their boats there will be inevitable pollution - both from engines and from sewage. (There
was a rock concert in the water last summer in front of our cottage: it lasted 5 hours and it was all too evident
that the passengers on the 50-or-so boats gathered were relieving themselves in the lake.) I'm also somewhat
concerned about on-land sewage treatment: is our system capable of handling a concentration of that size?

3) Finally, I live on the southwest shore of the lake in a 100-yr-old cabin built by my husband's grandfather. I have
seen many changes on the lake, and I know its usage must evolve. However, I believe the county has a
responsibility to protect this gem of a lake from the kind of stress which could destroy it. I also hope that the

county is sensitive to the special lifestyle the lake now enables, and which current owners cherish - a quiet day
on the water fishing; watching our children swimming and playing in good, safe water; being able to sit on the
dock and watch the sunset in silence at the end of the day; being able to walk for a paper in the morning with
little traffic to worry about; the sense that when we come to the lake, we really do leave hectic life behind and
enter another world - one of beauty and simplicity and serenity.

Based on these concerns, Isincerely hope the county will not allow a development of this type to be built.
Thank you for your attention, and for all that you do.
Sincerely,
Jackie Prince

Ottertail Lake homeowner



Bill Kalar

From: Betsy Schulz <boyerb77@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, March 17, 2013 5:28 PM
To: Bill Kalar '^Q
Subject: Fw: RV Park O,
Attachments: Otter Lake Parkpdf <?/>

X
Hello,
I received this news and would like to let you know that I feel this project would bring too much traffic both on
the road and on the lake. My family has come to Ottertail lake since I was little, and I enjoy mytime there
during the summer. Thanks for your consideration. Betsy Schulz

\%

^



URGENT: Attention Otter Tail Lakeshore Owners

HOMESTEAD AT OTTER TAIL RV PARK AND RESORT is aproposed
185-unit cluster development across from Otter Tail Lake at the
junction of State Hwy. 78 and CR 5. The Otter Tail County Board
is currently considering this proposal, with a30-day comment
period February 18-March 20,2013, preceding their final
decision.

It is URGENT THAT YOU CONTACT THE OTTERTAIL COUNTY DEPT
OF LAND AND RESOURCE TODAY to express your concerns by
either emailing bkalar@co.ottertail.mii.us or by mail to Bill
Kalar, Land &Resource Mgmt, 540 West Fir, Fergus Falls, MN
56537; 218-998-8095.

This proposed new development would change what we have
all come to appreciate and cherish about Otter Tail Lake living.
This project is equal to 16S more lake lots, creating significantly

l\ increased highway congestion, motdr/pedestrian conflicts on
&Vv&an already-busy State highway, considerably increased boat
P '̂M$£affic, overtaxed boat landings, and elevated risk for invasive
i• .. Species as aresult

>>•>•.•'

Turning our residential/ag neighborhoods into commercial use
W for large gatherings isn't smart or compatible development, and
JL- will change the unique Otter Tail Lake living experience and
%'m quality of life.

|j Please let your voices be heard.
!$' Friends of Ottertail Lake, Jan Nermoe,
1' nermoej@arvig.net; 701-238-2173

You may view acopy ofthe project's EAW on the OTC website: ,
www.co.otter-tail.mn.us - land and resources-special projects-
Homestead at Ottertail

1
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Bill Kalar

From: Melanie Buth <melbuth@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, March 17, 2013 2:22 PM ^
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: RV park and resort ^fa) *?/}

\
To Whom It May Concern,

We are sending this email to voice our opposition to the proposed RV park and resort on the junction state Hwy
78andCR5.

We feel it does amount to adding 185 more lots to the lake. By doing this, it will increase highway traffic, (as
we are only 1/2 mile away), excessive boat landing traffic, and water traffic. With the increased boat traffic, it
also brings the potential of exposure to more invasive species.
We purchased our home on the lake for the unique ottertail experience, we feel by adding all the access to the
lake it may take away that experience and de-value property.

Thank you for your consideration to this matter,

Tim and Melanie Buth
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Bill Kalar

From: Milt Paulson <mpaulson@arvig.net> ^
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 10:36 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Campground EAW Comments

County Board Members;

Thank you for the opportunity to weigh in on the proposed campground project at the intersection of State Highway 78
and Co Hwy 5.

Iwrite in support of the project for the following reasons;

1) Having considered the development of a similar park, I am familiar with the state regulations governing the
construction and operation of campgrounds and RV Parks. They are very strict as they pertain to density and
required amenities and should relieve the county of any concerns regarding environmental impact on the site
and on the area.

2) It is an ideal location given road access from 2 directions and easy access to the towns in the area. With the re
building of State Highway 78 the opportunity exists to implement any additional traffic safeguards.

3) The partially wooded site, ample space and well thought out design and construction phases will have no
negative visual impact on the area.

4) The economic benefits are huge. There is no other campground in the area other than those with strictly
seasonal sites for which there are waiting lists. The loss of the seasonal Mom and Pop resorts over the past 25
years has significantly reduced the area options for families to vacation. The proposed campground fills some of

that void. The list of area businesses that will benefit is long. Besides the obvious food and gas purveyors, area
recreational facilities, parks and shops will see increased business. The not so obvious spin-off is the potential for
permanent or seasonal home purchases by visitors for whom the area is attractive and welcoming.

5) The concern over lake crowding is over blown. First of all, due to the demise of the resorts mentioned above,
there is less boat traffic now than 20 years ago. Second, even though some campers may bring boats, this area
has a large enough number of lakes over which they will be dispersed and more importantly, these lake are for
the benefit of everyone-not just the privileged few fortunate enough to own lake front property. The increased
invasive species potential may exist, but as long as there are public accesses, trying to police by stopping a
campground which may generate some boat traffic is somewhat arbitrary.

Iencourage the Board to endorse and support a new, needed, well-planned family business in our county.

Milt Paulson

Paulson Land Co

117 N Lake Ave

PO Box 607

Battle Lake, MN 56515

(C) 218-205-9535
(B) 218-864-5203
(F) 218-864-5205
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Bill Kalar

From: Nestor & Evelyn Vorderbruggen <nev@arvig.net>
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 10:56 AM
To: d.carlisle@pemlaw.com; lynnm@arvig.net; mwing@prtel.com; psteeves@arvig.net;

whip56520@yahoo.com; beckykemling@msn.com; gwharing@arvig.net;
DougAnnHawk@yahoo.com; Bill Kalar; cadean5@prtel.com; sfetters@prtel.com

Subject: Homestead EAW

Re: Homestead EAW-Trailer Park Development

We are year-round residents on Ottertail Lake, and we feel very strongly against giving a permit to allow this
trailer park to be developed for many reasons.
The public access will be over run, and it will be much more likely for the campers to bring in zebra mussels
and aquatic plants , such as milfoil on their boats from other infested lakes. They will not be concerned
because they do not live on the lake. If this happens, the property values will drop. The public accesses will
need full time inspectors - 24/7.
What about the additional traffic on Highway # 78. Will you need stop lights there ? We are sure that with al
of these seasonals, they will be having parties with alcohol, and then deciding to pull their boat out and go
fishing or go to some night club. This would be a very dangerous intersection.

Ottertail Lake has plenty traffic now, and with the additional boat and pontoon traffic, it will be much more
dangerous when taking your children out water skiing or tubing.

Nestor & Evelyn Vorderbruggen

36605 Okeson Lane ^£r>
Battle Lake, Mn. 56515 >
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